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ABSTRACT

FRACTAL IMAGING THEORY

AND APPLICATIONS BEYOND COMPRESSION

Matthew Demers Advisors:

University of Guelph, 2012 Dr. H. Kunze & Dr. D. La Torre

The use of fractal-based methods in imaging was first popularized with fractal

image compression in the early 1990s. In this application, one seeks to approximate

a given target image by the fixed point of a contractive operator called the fractal

transform. Typically, one uses Local Iterated Function Systems with Grey-Level

Maps (LIFSM), where the involved functions map a parent (domain) block in an

image to a smaller child (range) block and the grey-level maps adjust the shading

of the shrunken block. The fractal transform is defined by the collection of optimal

parent-child pairings and parameters defining the grey-level maps. Iteration of the

fractal transform on any initial image produces an approximation of the fixed point

and, hence, an approximation of the target image. Since the parameters defining

the LIFSM take less space to store than the target image does, image compression is

achieved.



This thesis extends the theoretical and practical frameworks of fractal imaging to

one involving a particular type of multifunction that captures the idea that there are

typically many near-optimal parent-child pairings. Using this extended machinery, we

treat three application areas. After discussing established edge detection methods,

we present a fractal-based approach to edge detection with results that compare

favourably to the Sobel edge detector. Next, we discuss two methods of information

hiding: first, we explore compositions of fractal transforms and cycles of images

and apply these concepts to image-hiding; second, we propose and demonstrate an

algorithm that allows us to securely embed with redundancy a binary string within

an image. Finally, we discuss some theory of certain random fractal transforms with

potential applications to texturing.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The mathematics of imaging has been an exciting and important area of research

for the past several decades. Fractal-based methods have produced one imaging

framework that has received a lot of attention. In fractal image compression, the goal

is to approximate a given target image by the fixed point of a contractive operator

called a fractal transform. Typically, one uses Local Iterated Function Systems with

Grey-Level Maps, commonly abbreviated LIFSM. Within the LIFSM framework, a

fractal transform acts to map parent (domain) blocks in an image to smaller child

(range) blocks, while grey-level maps adjust the shading of the shrunken block. The

collection of pairings between parent and child blocks, and their associated grey-level

maps, defines the fractal transform. Iteration of the fractal transform on any initial

image produces an approximation of the fixed point and, hence, an approximation of

the target image. Since the parameters defining the fractal transform take less space

to store than the target image does, image compression is achieved.
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Fractal imaging provides us with an example of a real success story in applied

mathematical research. This area of interest was first developed in the late 1980s and

early 1990s, as Michael Barnsley first explored the marriage between iterated function

systems and imaging. In the early days of computing, the mathematics behind images

provided new and very exciting research potential. He founded a company, Iterated

Systems, as his graduate student, Arnaud Jacquin, programmed the first automatic

fractal image compression program as part of his doctoral research and continued

to publish afterward [1, 2]. Several books ([3, 4], for example) and other scholarly

publications were published on the topic in the mid-1990s as fractal image compression

flourished as a viable technique; its usage became widespread in various government

and commercial software applications for a time.

With more effective methods of image compression dominating the industry in re-

cent times, interest in fractal imaging has nevertheless continued. Several researchers

have developed methods of accelerating the original fractal image compression algo-

rithm. For example, some have used adaptive approaches analyzing fractal dimension

[5] or employing neural networks [6], while others have utilized correlation trees [7]

or taken multiscale approaches [8]. Other researchers have explored new frameworks

or generalizations for fractal imaging, like the wavelet framework developed by Davis

[9]. Still others have realized that there is much promise in applications of fractal

imaging beyond compression; such researchers have focused on areas such as image

denoising [10] and edge detection [11].
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In this thesis, we formulate a fractal imaging framework in terms of specific mul-

tifunctions that capture the relationships between both optimal and near-optimal

parent-child block pairings in a image. Using this new framework, we make advances

in three applications:

1. Edge Detection

2. Information Hiding

3. Random IFSM

The structure of this thesis is as follows:

• In the second chapter, we recall such fundamental concepts as contraction map-

pings, Banach’s fixed point theorem, iterated function systems (IFS) and fractal

attractors. The collage theorem is discussed before reviewing the traditional ap-

proach to fractal image compression using local iterated function systems with

grey-level maps (LIFSM). Accompanying examples are provided.

• The third chapter is designed to be parallel to the second chapter. First, we

introduce the mathematics behind multifunctions and iterated multifunction

systems (IMS), and the attractors of IMS are discussed. Then, we provide a

new framework for fractal imaging that utilizes the multifunctions mentioned

earlier. The new framework allows for numerous considerations that are not

encompassed by the classical LIFSM framework.
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• The fourth chapter is dedicated to fractal-based methods for edge detection.

Two different approaches are detailed. The first approach measures the cluster-

ing of near-optimal parent blocks. The second approach considers the values of

the grey-level parameters representing contrast adjustments within the fractal

transform. We show that this indirect approach to edge detection can give re-

sults comparable to well-established edge detection techniques. This work has

been published [12, 13].

• The fifth chapter presents an application of our work to information hiding.

The method restricts the areas from which parent blocks are selected when

defining a fractal transform. Compositions of fractal transforms are discussed,

leading to an interesting consequence involving n-cycles in image space. The

idea of embedding binary strings representing watermarks into greyscale images

is explained. Examples and results are provided.

• The sixth chapter reviews some fundamental concepts in probability theory be-

fore defining random analogues to contraction mappings, Banach’s fixed point

theorem, and the collage theorem. A random fractal transform is defined using

random iterated function system with grey-level maps (RIFSM) before explor-

ing a direct application in image texturing. An inverse problem is then dis-

cussed: We consider the situation where one has many noisy observations of a

target signal and show that the grey-level parameters in the fractal transform
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obtained from each individual observation inherit the noise distribution of the

observation. The latter topic has been published [14, 15].

The final chapter briefly details some possible branches of future research interest

that stem from ideas introduced in this thesis.
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Chapter 2

Banach’s fixed point theorem and the framework

for classical fractal imaging

2.1 Contraction mappings and iterated function systems

We first review some fundamental concepts before introducing iterated function

systems and related applications. For further background reading and related topics,

the reader is pointed to [16, 17].

Definition 2.1 We denote a complete metric space by (X, dX). We say that a func-

tion f : X → X is contractive if there exists a contraction factor c ∈ [0, 1) such

that for any x, y ∈ X, we have

dX(f(x), f(y)) ≤ c dX(x, y). (2.1)

Such functions f may be called contractions or contraction mappings.
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It can easily be shown that any contraction mapping is uniformly continuous on

(X, dX). A special class of contraction on R is the affine mapping of the form:

f(t) = at+ b,

where a and b are presumed to be real with |a| < 1 and f is contractive on R with

respect to absolute value. Functions of this form will be encountered commonly in

our discussions. An important theorem may now be stated:

Theorem 2.1 (Banach’s Fixed Point Theorem) Suppose we have a complete metric

space (X, dX) and a contraction mapping f with contraction factor c. Then,

1. There exists a unique fixed point x̄ of X such that f(x̄) = x̄; and

2. For any x ∈ X we have that as n→∞, dX(f ◦n(x), x̄)→ 0.

Banach’s Fixed Point Theorem is also fittingly called the Contraction Mapping Prin-

ciple.

Proof of Banach’s Fixed Point Theorem: Consider a point x0 ∈ X and create

a sequence by letting xn+1 = f(xn), for n ≥ 0. It follows that xn = f ◦n(x0), where

f ◦0(x0) = x0.
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Let m and n be positive integers satisfying m < n. Then,

dX(xm, xn) = dX(f ◦m(x0), f ◦n(x0))

= dX(f(f ◦(m−1)(x0)), f(f ◦(n−1)(x0))) (2.2)

≤ c dX(f ◦(m−1)(x0), f ◦(n−1)(x0)) by contractivity,

= c dX(f(f ◦(m−2)(x0)), f(f ◦(n−2)(x0))) continuing the process,

≤ c2dX(f ◦(m−2)(x0), f ◦(n−2)(x0))

. . .

≤ cmdX(x0, f
◦(n−m)(x0)) (2.3)

Now consider dX(x0, f
◦k(x0)) for k ≥ 1.

dX(x0, f
◦k(x0)) = dX(x0, xk)

≤ dX(x0, x1) + dX(x1, xk) using triangle inequality,

≤ dX(x0, x1) + dX(x1, x2) + dX(x2, xk)

≤ dX(x0, x1) + dX(x1, x2) +

. . .+ dX(xk−1, xk) repeating sufficiently,

= dX(x0, x1) + dX(f(x0), f(x1)) +

. . .+ dX(f ◦(k−1)(x0), f ◦(k−1)(x1))
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≤ dX(x0, x1) + c dX(x0, x1) + . . .+ ck−1 dX(x0, x1)

= (1 + c+ c2 + . . .+ ck−1) dX(x0, x1)

=
1− ck

1− c
dX(x0, x1)

≤ 1

1− c
dX(x0, x1) (2.4)

Putting (2.3) and (2.4) together,

dX(xm, xn) ≤ cm
1

1− c
dX(x0, x1)

Since 0 ≤ c < 1, then given any ε > 0, a number M > 0 may be found such that

cm

1−cdX(x0, x1) < ε for all m ≥M . Thus, dX(xm, xn) < ε for all n > m when m ≥M ,

and so the sequence {xn} is Cauchy in (X, dX). (X, dX) is complete, hence the Cauchy

sequence must converge to some x̄ ∈ X. (i.e. for any δ > 0, there exists an N > 0

such that dX(xn, x̄) < δ whenever n ≥ N); therefore, the limit of xn+1 = f(xn) may

be taken as n → ∞ to obtain x̄ = f(x̄), noting that lim
n→∞

f (xn) = f
(

lim
n→∞

xn

)
, by

continuity of f(x). In other words, x̄ is a fixed point of f .

To show that x̄ is the unique fixed point, we assume that there are two different

fixed points x̄ and z̄ and derive a contradiction. If this assumption is made, then

f(x̄) = x̄ and f(z̄) = z̄, for x̄, z̄ ∈ X, with x̄ 6= z̄. Then,

dX(x̄, z̄) = dX(f(x̄), f(z̄)) ≤ c dX(x̄, z̄).

Since dX(x̄, z̄) > 0 by assumption, we may divide both sides of the inequality by it

to get 1 ≤ c. This is a contradiction, since f is a contraction mapping, and so c must

be less than 1. Thus, x̄ = z̄, and the fixed point must be unique.
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2

Intuitively, if a contraction mapping is “close to” a second contraction mapping

using an appropriate metric, it seems that the fixed point of the first should also be

well-approximated by the fixed point of the second. This is stated as a theorem [18]:

Theorem 2.2 Let (X, dX) be a complete metric space. Furthermore, let f1 and f2

be contraction mappings with contraction factors c1 and c2, and fixed points x̄1 and

x̄2 respectively. Then,

dX(x̄1, x̄2) ≤ 1

1−min{c1, c2}
dX,sup(f1, f2),

where dX,sup(f1, f2) = sup
x∈X

dX(f1(x), f2(x)).

This theorem says that if the distance between two mappings is small under the

sup metric, then the distance between the two fixed points of those mappings has

an upper bound. Thus, the fixed points of two such contraction mappings should be

similar as long as their contraction factors c1 and c2 are sufficiently less than 1.

We now define a number of different distances.

Definition 2.2 Let x ∈ X be a point and S ⊆ X be a set. Then, d′(x, S) =

inf
z∈S

dX(x, z) is the distance between a point and a set in X.

Using (2.2), we may establish a way to measure the distance between sets.

Definition 2.3 Let R ⊆ X and S ⊆ X. Then,

h(R, S) = sup
x∈R

d′(x, S) = sup
x∈R

(
inf
y∈S

dX(x, y)

)
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is the distance between two sets in X.

It is true that h(R, S) 6= h(S,R) in general and thus it is not a metric. So, in

consideration of this, we define a different way of measuring distance between sets.

Definition 2.4 The Hausdorff distance between two subsets R and S of X is

defined by

dH = max{h(R, S), h(S,R)}.

The Hausdorff distance satisfies dH(R, S) = dH(S,R). This distance will be used in

tandem with a space defined here:

Definition 2.5 Given a space X, we denote by H(X) the space consisting of all

nonempty compact subsets of X.

The distances of Definitions 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4 possess many properties that are often

intuitive; we state some of them here. For proofs of these identities, see [19].

Theorem 2.3 Let (X, dX) be a metric space. Then,

1. For any x, y ∈ X, and S ⊂ X

d′(x, S) ≤ d(x, y) + d′(y, S).

2. If Q ⊂ R ⊂ X, then h(S,Q) ≥ h(S,R), and h(Q,S) ≤ h(R, S) for any Q ⊂ X.

3. For all x, y ∈ X, and R, S ⊂ X.

d′(x,R) ≤ d(x, y) + d′(y, S) + h(S,R).
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4. For all x ∈ X and R, S ⊂ X,

d′(x,R) ≤ d′(x, S) + h(S,R).

5. For P,Q,R, S ∈ H(X), we have that

dH(P ∪Q,R ∪ S) ≤ dH(P,R), and (2.5)

dH(P ∪Q,R ∪ S) ≤ dH(Q,S). (2.6)

We now state a useful theorem that is a well-known result.

Theorem 2.4 Let (X, dX) be a complete metric space. Then (H(X), dH) is a com-

plete metric space too.

Proof: The proof for this important theorem involves considerable work with Cauchy

sequences of sets in H(X) and a property of sequences in (H(X), dH) known as the

Extension Lemma. For further details, the reader is referred to [16].

Theorem 2.5 Let (X, dX) be a complete metric space, and let f be a contraction

mapping on (X, dX). For S ⊆ X, define f̂(S) = {f(s),∀s ∈ S}. Then,

1. f̂ : H(X)→ H(X)

2. f̂ is a contraction mapping on (H(X), dH).

Proof: We prove conclusion 1 first: Let S ∈ H(X). S is nonempty and compact,

so f̂(S) is nonempty. Let {xn}∞n=1 be an infinite sequence of points in S and let

yn = f(xn). Since S is compact, this sequence has an infinite subsequence {xim}∞m=1
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with a limit point x′ ∈ S. Because f is a contraction mapping, f is continuous, and

so we have that

lim
m→∞

yim = lim
m→∞

f(xim) = f
(

lim
m→∞

xim

)
= f(x′)

Now, x′ ∈ S so f(x′) ∈ f̂(S). So, the infinite sequence yn ∈ f̂(S) contains a subse-

quence that converges to a point in f̂(S). This means that f̂(S) is compact, and thus

it is an element of H(X). Hence f̂ : H(X)→ H(X).

To prove conclusion 2, Let R ∈ H(X) and S ∈ H(X). We have that f is a

contraction mapping on (X, dX), and thus for any x and y ∈ X,

dX(f(x), f(y)) ≤ c dX(x, y)

⇒ inf
y∈S

dX(f(x), f(y)) ≤ c inf
y∈S

dX(x, y)

⇒ inf
v∈f̂(S)

dX(f(x), v) ≤ c inf
y∈S

dX(x, y)

⇒ d′(f(x), f̂(S)) ≤ c d′(x, S) (for any choice of x)

⇒ sup
x∈R

d′(f(x), f̂(S)) ≤ c sup
x∈R

d′(x, S)

⇒ sup
u∈f̂(R)

d′(u, f̂(S)) ≤ c sup
x∈R

d′(x, S)

⇒ h(f̂(S), f̂(R)) ≤ c h(S,R).

Similarly, we can show h(f̂(R), f̂(S)) ≤ c h(R, S). Hence,

max{h(f̂(R), f̂(S)), h(f̂(S), f̂(R))} ≤ c max{h(R, S), h(S,R)}.

In other words, dH(f̂(R), f̂(S)) ≤ c dH(R, S), proving the result.

2
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Note that it is also possible to show that if f is a contraction mapping on (X, dX),

then just as f is uniformly continuous on that space, the set-valued function f̂ is

analogously uniformly continuous on (H(X), dH).

A concept that is key to the material to follow is now introduced.

Definition 2.6 Let (X, dX) be a complete metric space and define N contraction

mappings wi : X → X, with i = 1, . . . , N and S ⊆ X. Then, we define the associated

set-valued maps

ŵi(S) = {wi(s)|s ∈ S}, and

ŵ(S) =
N⋃
i=1

ŵi(S)

We call (ŵ, X) a contractive iterated function system.

Contractive iterated function systems are commonly abbreviated “IFS” [16, 20]. In

our discussions, any reference to an IFS can be assumed to be referring to a contractive

IFS. We will sometimes refer to an IFS that includes exactly N maps as an N-Map

IFS.

Note that ŵ maps sets to sets. The following theorem is easily proven using

particular properties of Hausdorff distance:

Theorem 2.6 Let (X, dX) be a complete metric space and let wi : X → X be con-

traction mappings with i ∈ {1, . . . , N}. Then the IFS (ŵ, X) is a contraction mapping

on (H(X), dH).
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Sometimes, when the associated space (X, dX) is understood, we will write ŵ instead

of (ŵ, X) to represent the IFS. The next theorem, due to Hutchinson [21], applies

Banach’s Fixed Point Theorem to establish the existence of a unique fixed point of

ŵ in H(X).

Theorem 2.7 Suppose that ŵ = {ŵ1, . . . , ŵN} is a contractive N-map IFS acting on

the complete metric space (H(X), dH). Then, there exists a unique A ∈ H(X) such

that

A = ŵ(A) =
N⋃
i=1

ŵi(A).

We call A the attractor or set attractor of the IFS. Furthermore, for any S ∈

H(X) we have that the sequence of sets {Si} defined by

S0 = S

and Sm+1 = ŵ(Sm) =
N⋃
i=1

ŵi(Sm)

converges to A in the dH metric.

In other words, the attractor is “fixed” or invariant under application of the IFS, and

iteration of the IFS upon any initial nonempty compact subset of X will yield sets

that are progressively closer to the unique attractor of the IFS.

Proof of Hutchinson’s Theorem: By Theorem 2.4, (H(X), dH) is a complete

metric space. Also, we have that ŵi : H(X)→ H(X) by Theorem 2.5. Furthermore,

because it is the union of a finite number of such maps, ŵ : H(X) → H(X) also.

Hence ŵ satisfies the hypotheses of Banach’s Fixed Point Theorem on the complete
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metric space (H(X), dH) and so the conclusion of Banach’s Fixed Point Theorem,

modified appropriately, follows.

2

Hutchinson’s Theorem guarantees that every contractive IFS on (H(X), dH) possesses

a unique set attractor A ∈ H(X). When represented in two or three-dimensional

space, the visual depictions of such sets can be very interesting and typically feature

infinitely many, infinitesimally-small details. For certain selections of IFS contraction

mappings, the resulting attractors can resemble objects of the natural world. With

this in mind, it is natural to think of how one would produce visual depictions of

set attractors. The task is not straightforward, because of the presence of those tiny

details; typically, one must resort to producing an approximation of an IFS attractor.

A straightforward approach to producing such an approximation is the deterministic

algorithm. Suppose that ŵ = {ŵ1, . . . , ŵN} defines an N -map IFS on the complete

metric space (H(X), dH). Defining a “seed point” x0 ∈ X, the N -map IFS may be

applied to the singleton set {x0} to produce a set consisting of N (not necessarily

distinct) points. Applying ŵ to the set of N points produces a set of N2 points, and

so on, as illustrated in Figure 2.1.

Iterating the map ŵ on a set of points produces a set of points that is closer to

the attractor. Eventually, the distance between points in the current iteration and

the attractor is smaller than the size of a pixel. This means that the set of points for

this iteration is an approximation of the attractor at the chosen pixel resolution.
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Figure 2.1: The deterministic algorithm requires exponentially larger sets of points
with each iteration.

This method, however simplistic, is intractable computationally, which becomes

evident within just a few iterations. The number of points requiring storage increases

exponentially with each iteration. For example, a 4-map IFS will require the storage

of 410 (over a million) points, by just the tenth iteration. There is no guarantee

that the set of points will be a good approximation of the attractor by that point

either, especially if the contraction factor of the IFS is not sufficiently small or if the

resolution is very high so that pixel size is very small. There is much potential for

redundancy in this method as well; the same point could appear many times within

a single set during iteration, and storing a single point (and subsequently performing

calculations upon it, leading to further redundancy!) more than once is unnecessary.
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Instead, a different and more practical approach is used that is far less demanding

computationally. This is a random algorithm, an iterative approach that is most often

called the chaos game.

The Chaos Game:

Let (ŵ, X) be an N -map IFS with associated contraction mappings {ŵ1, . . . , ŵN}.

First, a seed point x0 ∈ X is chosen. The sequence {x1, x2, . . .} is formed by letting

xi+1 = wσn(xi), (2.7)

where σn is an index chosen randomly for every n ≥ 1, with σn = 1, . . . , N ; the choice

is independent of previous choices. A probability is assigned to each mapping in the

IFS: if we let pk represent the probability of selecting map wk, k = 1, . . . , N , with the

stipulation that
N∑
k=1

pk = 1, then the resulting IFS with probabilities is referred to as

an IFSP. Figure 2.2 illustrates that the random algorithm produces one branch of

the tree in Figure 2.1.

Theorem 2.8 Let (X, dX) be a complete metric space. Let (ŵ, X) be a contractive

IFS consisting of N mappings ŵj, j = 1, . . . , N , with associated contraction factors

cj ∈ [0, 1). Choose x0 ∈ X and define the random sequence {xn} by

x1 = wσ1(x0)

x2 = wσ2(x1) = wσ2 ◦ wσ1(x0)

. . .

xn = wσn(xn) = wσn ◦ wσn−1 ◦ · · · ◦ wσ1(x0)
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Figure 2.2: The random algorithm, or chaos game, involves only one point at every
iteration. Compare with Figure 2.1.

Finally, let A be the attractor of the IFS (ŵ, X). Then, for all random sequences

{σi}∞i=1, the points in the corresponding sequence {xi}∞i=0 approach the attractor A

arbitrarily closely.

Proof : Given a seed point, x0 ∈ X, then by Definition 2.2, we have that

d′
(
wσ1(x0), A

)
= inf

z∈A
dX

(
wσ1(x0), z

)

Let Aσ1 represent ŵσ1(A); this set is a subset of the attractor A itself. Then,

d′
(
wσ1(x0), A

)
≤ inf

z∈Aσ1
dX

(
wσ1(x0), z

)
= inf

z∈A
dX

(
wσ1(x0), wσ1(z)

)
≤ c inf

z∈A
dX(x0, z), where contraction factor c = max

1≤j≤N
{cj}

= c d′(x0, A).
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Applying this to any point xk produced by the random algorithm after k iterations,

we have

d′(xk, A) = d′(wσk(xk−1), A)

≤ c d′(xk−1, A)

≤ c2 d′(xk−2, A)

. . .

≤ ck d′(x0, A)

Because 0 ≤ c < 1, d′(xk, A) must converge to zero as k → ∞. Thus, the sequence

of points obtained by the chaos game must contain points that grow arbitrarily close

to points in A as k →∞.

2

We can even go a step further with the following theorem, named Elton’s Ergodic

Theorem [22].

Theorem 2.9 Let (X, dX), (ŵ, X), and the iterates xi be defined as in Theorem 2.8.

Then, for any x0 ∈ X and almost all sequences {σi}∞i=1, the random walk {xi}∞i=0 is

dense in A. In other words, for any point a ∈ A and any ε > 0, there exists an m > 0

such that dX(xm, a) < ε.

Proof: The proof can be found in [22].

Notes:
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1: If, of course, the initial point x0 lies on the attractor, then the sequence {xn}

consists entirely of points that lie on the attractor.

2: The chaos game has computational advantages due to its iterative nature. After

every new xi is obtained through the randomly chosen mapping, the previous point

xi−1 can be plotted on a graph and then replaced by the new piece of information,

whereupon the procedure repeats itself until a desired number of points have been

obtained. Thus, only the previous point ever needs to be stored in order to obtain

the next.

3: An important consideration is the finite precision of computer plots. If a term of

the sequence of points produced by the chaos game lies within the space occupied by

a particular pixel, the entirety of that pixel will be shaded, since a pixel represents the

smallest possible unit of space on a computer’s display. As the random algorithm is

applied, the set of shaded pixels typically grows for most IFS. Since the true attractor

for any contractive IFS would occupy the space covered by a finite number of pixels,

there is an upper limit on the number of pixels that will be shaded by the algorithm.

Thus, it is practical to iterate the chaos game only until the number of shaded pixels

on the computer screen stops growing.

Example: For X =
[
−3

2
, 3

2

]2
and x ∈ X, consider the contractive IFSP defined by

the following two mappings:
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w1(x) =


1

2
√

2

√
3

2
√

2

−
√

3
2
√

2
1

2
√

2

x ; p1 = 1
2

w2(x) =


1

2
√

2

√
3

2
√

2

−
√

3
2
√

2
1

2
√

2

x+


1
2

−1
2

 ; p2 = 1
2

(2.8)

A seed point in X is chosen, and the chaos game is run for 100 000 iterations,

generating 100 000 points that in sequence grow closer and closer to points on the true

set attractor. After a small number of iterations, the distance from these points to the

attractor shrinks to less than the width of a pixel, and so a graphical representation of

the points in the sequence should give a very good approximation of the set attractor.

A representation after one run is depicted in Figure 2.3.

While we end our discussions of the “forward” problem of producing IFS attractors

here, there is much more to discuss in the topic. Of recent interest has been the subject

of how to colour fractal attractors in realistic or otherwise interesting ways, using a

method known as colour stealing [23, 24]. Another area involves creating families of

IFS in order to produce many visually-similar, but different shapes that may resemble

real-life objects. For further reading, the reader is directed to [25].

2.2 The collage theorem and classical fractal transforms

We now consider a related inverse problem. Our goal is to answer the question:

“Given a target image, is it possible to find a contractive IFS whose attractor is close
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Figure 2.3: An IFS attractor produced by the chaos game.

to the target?” Before we can do this, we first speak more generally about the idea

of an inverse problem, which is well-phrased as follows:

Let (X, dX) be a complete metric space. Given a target point x ∈ X, find a

contraction mapping f with fixed point x̄ such that dX(x, x̄) is sufficiently small.

Clearly, such an inverse problem is not well-posed; there may be many good solutions.

Further, it is important to note that it is not easy to solve this problem in any direct

manner. We typically restrict the possible choices of f in this problem to a particular

class defined by certain parameters, but it is usually not possible to express x̄ in terms

of those parameters. Note that the trivial solutions of the contraction mapping that

sends all points of X directly to a target x is typically excluded within the class of
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maps we consider in our applications.

An important theorem gives us a new avenue from which we can approach this prob-

lem.

Theorem 2.10 (Collage Theorem) Let (X, dX) be a complete metric space with x ∈

X. Let f : X → X be a contraction mapping with contraction factor c ∈ [0, 1). If we

denote the fixed point of f by x̄, then

dX(x, x̄) ≤ 1

1− c
dX(x, f(x)).

Proof: The result follows from the contractivity of f and Banach’s Fixed Point

Theorem.

dX(x, x̄) ≤ dX(x, f(x)) + dX(f(x), x̄) (by triangle inequality)

⇒ dX(x, x̄) ≤ dX(x, f(x)) + dX(f(x), f(x̄)) (x̄ is a fixed point)

⇒ dX(x, x̄) ≤ dX(x, f(x)) + c dX(x, x̄) (f is contractive)

⇒ dX(x, x̄) (1− c) ≤ dX(x, f(x))

⇒ dX(x, x̄) ≤ 1

1− c
dX(x, f(x)) (c ∈ [0, 1)).

2

The implication is that the Collage Theorem allows us to control the error dX(x, x̄) by

ensuring that dX(x, f(x)) is small and that c is sufficiently less than 1. The distance

dX(x, f(x)) is called the collage distance. In light of this result, we may now revise

the inverse problem to the following:
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Let (X, dX) be a complete metric space. Given a target point x ∈ X, find a

contraction mapping f such that dX(x, f(x)) is sufficiently small (with contraction

factor c bounded away from 1).

Remark: It has been shown that the reduction in error using the minimal-collage

fixed point is suboptimal. For further discussion, see [26, 27].

We now detail a method that takes advantage of the Collage Theorem in order to

approximate a target function by the fixed point of a contraction mapping. Indeed,

here the target function and the fixed point should be thought of as points in a space of

functions, and the contraction mapping that we find will be one that sends functions

to functions. This is a mapping which is often called an IFSM (Iterated Function

System with Grey-Level Mappings), and we can refer to the method employed to

obtain the IFSM as the IFSM algorithm.

The goal is to represent a function as the union of shrunken and adjusted copies

of itself. When applied to fractal imaging (as we will see), the functions we work

with will be image functions, with the graph of such functions representing the the

shading of the image. Since fractal imaging will be our primary focus, the language

we will use when describing the techniques in this chapter will be imaging-related.

Assume that we have a function on a complete metric space (X, dX). For a 1-D

function, this could be a finite-length, closed interval, and the function will be called

a signal. For a 2-D function, the unit square � will often be considered, and we will

call the function an image function. It is given that every point x ∈ X is assigned
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a value through a signal or image function u : X → C, where C is a set of colours.

The colour set C could take a variety of forms; for example [0, 1] could represent the

set of all shades of grey between white and black, or {0, 1, . . . , 255}3 could represent

a discrete set of triplets defining a broad range of colours over the visual spectrum.

Let F(X,C) = {u|u : X → C} be the space of all square integrable signal or image

functions over X with a range of C. In this thesis, we will be working exclusively with

greyscale images, so we choose C = [0, 1]. We can define a metric on this function

space as follows:

d2(u1, u2) =

(∫
X

(
u1(x)− u2(x))2dx

)1/2

= ‖u1 − u2‖2. (2.9)

For our purposes, there are two options for X. For signal functions, X = [0, 1], while

for image functions, X = � = [0, 1]× [0, 1]. We are able to work on the unit interval

or square by recognizing that any finite-length signal or rectangular image can easily

be scaled to [0, 1] or � respectively. Returning to our problem, the goal is to find an

IFS that possesses an attractor A that closely approximates the target signal or image

in both its geometry and shading. In other words, motivated by the collage theorem,

the inverse problem is recast as follows: Given a target function u ∈ F(X,C), find a

contraction mapping T such that d2(u, Tu) is small.

We define such a mapping T , called a fractal transform, in the following way.

Definition 2.7 Let (X, dX) be a complete metric space, and let u ∈ F(X,C) be an

image or signal function. Let Xi ⊂ X, and wi : X → Xi, i = 1, . . . , N be geometric

contraction mappings with respect to Euclidean distance such that:
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1. Any two mappings wi and wj, i 6= j, have non-overlapping ranges Xi and Xj

except perhaps for points on the boundary of Xi and Xj;

2.
N⋃
i=1

Xi = X.

Let φi : C→ C, i = 1, . . . , N be grey- or colour-level maps associated to each wi.

Then,

T (u(x)) =
N∑
i=1

′

φi
(
u(w−1

i (x))
)
,

is a fractal transform of u. The prime indicates that the sum is only to be taken

over those points x where the inverse mappings w−1
i are defined.

The action of a fractal transform shrinks the whole of the image or signal function to

fit onto the range of each wi while the φi mappings subsequently adjust the function.

In a typical formulation, the set of contraction mappings wi is fixed and the allowable

grey-level maps are restricted to a chosen class. The grey-level mappings are most

often assumed to be affine, of the form

φi(t) = αi(t) + βi.

Supposing for the moment that the collage theorem can be applied to the resulting

family of fractal transforms, given a target function u, we seek to find the values of

αi and βi, for i = 1, . . . , N , so that d2(u, Tu) =: ∆ is as small as possible. In order

for T : X → X, we must have conditions on the αi and βi. If we choose C = [0, 1],

the minimization of the squared collage distance becomes a constrained optimization
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problem as follows:

minimize ∆2

subject to 0 ≤ αi + βi ≤ 1 (2.10)

0 ≤ βi ≤ 1,

for all i = 1, . . . , N ;

the squared collage distance ∆2 is minimized instead of ∆ for mathematical ease.

When the child blocks do not overlap, we have that:

∆2 =

∫
X

(u(x)− Tu(x))2 dx

=
N∑
i=1

∫
Xi

(u(x)− Tu(x))2 dx

=
N∑
i=1

∆2
i ,

where ∆i is the collage distance over Xi; in order to ensure that T : X → X, the

earlier conditions must hold for each i. As a result, in the nonoverlapping case we

obtain constrained optimization problems:

for each i = 1, . . . , N

minimize ∆2
i (2.11)

subject to 0 ≤ αi + βi ≤ 1

0 ≤ βi ≤ 1.

The collection of minimization problems (2.11) comes with the advantage that each

involves only αi and βi for one value of i, while the single problem of (2.10) includes
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every αi and βi, for all i = 1, . . . , N . Thus, the individual problems of (2.11) are

relatively easy to solve.

Example: Consider the 1-D signal u(x) = x2 on X = [0, 1] as well as the nonover-

lapping 2-map IFS (ŵ, [0, 1]) with the associated mappings given by
w1(x) = 1

2
x

w2(x) = 1
2
x+ 1

2

(2.12)

It is easy to see that each of the two mappings is affine and contractive with contrac-

tion factor 1
2
. We introduce the affine grey-level maps:

φi(t) = αi(t) + βi, (2.13)

for i = 1, 2. We obtain a fractal transform

T (u(x)) =
2∑
i=1

′

φi
(
u(w−1

i (x))
)

=
2∑
i=1

′ (
αi u(w−1

i (x)) + βi
)

=


α1 u(w−1

1 (x)) + β1, x ∈ [0, 0.5]

α2 u(w−1
2 (x)) + β2, x ∈ [0.5, 1]

The aim is to minimize the collage distance

∆ = d2(u, Tu),
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and for convenience, we may instead minimize the squared collage distance.

∆2 =

∫ 1

0

[u(x)− T (u(x))]2 dx

=

∫ 1
2

0

[u(x)− T (u(x))]2 dx+

∫ 1

1
2

[u(x)− T (u(x))]2 dx

= ∆2
1 + ∆2

2.

Taking each of ∆2
1 and ∆2

2 in turn:

∆2
1 =

∫ 1
2

0

[u(x)− T (u(x))]2 dx

=

∫ 1
2

0

[u(x)− φ1(u(w−1
1 (x)))]2 dx

=

∫ 1
2

0

[x2 − α1 (2x)2 − β1]2 dx

=

∫ 1
2

0

[(1− 4α1)2x4 − (2− 8α1)β1y
2 + β2

1 ] dx

=
1

160
(1− 4α)2 − 1

12
(1− 4α1) +

1

2
β2

1

=
1

10
α2

1 −
1

20
α1 +

1

2
β2

1 −
1

12
β1 +

1

3
α1β1 +

1

160

∆2
1 is a quadratic function of two variables, the coefficients α1 and β1 defining the

affine mapping φ. From calculus, the collage distance is minimized when
∂∆2

1

∂α1
= 0

∂∆2
1

∂β1
= 0

(2.14)

Taking these partial derivatives yields:
∂∆2

1

∂α1
= 1

5
α1 − 1

20
+ 1

3
β1 = 0

∂∆2
1

∂β1
= β1 − 1

12
+ 1

3
α1 = 0

(2.15)
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It is now easy to solve the system, giving:
α1 = 1

4

β1 = 0

This global minimizer satisfies the constraints of the optimization problem, so the

boundaries of the constraint region need not be checked. Thus, the affine mapping

φ1(t) =
1

4
t (2.16)

should be used in order to minimize the collage distance for the left half of the

signal. In this special case, ∆2
1 is in fact zero! Repeating these calculations for the

second piece, we find that while the global minimizers for ∆2
2 are (α2, β2) = (23

32
, 11

32
),

these do not satisfy the constraints on the grey-level parameters. Thus, we must

minimize along the boundaries of the feasible region, giving (α2, β2) = (41
64
, 23

64
). This

corresponds to an affine mapping of

φ2(t) =
41

64
t+

23

64
. (2.17)

Having found the parameters defining the minimal-collage distance φi mappings, we

may now build the fractal transform T that minimizes the collage distance:

T (u(x)) =
2∑
i=1

′

φi
(
u(w−1

i (x))
)
,

with the wi mappings as defined in (2.12) and the φi mappings as defined in (2.13).

By the collage theorem, we know that as long as T is a contraction, then the fixed

point of T will be “close” to the target function u(x) = x2. By Banach’s Fixed Point
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Theorem, repeated application of T upon any initial function v ∈ F([0, 1], [0, 1]) will

produce a sequence of functions that converges to that fixed point in the function

space F([0, 1], [0, 1]).

We can prove contractivity for all fractal transforms using this setup.

Theorem 2.11 Let X = [0, 1]. Let T (u(x)) =
N∑
i=1

′

φi
(
u(w−1

i (x))
)

be a fractal trans-

form of a function u ∈ F([0, 1], [0, 1]), made up of N geometric contraction mappings

wi(x) = ai x+bi, i = 1, . . . , N . Each of these contraction mappings has a contraction

factor |ai| < 1, the domain of each is [0, 1], and the range of each is Xi ⊂ [0, 1],

such that the Xi do not overlap except possibly at the boundaries of the ranges, with
N⋃
i=1

Xi = [0, 1]. Let φi(t) = αi t + βi, i = 1, . . . , N represent grey-level mappings

associated to each geometric contraction. Then, T is contractive in the L2 metric as

long as
n∑
i=1

|ai|
1
2 |αi| < 1.

Proof:

‖Tu− Tv‖2 =

∥∥∥∥∥
n∑
i=1

αi
(
u(w−1

i (x))− v(w−1
i (x))

)∥∥∥∥∥
2

≤
n∑
i=1

∥∥αi(u(w−1
i (x))− v(w−1

i (x))
)∥∥

2

=
n∑
i=1

|αi|
∥∥u(w−1

i (x))− v(w−1
i (x))

∥∥
2

Now, for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, we have that

∥∥u(w−1
i (x))− v(w−1

i (x))
∥∥

2
=

[ ∫
Xi

(
u(w−1

i (x))− v(w−1
i (x))

)2
dx

] 1
2

(2.18)
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We transform the integral in (2.18) to be over the domain [0, 1] instead of over the

ranges Xi of the contraction mappings. Let y = w−1
i (x); then x = wi(y) which gives

dx = ai dy. Thus,

‖u(w−1
i (x))− v(w−1

i (x))‖2 =

[
|ai|

∫ 1

0

(
u(y)− v(y)

)2
dy

] 1
2

Therefore, we have that

‖u(w−1
i (x))− v(w−1

i (x))‖2 = |ai|
1
2‖u− v‖2

and so

‖Tu− Tv‖2 ≤

(
n∑
i=1

|ai|
1
2 |αi|

)
‖u− v‖2.

So, as long as
n∑
i=1

|ai|
1
2 |αi| < 1, T will be contractive in the L2 metric.

2

Example: We consider the earlier 2-map example. The minimal-collage grey-level

mappings that were calculated included φ1(t) = 1
4
t and φ2(t) = 41

64
t + 23

64
; therefore,

α1 = 1
4

and α2 = 41
64

. The geometric contractions of the example give a1 = a2 = 1
2
.

We find that

2∑
i=1

|ai|
1
2 |αi|

=

(
1

2

) 1
2
(

1

4
+

41

64

)
u 0.6298 < 1.

Therefore, the fractal transform T (u(x)) =
2∑
i=1

′

φi
(
u(w−1

i (x))
)

is contractive in the

L2 metric with contraction factor of approximately 0.6298.
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There are limitations to IFSM, especially when dealing with non-monotone signals.

Mapping a shrunken copy of the whole non-monotone signal and attempting to fit

that copy to a monotone piece generally gives poor results; we cannot make the

collage distance arbitrarily small. Instead, we use contraction mappings that shrink

portions of the image or signal function to fit onto smaller pieces of the function. The

resulting version of the fractal transform that we obtain is known as an LIFSM (Local

Iterated Function System with Grey-Level Mappings). We establish our framework

in 2 dimensions. From this point forward, 2 = [0, 1]× [0, 1], as will be clear from the

theory and applications that focus on 2-D images.

Definition 2.8 Let u : �→ [0, 1] be a target signal or image function. We partition

� into

•nP parent blocks Pi, for i = 1, . . . , nP , and.

•nC non-overlapping child blocks Cj, for j = 1, . . . , nC, with

nC⋃
j=1

Cj = �.

These blocks define eight contraction mappings with respect to Euclidean distance wlij :

Pi → Cj, for l = 1, . . . , 8, where the orientation l determines one of the eight possible

geometric contractions between Pi and Cj. To these wlij geometric mappings, we

associate affine grey-level mappings φlij; we then call (i, j)l a parent-child pairing

with orientation l or oriented pairing. A constraint that parent blocks must be

larger in size than child blocks guarantees the contractivity of these mappings.

The number l ∈ {1, . . . , 8} provides us with a way to refer to different orientations;

the correspondence between the values of l and the orientations is entirely arbitrary.
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For all examples that will be provided, the following scheme is used (for clarity, see

the illustration in Figure 2.4):

Value of l Description of Orientation

1 Parent Block is the same orientation as Child Block

2 Parent Undergoes Horizontal Flip

3 Parent Undergoes Vertical Flip

4 Parent Block Undergoes a V. and H. Flip (equiv. rotated 180◦)

5 Parent Block Undergoes a 90◦ rotation

6 Parent Block Undergoes a 270◦ rotation

7 Parent Block Undergoes a 90◦ rotation and a Horizontal Flip

8 Parent Block Undergoes a 270◦ rotation and a Horizontal Flip

Figure 2.4: Parent blocks and child blocks may be paired through eight possible
geometric contractions.
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With this setup, we may perform similar calculations to those in the previous

example. The aim is to minimize the collage distance ∆ over the image, but because

our child blocks are non-overlapping, we may instead minimize the collage distance

over each child block separately. For each child block Cj, we require a mapping,

with orientation l, from a parent block Pi that minimizes the collage distance—the

distance between the signal/image supported on the child block and the signal/image

supported on the parent block after applying a transformation with the corresponding

φlij mapping. There are now many oriented parent-child pairings (i, j)l to choose from,

because there are many different parent blocks, and eight orientations to consider for

each. The pairing producing the smallest minimal collage distance for each child

block is called the optimal pairing, and the collage distance between the image over

child block Cj and the adjusted image over the parent block Pi shrunken through the

contraction of orientation l is denoted ∆l
ij. Thus, for fixed j, we solve the optimization

problem:

For each i = 1, . . . , nC and l = 1, . . . , 8

minimize (∆l
ij)

2 =

∫
Cj

[u(x)− φlij(u(wl
−1

ij (x)))]2 dx (2.19)

subject to 0 ≤ αlij + βlij ≤ 1

0 ≤ βlij ≤ 1.

Definition 2.9 Given the framework of Definition 2.8 and the optimization problem
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(2.19), define the optimal pairing for a particular child Cj as the (i, j)l given by

arg min
i,l

∆l
ij

with fixed j determined by the child block.

Performing the minimization (2.19) over all i and the eight options for l, we obtain

the collection of optimal pairings for every child block. By storing the optimal grey-

level parameters, the corresponding parent numbers, and the orientations of each of

these optimal pairings, a sequence of numbers is produced (and stored in a file, etc)

that defines a fractal transform T :

T (u(x)) =

nC∑
j=1

′

φ
l∗j
i∗j j

(
u(wl

∗
j
−1

i∗j j
(x))

)
,

where (i∗j , j)
l∗j are the optimal pairings for each j.

This fractal transform minimizes the collage distance restricted to each child block

and thus minimizes the collage distance ∆ over the whole of the image. The prime

on the sum indicates that the sum considers only those points x where each respec-

tive (wl
∗
j
i∗j j

)−1 is defined. Iterating this fractal transform upon any initial greyscale

image defined on � will lead to an approximation of the fixed point, which itself

approximates the target image well.

Michael Barnsley led the development of fractal compression methods in the late

1980s. His graduate student Arnaud Jacquin implemented the first automatic com-

puter algorithm, describing the background and process in the early 1990s [1, 2].
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Image processing using this method is often referred to as collage-coding. We

demonstrate an example with a greyscale 2-D image.

Example: Consider the target image depicted in Figure 2.5. First, we divide the

Figure 2.5: A greyscale image of 256 × 256 pixels positioned in � = [0, 1]× [0, 1]

.

image into 1024 square-shaped parent blocks (32 across the image and 32 up the im-

age, non-overlapping) and 4096 square-shaped, non-overlapping child blocks, making

the child blocks 1
4

the size of the parent blocks. We perform the previously-described

operations; for each child block, we consider each parent block in turn under the

eight geometric contractions and solve the optimization problem to find the mini-

mum collage distance as well as the minimal-collage-distance grey-level parameters.

Information defining the pairing yielding the smallest collage distance (and the asso-

ciated grey-level mapping) is stored, producing a code that defines a fractal transform
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for the target image. A separate program reads this code file and applies the frac-

tal transform to any initial image. Banach’s Fixed Point Theorem ensures that the

iterates converge to a fixed point in the space of image functions. The Collage The-

orem ensures that that fixed point will be close to the target image. The fixed point

is displayed in Figure 2.6. The collage-coding algorithm is implemented here using

Figure 2.6: The fixed point of a fractal transform of Figure 2.5

C++ code, while the decoder is a Maple 15 program. On a Windows 7 machine, the

encoder takes 19 seconds to process the image and create a file containing the fractal

transform. The decoder takes 8 seconds to read this file, iterate the fractal transform

five times, and output an approximation of the fixed point. The computing time re-

quired for encoding and decoding images will vary depending on the sizes chosen for

the parent and child blocks, as well as the value of nP , the number of parent blocks

under consideration in the scheme.

Notes:
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1. The grey-level mappings φ do not need to be affine in form. Indeed, quadratic

or higher-degree polynomial mappings could feasibly be used instead. In the

general case where an nth-degree polynomial is used for the grey-level mappings,

the optimization problem will expand to become a system of (n+ 1) equations

in (n + 1) unknowns. These considerations, however, would come with the

unavoidable cost of extra computation time and space required for the storage

of the extra information in the codefile. Choosing affine grey-level mappings

allows for reasonable flexibility with less complexity, and the results are good.

2. When this algorithm is implemented on a computer, we are faced with some

practical limitations due to the finite resolution of any computer screen. In real-

ity, the norms and inner products involved in solving the optimization problem

become sums over pixels rather than integrals over points. It must also be rec-

ognized that because parent blocks must by definition contain more pixels than

child blocks, the calculation of the inner product between the image function

over the parent block and child block requires us to decimate the parent block.

“Decimation” refers to the act of shrinking a parent block to the size of a child

block, with information discarded in the process. There are different ways that

we can decimate. For example, we may (1) crudely consider only the values of

the image function at a number of parent block pixels equal to the number of

pixels in the child block, or (2) we may average the image values over pieces of

the parent block in an attempt to incorporate all of the parent block informa-
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tion into the optimization problem. For all of the applications in this thesis, the

averaging decimation scheme will be utilized. As we will see in Chapter 6, the

inaccuracies introduced to the scheme will pose some challenges for particular

applications.
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Chapter 3

Multifunctions and a new framework for fractal

imaging

3.1 Multifunctions and iterated multifunction systems

In this thesis, we will construct a framework including specific types of multi-

functions for image-related applications. The progression of definitions and theorems

laid out for functions —namely contractivity, Banach’s Fixed Point Theorem, and

IFS —is analagous to that of multifunctions, as the ideas are similar. Nevertheless,

as complexities arise due to the different spaces are required, we devote a separate

chapter to the exploration of this concept. In this section, we present results published

in [28, 29, 30] as preparation for the rest of the chapter.

Definition 3.1 A multifunction M is a set-valued mapping from a space X to the

set of all subsets of a space Y . We may write

M : X → 2Y , or
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M : X ⇒ Y.

In parallel to our previous explorations, many of the results in this chapter will depend

on a contractivity condition.

Definition 3.2 Let (X, dX) be a complete metric space. A multifunction M is con-

tractive if there exists a c ∈ [0, 1) such that

dH(Mx,My) ≤ c dX(x, y) (3.1)

for any x and y in X, where dH is the Hausdorff metric.

If M(x) is closed or compact ∀x ∈ X, then we say that M is closed or compact,

respectively. We can define convexity in the following way:

Definition 3.3 A multifunction M is convex if

t M(x) + (1− t) M(y) ⊂M(tx+ (1− t)y)

for all t ∈ [0, 1] and x, y ∈ X.

We can speak of an inverse of a multifunction, but it may be defined in two different

ways. Since the range of a multifunction is a space of sets, inverse multifunctions

take sets as input. However, the output of inverse multifunctions is in general also a

set, so these are not inverses in the usual sense.

Definition 3.4 Let X and Y be spaces and let S ⊂ Y . Let M : X ⇒ Y be a

multifunction. Then

M−1(S) = {x ∈ X : M(x) ∩ S 6= ∅}
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is the inverse image of S by M , and

M+1(S) = {x ∈ X : M(x) ⊂ S}

is the core of S by M .

Definition 3.5 A point x is called a fixed point of a multifunction M if x ∈M(x).

This relationship is sometimes called a fixed point inclusion.

A result of a theorem by Covitz and Nadler [31] establishes a sufficient condition for

a multifunction M to possess a fixed point.

Theorem 3.1 Let (X, dX) be a complete metric space and let M : X → H(X) be

a multifunction. Then, if M is contractive, there exists a fixed point x̄ such that

x̄ ∈M(x̄).

It is important to remember that this theorem only guarantees the existence of a

fixed point, but says nothing about uniqueness. In general, the fixed point of a

multifunction is not unique. Now, in order to establish an analogue to Banach’s

Fixed Point theorem for multifunctions, we first define a projection function.

Definition 3.6 Let (X, dX) be a metric space. Let x ∈ X and let A ∈ H(X). Then,

πA(x) = ȳ = arg min
y∈A

dX(x, y).

is the projection onto A of the point x. If M : X → H(X), then

P (x) = πM(x)(x)

is the projection function associated with M .
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Note that in this definition, arg min
y∈A

dX(x, y) is always well-defined because A is com-

pact. With the projection function defined, we may now state a useful theorem.

Theorem 3.2 Let (X, dX) be a complete metric space, and let M : X → H(X) be a

contractive multifunction. For any x0 ∈ X, let xn+1 = P (xn). Then, dX(xn, x̄) → 0

as n→∞, where x̄ is a fixed point of M .

Proof: Consider an initial point x0 ∈ X and create a sequence by taking projections,

letting xn+1 = P (xn) for all n ∈ N where n ≥ 0. We can see that dX(x1, x0) =

dX(P (x0), x0) = d′(M(x0), x0), and dX(P (xn), xn) = d′(M(xn), xn) for any n.

dX(x2, x1) = dX(P (x1), x1) = d′(x1,M(x1)) = d′(P (x0),M(x1))

≤ h(M(x0),M(x1))

≤ c dX(x0, x1) = c d′(x0,M(x0))

Similarly, for any n ∈ N,

dX(xn+1, xn) = d′(xn,M(xn)) ≤ cn d′(x0,M(x0)) = cn dX(x0, x1)
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Then, for any m,n ∈ N, with 0 < n0 ≤ n < m,

d(xn, xm) ≤
m−1∑
i=n

d(xi, xi+1) ≤
m−1∑
i=n

cn+i d(x0, x1)

= cn d(x0, x1)
m−1∑
i=n

ci

= cn cn
1− cm

1− c
d(x0, x1)

≤ cn0

1− c
d(x0, x1)

Thus, the sequence {xn} is Cauchy in (X, dX). (X, dX) is complete, and so the limit

of the sequence as n→∞ is a point x̄ in X. To show that x̄ ∈M(x̄), observe that

d′(x̄,M(x̄)) ≤ d(x̄, xn) + d′(xn,M(xn)) + h(M(xn),M(x̄))

≤ d(x̄, xn) + cn d′(x0,M(x0)) + c d(xn, x̄)

= (1 + c) d(xn, x̄) + cn d′(x0,M(x0))

Then, as n → ∞, the right-hand side goes to zero. Thus, d′(x̄,M(x̄)) = 0 by the

Squeeze Theorem, and so it must be the case that x̄ ∈M(x̄).

2

Just as contraction mappings may act upon elements of different types of spaces,

so may contractive multifunctions. Multifunctions do not have to map X → H(X);

they can act upon sets as well. The notion of applying a multifunction to a set is

defined in an intuitive way:
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Theorem 3.3 Let (X, dX) be a complete metric space, and let M : X → H(X)

be a continuous multifunction. Then, we can create a new multifunction M̂ in the

following way: Given a subset S ∈ H(X), we define the associated multifunction

M̂(S) =
⋃
s∈S

M(s).

In this case, we have that M̂ : H(X) ⇒ H(X). We now discuss the contractivity

of M̂ by introducing the following theorem.

Theorem 3.4 If M : X → H(X) is a contractive multifunction, then M̂ is contrac-

tive on (H(X), dH).

Proof: Let A,B ∈ H(X). Then,

dH(M̂(A), M̂(B)) = dH

(⋃
a∈A

M(a),
⋃
b∈B

M(b)

)

= max

{
h

(⋃
a∈A

M(a),
⋃
b∈B

M(b)

)
, h

(⋃
b∈B

M(b),
⋃
a∈A

M(a)

)}

A and B are compact sets, so we observe that

h

(⋃
a∈A

M(a),
⋃
b∈B

M(b)

)
= max

a∈A
h

(
M(a),

⋃
b∈B

M(b)

)
.

Further,

max
a∈A

h

(
M(a),

⋃
b∈B

M(b)

)
= max

a∈A
min
b∈B

h(M(a),M(b))

≤ c dH(M(a),M(b)), by contractivity of M .

Therefore, dH(M̂(A), M̂(B)) ≤ c dH(M(a),M(b)).
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2

Thus, M̂ is a contraction mapping on (H(X), dH). Also, by Theorem 2.4, we know

that if (X, dX) is a complete metric space, then (H(X), dH) is a complete metric space

too. So Banach’s theorem applies to M̂ in this space. Thus, there exists a unique

fixed point of M̂ , denoted Ā, such that M̂(Ā) = Ā. Moreover, M̂◦n(S) → Ā as

n → ∞. The following theorem establishes the connection between the fixed point

inclusion a ∈M(a) and the relationship M̂(Ā) = Ā:

Theorem 3.5 Suppose that a ∈M(a) and that Ā = M̂(Ā). Then a ∈ Ā.

Proof: Suppose the conclusion is false. Then, a /∈ Ā, so d′(a, Ā) = δ > 0. M̂ is a

contraction mapping on (H(X), dH); thus we have that

dH(M̂(R), M̂(S)) ≤ c dH(R, S),

for R, S ∈ H(X) and c ∈ [0, 1). Hence,

dH(M̂(Ā ∪ a), M̂(Ā)) ≤ c dH(Ā ∪ a, Ā)

⇒ dH(M̂(Ā ∪ a), Ā) ≤ c dH(Ā ∪ a, Ā).
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Now,

M̂(Ā ∪ a) =
⋃

x∈Ā∪a

M(x)

=

(⋃
x∈Ā

M(x)

)
∪M(a)

= M̂(Ā) ∪M(a)

= Ā ∪M(a).

Therefore, the inequality becomes

dH(Ā ∪M(a), Ā) ≤ c dH(Ā ∪ a, Ā).

Working with the right-hand side, we use the definition of Hausdorff distance to see

c dH(Ā ∪ a, Ā) = c max

{
h(Ā ∪ a, Ā), h(Ā, Ā ∪ a)

}
= c max

{
sup
x∈Ā∪a

d′(x, Ā), sup
x∈Ā

(x, Ā ∪ a)

}
= c max{δ, 0}

= c δ.

On the left-hand side, we have that

dH(Ā ∪M(a), Ā) = max

{
h(Ā ∪M(a), Ā), h(Ā, Ā ∪M(a))

}
= max

{
sup

x∈Ā∪M(a)

d′(x, Ā), sup
x∈Ā

d′(x, Ā ∪M(a))

}
.

But, sup
x∈Ā∪M(a)

d′(x, Ā) ≥ δ due to our assumption. Thus, we obtain that

dH(Ā ∪M(a), Ā) ≥ max{δ, 0}

⇒ dH(Ā ∪M(a), Ā) ≥ δ
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Putting everything together, we have that δ ≤ dH(Ā∪M(a), Ā) ≤ c dH(Ā∪a, Ā) = c δ,

with c ∈ [0, 1). Thus, a contradiction is derived, and so a ∈ A after all.
2

Just as we can use contraction mappings on a complete metric space to create

iterated function systems (IFS), we can use multifunctions on the complete metric

space in a similar way to create iterated multifunction systems (IMS). As we will see,

such systems are analogous to IFS.

Previously, we saw that the IFS we are concerned with are contractive on the

complete metric space (H(X), dH). The output of an IFS is a set of points in X, and

thus it is not surprising that the space we work on should be H(X), a space with

non-empty compact subsets of X as points, with the Hausdorff metric dH . With IMS,

the input and output are in general sets of subsets of X. The space we work in is

(H(H(X)), dHH), defined here.

Theorem 3.6 Let (X, dX) be a metric space. Let (H(H(X)), dHH) be the space of

compact subsets of the set of compact subsets of the metric space (X, dX), with

dHH(R,S) = max

{
sup
R∈R

inf
S∈S

dH(R, S), sup
S∈S

inf
R∈R

dH(R, S)

}
.

Then, if (X, dX) is a complete metric space, (H(H(X)), dHH) is a complete metric

space. If (X, dX) is a compact metric space then (H(H(X)), dHH) is a compact metric

space too.

It is straightforward to show that dHH defines a metric on H(H(X)). A detailed

discussion of the space (H(H(X)), dHH) can be found in [24].
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dHH has analogous properties to dH . Two such properties, parallel to (2.5) and

(2.6), that we will need shortly is that for A,B, C,D ∈ H(H(X)),

dHH(A ∪ B, C ∪ D) ≤ dHH(A, C), and (3.2)

dHH(A ∪ B, C ∪ D) ≤ dHH(B,D). (3.3)

Now, we define IMS.

Definition 3.7 Let (X, dX) be a complete metric space and define N contractive

multifunctions Mi : X → H(X), with i ∈ {1, . . . , N}, S ⊂ X, and S ∈ H(H(X)).

Recall that M̂i : H(X) ⇒ H(X) so that M̂i(S) = {Mi(s)|s ∈ S} . Then, we define

ˆ̂
Mi(S) = {M̂i(S)|S ∈ S}, and

ˆ̂M(S) =
N⋃
i=1

ˆ̂
Mi(S)

We call ( ˆ̂M, X) a contractive iterated multifunction system or contractive

IMS.

We can prove that an IMS is contractive on an appropriate metric space.

Theorem 3.7 Let (X, dX) be a complete metric space and let ( ˆ̂M, X) be an IMS de-

fined by N contractive multifunctions M̂i : X → H(X). Then, ( ˆ̂M, X) is contractive

on (H(H(X)), dHH). That is, for all R and S ∈ H(H(X)),

dHH(M̂(R), M̂(S)) ≤ c dHH(R,S)
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Proof: We have

dHH( ˆ̂M(R), ˆ̂M(S)) = dHH

( n⋃
j=1

⋃
R∈R

M̂j(R),
n⋃
j=1

⋃
S∈S

M̂j(S)

)
≤ max

1≤j≤N
dHH

( ⋃
R∈R

M̂j(R),
⋃
S∈S

M̂j(S)

)
, by (3.2) and (3.3 ),

≤ max
1≤j≤N

cj dHH

( ⋃
R∈R

R,
⋃
S∈S

S

)
by contractivity of M̂

= max
1≤j≤N

cj dHH(R,S)

2

Hence, we have that ˆ̂M is a contraction mapping on (H(H(X)), dHH), which is

a compact and thus complete metric space. Therefore, the hypotheses of Banach’s

Fixed Point Theorem are satisfied, which tells us that there exists a unique fixed

point A ∈ H(H(X)) of ˆ̂M such that

ˆ̂M(Ā) = Ā.

As is the case with IFS attractors, the attractors of most IMS are difficult to depict

graphically. We might be inclined to employ an approach that is similar to the chaos

game, producing points with each iteration that more and more closely approach the

set attractor. Things are more complicated here, though; while the attractor of an IFS

is a set, the attractor of an IMS is a set of sets (each possibly consisting of an infinite

number of points). To make more tractable the approximation of the attractor of an

IMS, and to help to inspire an imaging framework later on, we restrict our discussion
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to a special class of IMS that we can actually work with. To be precise, the definition

given in Definition 3.7 will for our purposes include only multifunctions whose output

are sets consisting of a finite number of points. Specifically, we can define our IMS

by using multifunctions defined using the mappings from a finite collection of N -map

IFS.

Definition 3.8 Let (X, dX) be a complete metric space. Let {T i1, . . . , T iN} be con-

traction mappings on X, with corresponding contraction factors {ci1, . . . , ciN}, defin-

ing a number n of N-map IFS, for i = 1, . . . , n. We define N multifunctions, for

j = 1, . . . , N , in the following way:

Mj(x) =
n⋃
i=1

T ij (x),

for all x ∈ X, where j = 1, . . . , N .

Theorem 3.8 If multifunctions Mj, j = 1, . . . , N are constructed as in Definition

3.8, then each of the Mj is contractive on (H(X), dH) in the sense of Definition 3.2.

Proof: For any x, y ∈ X and any j we have that

dH(Mj(x),Mj(y)) = dH

( n⋃
i=1

T ij (x),
n⋃
i=1

T ij (y)

)
≤ max

i∈{1,...,n}
cij d(x, y).

If we define cj = max
i∈{1,...,n}

cij, then clearly 0 ≤ cj < 1, and we obtain

dH(Mj(x),Mj(y)) ≤ cj d(x, y),
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completing the proof.

2

Note: There are other possible choices for multifunctions that one could use instead

of this construction. For example, given n different N -map IFS, one might define

n multifunctions for an IMS by instead using all of the mappings making up each

individual N -map IFS, rather than taking a single mapping from each of the n iterated

function systems.

In an attempt to produce an approximation of the attractor of an IMS, we can

follow a similar strategy to that we employed for plotting IFS attractors. Lacking

a tractable direct approach, we instead employ another form of chaos game, as we

explored in Section 2.1. We can accomplish this by assigning probabilities to all of

the mappings in a contractive IMS, creating an iterated multifunction system

with probabilities or IMSP as follows:

• Associate a value pij with each contraction mapping T ij , j = 1, . . . N such that

the pij satisfy
N∑
j=1

pij = 1, for each choice of i. This association defines an IFSP

for each IFS whose mappings are included in the IMS.

• Now associate a probability qi with each of the multifunctions, for i = 1, . . . , n,

so that
n∑
i=1

qi = 1.

• Define a new probability zj =
n∑
i=1

qi pji . By construction,
N∑
j=1

zj = 1.
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The zj represent the probabilities that the jth multifunction will be chosen at any

particular iteration of a chaos game designed for IMS. Assume that X = �, the unit

square (though, one could very easily consider instead the more general setting of a

unit hypercube). This chaos game proceeds as follows:

• Start with a seed set S0 consisting of a finite number of points in X.

• Choose one of the multifunctions Mj, for j ∈ {1, . . . , N}, at random according

to the probabilities zj.

• Apply the corresponding set-valued multifunction, M̂j, to the seed set, to obtain

a new set of points S1, recording the new points.

• Repeatedly apply multifunctions chosen at random, constructing a sequence

of sets {Sn}∞n=1 and recording each generation of points. Contractivity of the

IMS ensures that the distance between the sets in this sequence and the set of

sets comprising the attractor A of the IMS, becomes arbitrarily small as the

algorithm is iterated.

Note the parallel between this algorithm, and the chaos game described for IFS: To

approximate an IFS attractor —a set A ∈ H(X) —we construct a sequence of points

by choosing IFS maps at random; the distance between the attractor set and the

points in the sequence decreases as the sequence is generated. With the IMS chaos

game, we go “up a level,” speaking loosely: sets form the sequence instead, and
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approach an attractor that lives in H(H(X)). The proof for this is very similar to

the analogous proof relating to the IFS chaos game, and is omitted here.

Note: While the IFS and IMS chaos games are similar, the IMS chaos game features

a sequence of sets, with each set in the sequence containing exponentially more points

than the last. Computationally, this means even using this strategy, it is very difficult

to obtain a good approximation of an IMS attractor. For example, consider an IMS

consisting of 4 multifunctions and using the chaos game for IMS, begin with a seed

set S0 of a single point. Then Sn will contain as many as 4n points, so even by the

tenth iteration, a computer will have to be able to handle over one million points,

and by the twentieth iteration over one trillion points! Remembering that a good

approximation of an IFS attractor was obtained using tens of thousands of iterations

of the IFS chaos game, it seems impossible that an analogously good result could

feasibly be achieved for IMS without using some ingenuity.

In practice, we work with a projection of the attractor, obtaining a single set, and

we take advantage of the finite resolution of any computer screen. Pixels on the screen

are shaded when points within those pixels are visited by the IMS chaos game; in this

way, as the algorithm proceeds, a collection of pixels approximating the attractor are

painted. But points in each pixel can only be mapped through the N multifunctions

that make up the IMS, giving a finite number of potential new pixels. After a pixel

has been visited many times, we can be reasonably sure that it will not give us

any new values upon further iteration, because the next multifunction in the chaos
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game, chosen randomly, will likely have been chosen at least once before during the

previous visits made to that pixel. Thus, we eliminate such frequently-visited pixels

from future computations, as holding onto that information becomes redundant. In

this way, the number of points necessary to consider is kept from growing intractably

quickly, and several thousand iterations of the IMS chaos game can be made after all.

Example: Let X = �. We consider the two IFS (ŵ, X) and (v̂, X) associated

with the following contraction mappings on X:



w1(x) =

0.8 0

0 0.8

x+

 0.1

0.04

 ; p1 = 1
4

w2(x) =

0.5 0

0 0.5

x+

0.25

0.4

 ; p2 = 1
4

w3(x) =

0.355 −0.355

0.355 0.355

x+

0.266

0.078

 ; p3 = 1
4

w4(x) =

 0.355 0.355

−0.355 0.355

x+

0.378

0.434

 ; p4 = 1
4

;
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v1(x) =

0.333 0

0 0.333

x; p1 = 1
4

v2(x) =

0.333 0

0 0.333

x+

0.667

0

 ; p2 = 1
4

v3(x) =

0.167 −0.289

0.289 0.167

x+

0.333

0

 ; p3 = 1
4

v4(x) =

 0.167 0.289

−0.289 0.167

x+

 0.5

0.289

 ; p4 = 1
4

On their own, ŵ and v̂ have set attractors that can be seen in Figure 3.1. We then

Figure 3.1: The von Koch and maple leaf attractors.

construct four multifunctions M1, . . . ,M4 using the contraction mappings in v̂ and
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ŵ, assigning q1 = 0.8 for the “maple leaf IFS” and q2 = 0.2 for the “von Koch IFS”

to determine four probabilities, one for each multifunction. In this case, since all of

the pi in each IFS are of equal probability, zi = 1
4

for each i ∈ {1, . . . , 4}. Starting

with an initial point in [0, 1], we perform 10000 iterations of the IMS chaos game as

described, and we obtain an approximation of the IMS attractor, as seen in Figure

3.2. As the attractor is a set of sets of points that in general will overlap, it is true that

Figure 3.2: The attractor of the IMS defined by the maple leaf and von Koch IFS
mappings. Pixels are shaded more darkly if they have been visited more often during
the algorithm.

such representations are a little misleading, as there is little to delineate the different

sets within the attractor or make them “stand out” from one another. Adding an

element to the visualization is an option, in order to better distinguish the different

sets making up the IMS attractor. This could be accomplished by a variety of different

options. For example, a third dimension in the graph of an IMS attractor could better
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illustrate the different sets that make up the attractor. We could do this by adding

a piece of data to each point to indicate the previous randomly-chosen multifunction

that resulted in the point’s position, and representing that piece of data by the height

of a point on a z-axis. Similarly, we could colour points differently depending on the

previous multifunctions chosen by the IMS chaos game to produce a colourful 2-D

image containing more information about the structure of the attractor than a flat

black-and-white image could portray.

A problem arises when using a scheme like this: In the case that different multi-

functions possess ranges that overlap, then for any points in the overlap, more than

one multifunction may map to that point. It is unclear how such points should be

coloured, as depicted in Figure 3.3. The choice of how points in overlapping ranges

Figure 3.3: A depiction of the ranges of two multifunctions M̂1 and M̂2, on the
attractor of an IMS, for example. The points in the image M̂1(A) could be coloured
yellow and the points in M̂2(B) blue. But how should points in the overlapping region
be coloured?
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should be depicted is a problem that will soon resurface in a different context, when

we discuss a multifunction framework for fractal imaging. While the problems are

slightly different, the spirit of the approach is the same: We need to make a choice

of how data is projected in overlapping regions. In this example, we could choose to

colour the region yellow or blue, corresponding to a preference of one multifunction

over another for a particular reason. We could instead choose to use some sort of

averaging of the colours to shade the region green. We will sometimes refer to this

choice as a “scalarization” since it determines a single value for the colour based on

the values of a number of pieces of data (in this example, a two-dimensional piece of

data).

The natural next step is to define a sort of multifunction framework for fractal

imaging in the spirit of IFSM, in the pursuit of new imaging applications.

3.2 A multifunctions framework for fractal imaging applica-

tions

We would now like to develop a generalized version of the LIFSM algorithm, al-

lowing for certain things not permitted in the traditional framework. For example,

there are applications that benefit from the inclusion of overlapping child blocks and

multiple near-optimal parent-child pairings. Furthermore, and perhaps most impor-

tantly, a multifunction setting allows for a single framework that we may work with

to encompass many different fractal imaging applications. We restrict the discussion
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in this chapter to the 2-D case for greyscale images, which includes all of the imag-

ing applications we will detail later. The framework, however, could be extended to

higher dimensions and more complicated sets of colours.

Setting up the new framework:

Let u ∈ F(�, [0, 1]) be an image function. We introduce the following construc-

tions:

• A finite number nC of child blocks Cj ⊂ � where j = 1, . . . , nc and
nc⋃
j=1

Cj = �.

These child blocks may be overlapping.

• A finite number np of parent blocks Pi ⊂ � where i = 1, . . . , nP . We stipulate

that
np⋃
i=1

Pi = �, but this need not be the case. The parent blocks may overlap

one another.

So that the mappings we obtain from this setting are geometric contractions,

we stipulate that the area of each parent block is larger than the area of the

child blocks. We denote the set of all parent blocks in � by P and the set of

all child blocks in � as C. Though we could extend our definitions to allow for

varying sizes (and even shapes) of parent and child blocks, we are inclined to

work with parent blocks that are uniform in size and shape as well as uniform

child blocks for the sake of simplicity; so, we will assume this. We note that for

some points x0 ∈ �, x0 may be an element of more than one child block; due

to overlapping, many portions of child blocks could occupy the same space.
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Figure 3.4: This series of pictures shows how the child block regions are defined. The
fine mesh in the diagram depicts a division of the square into pixels. The first image
shows a single 6 × 6-pixel child block. The second image depicts three such neigh-
bouring child blocks, each overlapping its neighbour by two pixels; areas overlapped
by more blocks are shaded more intensely. The third image depicts a continuation
of the second image, if the overlapping child block pattern is continued. A series
of rectangular regions are obtained; the fourth image labels all of these rectangular
pieces, representing the set of “child block regions” we require.

• A finite number nR of child block regions Rk ⊂ �, with k = 1, . . . , nR. These

regions are defined as pieces of � whose boundaries are the boundaries of any

child blocks and any child block boundaries within a region are only found on

the boundary of that region. Thus, any point in � is also a point of Rk for some

k. Further, if the child blocks are overlapping, nR > nC . For greater clarity,

these regions are illustrated in Figure 3.4.
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In the case that there is no overlapping, each Rk is defined to be exactly one

entire child block , and thus nR = nC .

• A finite number, nρ, of parent block regions ρm ⊂ �, with m = 1, . . . , nρ that

represent the pieces of � whose boundaries are the boundaries of any parent

blocks and any parent block boundaries within a region are only found on the

boundary of that region. Thus, any point in � is also a point of ρm for some

m. Further, if the parent blocks are overlapping, nρ > nP . These are defined

exactly as the child block regions are.

In the case that there is no overlapping, each ρm is defined to be exactly one

entire parent block, and thus nρ = nP .

• Geometric contraction mappings wlij : Pi → Cj between points in parent

blocks and points in child blocks, with i = 1, . . . , nP and j = 1, . . . , nC , with

l = 1, . . . , 8 representing the eight possible orientations. These mappings are

contractions with respect to Euclidean distance.

• Grey-level mappings φlij : [0, 1]→ [0, 1] associated to each geometric contraction

wlij. We assume that these mappings are affine, of the form φlij(t) = αlijt+ βlij,

with αlij and βlij ∈ R for any choice of i, j, and l, creating oriented pairings

(i, j)l.

• Sets Sk, for k = 1, . . . , nR, for each child block region Rk. These are the sets

of all oriented pairings (i, j)l such that Rk ⊂ Cj and that parent block Pi is
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selected to be associated to Cj with the orientation represented by l. We call

these associations parent-child pairings, and so Sk is the set of all parent-

child pairings on Rk. In practice, these sets indicate all of the wlij mappings

that are to be applied to the points in each region Rk. By construction, the

sets Sk contain a finite number of elements, and we denote by |Sk| the number

of elements in Sk. Occasionally, we will need to refer to these sets irrespective

of region. For such cases, we define S(x) = {(i, j)l ∈ Sk|x ∈ Rk}, which could

be thought of as a set-valued function of x.

• Sets Ψm for each parent block region ρm. These are the sets of all ordered pairs

(i, j)l such that ρm ⊂ Pi and that Cj is associated to Pi with the orientation

represented by l.

We now define multifunctions using collections of contraction mappings and show

that these multifunctions are contractions themselves.

Definition 3.9 Let Wm(x) = {wlij(x) | (i, j)l ∈ Ψm} : ρm ⇒ C be multifunctions for

m = 1, . . . , nρ defined using a finite number of geometric contraction mappings wlij.

These are the forward multifunctions created from the wlij mappings.

Theorem 3.9 Let Wm(x) be forward multifunctions for m = 1, . . . , nρ. Then the

Wm(x) multifunctions are contractive on (H(�), dH).

Note that since the (i, j)l oriented pairings associate particularly-selected parent

blocks to every child block, the possibility exists that Wm = ∅ for some choices
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of m, in the case that the points in Ψm belong only to parent blocks that are never

selected.

Proof: In the trivial case that Wm(x) is empty, then Wm(x) = ∅ and Wm(y) = ∅, so

dH(Wm(x),Wm(y)) = 0; thus dH(Wm(x),Wm(y)) ≤ c d(x, y) for any c ∈ [0, 1); thus,

Wm is contractive.

If Wm(x) is not empty, then observe that for x and y ∈ Ψm, we have:

dH(Wm(x),Wm(y)) = dH

 ⋃
(i,j)l∈Ψm

wlij(x),
⋃

(i,j)l∈Ψm

wlij(y)


Therefore,

dH(Wm(x),Wm(y)) ≤ max
(i,j)l∈Ψm

{dH(wlij(x), wlij(y))}

= max
(i,j)l∈Ψm

{d�(wlij(x), wlij(y))},

where d� indicates the usual Euclidean distance, since the Hausdorff metric between

two sets is equivalent to Euclidean distance if those sets are just points. Now, using

the contractivity of the wlij:

≤ max
(i,j)l∈Ψm

{clij d�(x, y)},

where clij is the contraction factor of wlij. Define c̃m = max
(i,j)l∈Ψm

{clij}, and we obtain

that

dH(Wm(x),Wm(y)) ≤ c̃m d�(x, y),

for any choice of m, completing the proof.

2
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We are also interested, however, in a different type of multifunction. We have

defined “forward” multifunctions Wm given a number of contraction mappings, but

we may also define “backward” multifunctions by considering the collections of inverse

mappings whose domains are child blocks and ranges are sets of parent blocks.

Definition 3.10 For a particular choice of k, define a finite number of contraction

mappings wlij on (�, d�) according to a set of pairings Sk; these mappings have range

Rk ⊆ Cj ∈ C and domain Pi ∈ P. Then, define

Mk(x) = {wlij
−1

(x) | (i, j)l ∈ Sk} : Rk ⇒ P.

These are the backwards multifunctions created from the mappings wlij.

Unlike the forward multifunctions, these Mk are defined and non-empty in general

for all k, since all child blocks are associated to parent blocks. Each multifunction Mk

inputs a point x ∈ Rk, and outputs the set of all points y such that wlij(y) = x, for a

selection of wlij mappings determined by the set of oriented parent-child pairings Sk

associated to Rk. Finally, we may define a general operator that we will find useful

for a wide number of applications.

Definition 3.11 Let x ∈ �, wlij
−1 ∈ Mk for x ∈ Rk, with i ∈ {1, . . . , nP}, j ∈

{1, . . . , nC}, and k ∈ {1, . . . , nR}, where nP , nC, and nR are the numbers of parent

blocks, child blocks, and child block regions respectively. Let Sk be the set of all ori-

ented parent-child pairings for Rk. Let u : � → [0, 1] and let φlij : [0, 1] → [0, 1] be

affine mappings associated to each wlij. Let U lij(x) = φlij
(
u(wlij

−1
(x))

)
; then U lij(x)
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defines a surface over a parent block Pi with orientation l and associated to child

block Cj. In general, many child blocks may contain any region Rk, and we let

Sk(x) =
{
U lij(x)|(i, j)l ∈ Sk

}
; in other words, Sk(x) is the set of all surfaces as-

sociated to the portions of child blocks Cj represented by Rk, and are supported by

possibly many different parent blocks Pi.

For every (i, j)l ∈ Sk, define place-dependent weighting functions plij(x) : Rk →

[0, 1], such that ∑
(i,j)l∈Sk

plij(x) = 1,∀x ∈ Rk,

We can define a scalarizing function:

π(Sk(x)) =
∑

(i,j)l∈Sk

plij(x)U lij(x),∀x ∈ Rk.

Then we define a fractal transform of u(x) as

(Tu)(x) = π(Sk(x)), for x in Rk. (3.4)

At any point x, the function π always outputs a value between the maximum and

minimum values (inclusively) of all the U lij surfaces in the set Sk. The problem of

how to scalarize the information at any point is analogous to the problem of how to

colour IMS attractors, discussed in the previous section. We require π for the fractal

transform since its output is a scalar; this ensures that our transformations result in

another image function that contains exactly one piece of information at every point

in �, and there are many different ways that we could define π to determine what

that piece of information should be. For example, consider the following schemes:
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1. Averaging

All plij(x) are equal for every (i, j)l ∈ Sk, at every point x, and the fractal transform

may be written as

(Tu)(x) =
∑

(i,j)l∈Sk

φlij(u(wlij
−1

(x)))

|Sk|
, for x in Rk. (3.5)

This is a method of taking into consideration the contributions from all of the involved

parent blocks equally.

2. Maximum

The plij(x) are chosen so that at any point x, only the largest value of u out of all of

the surfaces in Sk is taken into consideration. Mathematically, for any particular x

and fixed k,

plij(x) =


1, if U lij(x) = max

U lij(x)∈Sk
U lij(x)

0, otherwise.

(3.6)

3. Minimum

Similar to the maximum form, the plij(x) are chosen so that at any point x, only the

smallest value of u out of all of the surfaces in Sk is taken into consideration. So for

a particular x and fixed k,

plij(x) =


1, if U lij(x) = min

U lij(x)∈Sk
U lij(x)

0, otherwise.

(3.7)

In every case, the scalarization is nothing more than a weighted average of all

involved mappings associated with the oriented pairings (i, j)l ∈ Sk, for any k. We
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could consider any kind of weighted average. For example, it is easy to conceive of

a scheme that somehow uses an average of the surfaces where the weight of each

contribution is determined according to how well the collage distance is minimized.

Remark: For a particular k, consider the case that there exists a pairing (i∗, j∗)l
∗ ∈

Sk such that pl
∗
i∗j∗(x) = 1 for all x ∈ Rk. Then plij(x) = 0 for all other (i, j)l ∈ Sk.

Therefore, the summands in (3.4) become 0 for all but the term for (i∗, j∗)l
∗
. Thus,

(3.4) becomes

(Tu)(x) = φl
∗

i∗j∗(u(wl
∗

i∗j∗
−1

(x))).

If (i∗, j∗)l
∗

is chosen to be the minimal-collage oriented pairing, the transform reduces

to the “traditional” case of fractal coding involving single parent-child pairings.

With T defined, the squared collage distance is then given by

∆2
T =

∫
�

(
u(x)−

∑
(i,j)l∈Sk

plij(x) φlij(u(wlij
−1

(x)))

)2

dx. (3.8)

Minimizing ∆2
T is often a goal in our imaging applications, but this is not a trivial

thing to do; in fact, it is computationally intractable. Since the child blocks are

in general overlapping, it is impossible to fragment this integral into integrals over

smaller regions as is possible in the case that child blocks do not overlap; in that case,

we may consider nC integrals, one over each child block and each integral involving

only parameters associated with mappings applied to that block. This allows for the

minimization of each integral to achieve the minimization of the whole, amounting to

an exercise in calculus. Rather, the integral must be minimized over the entirety of

� instead, and for an image with, for example, 4096 evenly-spaced child blocks and
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1024 parent blocks, this would mean a single optimization problem involving over 8

million parameters!

Clearly, this presents a problem. A solution is to work with a related minimization

problem that is more easily solved.

Theorem 3.10 Let T be a fractal transform of an image function u(x), defined as

in (3.4). Then, the squared collage distance ∆2 as defined in (3.8) satisfies

∆2
T ≤ nR δ,

for δ > 0.

Proof:

∆2
T =

∫
�

(
u(x)−

∑
(i,j)l∈S(x)

plij(x) φlij(u(wlij
−1

(x)))

)2

dx

=
∑
Rk⊂�

[ ∫
Rk

(
u(x)−

∑
(i,j)l∈Sk

plij(x) φlij(u(wlij
−1

(x)))

)2

dx

]

Note that since
∑

(i,j)l∈Sk

plij(x) = 1 is given for any particular x ∈ Rk for a particular

choice of k, we have that
∑

(i,j)l∈Sk

(plij(x) u(x)) = u(x). Then,

∆2
T =

∑
Rk⊂�

[ ∫
Rk

( ∑
(i,j)l∈Sk

(
plij(x) u(x)

)
−

∑
(i,j)l∈Sk

(
plij(x) φlij(u(wlij

−1
(x)))

) )2

dx

]

≤
∑
Rk⊂�

 max
(i,j)l∈Sk
x∈Rk

(plij(x))2

∫
Rk

 ∑
(i,j)l∈Sk

(
u(x)− φlij(u(wlij

−1
(x)))

)2

dx
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Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,

∆2
T ≤

∑
Rk⊂�

[
max

(i,j)l∈Sk
x∈Rk

(plij(x))2

∫
Rk

( ∑
(i,j)l∈Sk

(
u(x)−

φlij(u(wlij
−1

(x)))

)2 ∑
(i,j)l∈Sk

(1)2

)
dx

]

Since
∑

(i,j)l∈Sk

(
1
)

= |Sk|, which is constant with respect to x, we can pull this outside

the integral to obtain

≤
∑
Rk⊂�

[
|Sk| max

(i,j)l∈Sk
x∈Rk

(plij(x))2

∫
Rk

( ∑
(i,j)l∈Sk

(
u(x)− φlij(u(wlij

−1
(x)))

)2
)
dx

]

=
∑
Rk⊂�

[
|Sk| max

(i,j)l∈Sk
x∈Rk

(plij(x))2
∑

(i,j)l∈Sk

∫
Rk

(
u(x)− φlij(u(wlij

−1
(x)))

)2

dx

]

≤
∑
Rk⊂�

[
|Sk| max

(i,j)l∈Sk
x∈Rk

(plij(x))2

(
|Sk| max

(i,j)l∈Sk

(∫
Rk

(
u(x)−

φlij(u(wlij
−1

(x)))

)2

dx

))]
=

∑
Rk⊂�

[
|Sk|2 max

(i,j)l∈Sk
x∈Rk

(plij(x))2 max
(i,j)l∈Sk

(∫
Rk

(
u(x)− φlij(u(wlij

−1
(x)))

)2

dx

)]
.

If we stipulate that

|Sk|2 max
(i,j)l∈Sk
x∈Rk

(plij(x))2 max
(i,j)l∈Sk

(∫
Rk

(
u(x)− φlij(u(wlij

−1
(x)))

)2
dx

)
= δ,

then ∆2
T ≤ nR δ.

2

The consequence of this theorem is the following: If we can minimize δ, then

we can control the value of ∆2
T . Thus, if it is difficult to minimize ∆2

T , we can at

least ensure that it is kept reasonably “small” by instead minimizing δ. Minimizing
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δ means minimizing the maximum of many integrals over each Rk, which we can

achieve by minimizing each. Practically restricted to work on child blocks, we choose

to minimize:

∆l
ij =

∫
Cj

(
u(x)− φlij(u(wlij

−1
(x)))

)2

dx,

for each (i, j)l ∈ Sk, noting that keeping ∆l
ij small means keeping

∫
Rk

(
u(x)− φlij(u(wlij

−1
(x)))

)2

dx

small too, for every Rk ⊂ Cj. In this way, if the grey-level mappings are defined to

be affine as usual, of the form:

φlij(t) = αlij(t) + βlij(t),

this problem may be tackled using a method similar to the traditional fractal image

compression technique. For every j ∈ {1, . . . , nC}, we minimize over all i and l the

collage distance ∆l
ij, with respect to the αlij and βlij parameters defining the grey-level

mappings φlij associated with the inverse functions wlij
−1 ∈ Mk, subject to familiar

constraints put into place to guarantee that the image space is preserved. Specifically,

we solve the optimization problem:

for each i = 1, . . . , nC and l = 1, . . . , 8

minimize (∆l
ij)

2 =

∫
Cj

[u(x)− φlij(u(wl
−1

ij (x)))]2 dx (3.9)

subject to 0 ≤ αlij + βlij ≤ 1

0 ≤ βlij ≤ 1.
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While our goal remains to minimize the collage distance between parent block and

child block, our new framework allows for many parent blocks to be paired with

each child block. Our imaging applications will take advantage of this by taking

into consideration not only the optimal pairings, but the non-optimal pairings that

perform nearly as well in the minimization.

Definition 3.12 Given the framework of Definition 3.11 and the optimization prob-

lem (3.9), the optimal pairing for child block Cj is the (i, j)l such that the choice

of i and l minimizes the collage distance ∆l
ij. The oriented pairings (i, j)l that re-

sult in the 2nd-smallest, 3rd-smallest, . . . , N th-smallest values of ∆l
ij are called the N

near-optimal pairings for child block Cj.

We now show that the generalized fractal transform T is contractive on an appropriate

metric space.

Theorem 3.11 Let X be a complete metric space with � ⊂ X, and let T be a fractal

transform of an image function u(x), where T is defined as in (3.4). Then T is

contractive on (F(�, [0, 1]), d2).
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Proof: From the definition of the d2 metric, we have:

d2
2(Tu, Tv) =

∫
�

(
Tu− Tv

)2
dx

=

∫
�

[ ∑
(i,j)l∈S(x)

plij(x) φlij(u(wlij
−1

(x)))−

∑
(i,j)l∈S(x)

plij(x) φlij(v(wlij
−1

(x)))

]2

dx

=

∫
�

[ ∑
(i,j)l∈S(x)

plij(x)

(
φlij
(
u(wlij

−1
(x)))− φlij(v(wlij

−1
(x))

))]2

dx

≤
∑
Rk⊂�

∫
Rk

[
max

(i,j)l∈Sk
plij(x)

∑
(i,j)l∈Sk

(
αlij(u(wlij

−1
(x))) + βlij

−αlij(v(wlij
−1

(x)))− βlij
)]2

dx

=
∑
Rk⊂�

max
(i,j)l∈Sk
x∈Rk

(plij(x))2

∫
Rk

[ ∑
(i,j)l∈Sk

(
αlij(u(wlij

−1
(x)))−

v(wlij
−1

(x))
)]2

dx

≤
∑
Rk⊂�

max
(i,j)l∈Sk
x∈Rk

(plij(x))2

∫
Rk

( ∑
(i,j)l∈Sk

(αlij)
2

)( ∑
(i,j)l∈Sk

(
u(wlij

−1
(x))

−v(wlij
−1

(x))
)2
)
dx

using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality.

Now, let y = wlij
−1

(x), and fixing i, j, and l, define ŵlij
−1(Rk) = {wlij

−1
(x)|x ∈

Rk}. These are the portions of parent blocks that are mapped to the regions Rk

through the geometric contraction maps. These form a new finite set of regions that

cover �, and it will be useful to label them as Qm, for m ∈ {1, . . . , nQ}, with nQ

representing the number of these regions. Since wlij : Pi → Cj is an affine contraction

mapping with contraction factor clij, we obtain that dx = clijdy, where clij ≤ c for
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some c ∈ [0, 1). So, using a change of variables,∫
Rk

(
u(wlij

−1
(x))− v(wlij

−1
(x))

)2
dx =

∫
ŵlij

−1(Rk)

(
u(y)− v(y)

)2
c dy.

Then, continuing forward,

=
∑
Rk⊂�

[
max

(i,j)l∈Sk
x∈Rk

(plij(x))2

( ∑
(i,j)l∈Sk

(αlij)
2

) ( ∑
(i,j)l∈Sk

∫
ŵlij

−1(Rk)

(
u(y)−

v(y)
)2
c dy

)]
≤ c

∑
Rk⊂�

[
max

(i,j)l∈Sk
x∈Rk

(plij(x))2

(
max

(i,j)l∈Sk
Rk⊂�

(αlij)
2|Sk|

) ( ∑
(i,j)l∈Sk

∫
ŵlij

−1(Rk)

(
u(y)−

v(y)
)2
dy

)]
≤ c nR

(
max

(i,j)l∈Sk
Rk⊂�

(αlij)
2

) ∑
Rk⊂�

[
max

(i,j)l∈Sk
x∈Rk

(plij(x))2|Sk|2 max
(i,j)l∈Sk

∫
ŵlij

−1(Rk)

(
u(y)−

v(y)
)2
dy

]
≤ c nR

(
max

(i,j)l∈Sk
Rk⊂�

(αlij)
2

)(
max

(i,j)l∈Sk
x∈Rk
Rk⊂�

(plij(x))2

)(
max
Rk⊂�

|Sk|2
)

∑
Rk⊂�

[
max

(i,j)l∈Sk

∫
ŵlij

−1(Rk)

(
u(y)− v(y)

)2
dy

]
(3.10)

Now, for each k, define

ξk = i∗ such that (i∗, j∗)l
∗

= arg max
(i,j)l∈Sk

(∫
ŵlij

−1(Rk)

(
u(y)− v(y)

)2
dy

)
Associated with the region Rk, ξk indicates the parent block region ŵl

∗
i∗j∗

−1(Rk); this

is the parent block region, which when mapped to Rk, produces the largest collage

distance out of all regions ŵlij
−1(Rk) that are indicated by the (i, j)l ∈ Sk. Then,

ηm =
∑
Rk⊂�
ξk=m

(1)
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represents the number of times that the parent block region labeled as Qm produces

the largest collage distance in the above described manner. We can then rewrite

(3.10) as

= c nR

(
max

(i,j)l∈Sk
Rk⊂�

(αlij)
2

)(
max

(i,j)l∈Sk
x∈Rk
Rk⊂�

(plij(x))2

)(
max
Rk⊂�

|Sk|2
)

( nQ∑
m=1

ηm

∫
Qm

(
u(y)− v(y)

)2
dy

)
≤ c nR

(
max

(i,j)l∈Sk
Rk⊂�

(αlij)
2

)(
max

(i,j)l∈Sk
x∈Rk
Rk⊂�

(plij(x))2

)(
max
Rk⊂�

|Sk|2
) (

max
1≤m≤nQ

(
ηm
))

d2
2(u, v).

Thus, as long as

c nR

(
max

(i,j)l∈Sk
Rk⊂�

(αlij)
2

)(
max

(i,j)l∈Sk
x∈Rk
Rk⊂�

(plij(x))2

)(
max
Rk⊂�

|Sk|2
) (

max
1≤m≤nQ

(
ηm
))

= C̃ < 1,

we have that

d2
2(Tu, Tv) ≤ C̃ d2

2(u, v),

and thus

d2(Tu, Tv) ≤
√
C̃ d2(u, v),

so the fractal transform T is indeed contractive with contraction factor
√
C̃.

2

It is important to bear in mind that while this condition is sufficient to ensure

contractivity, it is not necessary. Indeed, if C̃ is to be less than 1, the constraints on

the various parameters encompassed in C̃ are very stringent.
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3.3 Summary

A rough comparison of different frameworks that we have established is summa-

rized in the following table. In this way, it is easy to see the parallels between many

of the mathematical concepts we have defined so far. The choices used for notation

reflect that which was used in the original definitions and should be clear in context.

IFS IMS

wi : X → X Mi : X → H(X)

dX(wi(x), wi(y)) ≤ ci dX(x, y) dH(Mi(x),Mi(y)) ≤ ci dX(x, y)

ŵi : H(X)→ H(X) M̂i : H(X) ⇒ H(X)

dH(ŵi(R), ŵi(S)) ≤ ci dH(R, S) dH(M̂i(R), M̂i(S)) ≤ ci dH(R, S)

ˆ̂
Mi : H(H(X)) ⇒ H(H(X))

dHH(
ˆ̂
Mi(R),

ˆ̂
Mi(S)) ≤ ci dHH(R,S)

ŵ =
⋃
i

ŵi
ˆ̂M =

⋃
i

ˆ̂
Mi

(ŵ, X) is an IFS ( ˆ̂M, X) is an IMS

with attractor A ∈ H(X). with attractor A ∈ H(H(X)).
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IFSP IMSP

Probabilities pi associated to each wi Probabilities zi calculated for each Mi

Chaos game for IFS gives Chaos game for IMS gives

an approximation an approximation

of attractor A ∈ H(X). of a projection

of attractor A ∈ H(H(X)).

IFSM IMSM

wi : �→ Ci geometric contractions wlij geometric contractions

φi : [0, 1]→ [0, 1] grey-level mappings u : �→ [0, 1] image function

u : �→ [0, 1] image function Sk set of surfaces determined

by multifunctions Mk 3 wlij
−1

and grey-level mappings φlij

associated to regions Rk.

Scalarizing function π takes convex

combinations of surfaces in Sk.

T : F(�, [0, 1])→ F(�, [0, 1]);

T (u(x)) =

nC∑
j=1

′

φ
l∗j
i∗j j

(
u(w

l∗j
i∗j j

−1

(x))
)
, T : F(�, [0, 1])→ F(�, [0, 1]);

where i∗j and l∗j are minimizers for ∆l
ij (Tu)(x) = π(Sk(x)), for x in Rk

is a contractive fractal transform. is a contractive fractal transform.
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Chapter 4

An overview of traditional methods of detecting

edges in images

4.1 What is an edge?

An edge in a digital image is not a concept that is trivially easy to describe.

Consider an image function u : � → [0, 1], mapping the unit square to a set of

greyscale values. From the start, it might seem that a discontinuity in the values

of an image function along some curve in � comprises an edge. But, a less sharp

edge may not feature a discontinuity at all, just areas in which the magnitude of

the gradient of the image function is very large. A blurry image may have very

broad “edges” to the extent that two human beings might disagree over whether they

should be considered edges at all. Thus, the notion of an “edge” can be somewhat

ambiguous, and to design a computer program that is up to the task of detecting

edges can be a very complicated matter.
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Edge detection is a natural part of human vision. Humans are easily able to

determine where the boundaries between different regions in sight are. These discon-

tinuities (or sharp gradients) in the brightness of the different areas in one’s field of

sight could correspond to differences in depth of objects or in the orientation of a

surface, a change in material or material properties, or variations in scene illumina-

tion [32]. Thus, the innate ability to detect edges using sight allows us to interact

with our surroundings naturally. In spite of the ambiguities inherent to the con-

cept of an edge, the problem of edge detection in digital images is to find a way for

computers to be able to mimic this ability, allowing the potential for a variety of

applications. These applications include such developments as image segmentation,

feature detection, registration, sorting, and robotics [33, 34, 35].

Our discussion requires that we precisely define what we mean when we use the

word “edge”.

Definition 4.1 Let u be an image function mapping the points in � to elements of a

colour set C. Then the mathematical edges of u are defined as the points in � along

which u satisfies the criteria of a particular edge detector, implying that u possesses

well-defined mathematical properties at such points. A visual edge is defined as

an area (usually a line or curve) of the image which, to the human eye, appears to

delineate different regions of the image. Unless explicitly indicated otherwise in the

following discussion, an edge will refer to a mathematical edge. A false edge refers

to a mathematical edge that is not also a visual edge.
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With this definition, it is important to note that the mathematical edges of an

image depend on the edge detector being employed. The set of points that one edge

detector determines are “edges” will in general be different from the set of points

produced by another edge detector. In an ideal situation, it is desirable for the

result of an edge detector to be a series of curves that closely follow visual edges

in the image, thus giving a set of points that clearly delineate the boundaries of

different regions in an image, analogously to the way humans see. However, it is

not always possible to obtain such ideal edges from real-life images, because it is

common for edge detectors to pick up false edges, or curves along which an image

does not appear to contain a visual edge. Alternatively, they may fail to pick up some

visual edges, leading to fragmented edge curves that may not be as useful in related

applications. Complicating matters, the quality of edge detection can be variable

depending on lighting conditions under which an image is captured, density of edges

in the scene, and random noise [36]. It is therefore important that an edge detector

involve adjustable parameters or thresholds which may be altered to avoid these

problems simultaneously as best as possible. However, among the many detectors

that have been proposed, no good method exists for automatically determining these

values. Thus, they must be manually changed using human judgment each time the

detector is run with a different image in order to obtain good results.

Good performance of edge detectors even in the presence of random noise is a

desirable trait that has been well-explored. Often, edge detection algorithms will
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employ a denoising or smoothing stage as one part of the algorithm, to better facilitate

finding edges cleanly within an image, but over-smoothing carries the risk of loss of

information, including the possibility of losing fine edges. Considering all of these

difficulties, edge detection in digital images is a complicated task. Innovations in

edge detection over the years have been largely motivated by the need to tackle some

or all of these issues.

Evaluating edge detection performance is difficult. This is because there is no

universal definition of what an edge is; in fact, the definition of an edge may differ

slightly from application to application as required or desired. Generally speaking,

edge detectors perform well at finding any discontinuities or sharp changes in an

image depending on the parameters governing the detector being used; they should

generate a minimum of falsely detected edges; and they should localize any detected

edges accurately. Evaluating these criteria often reduces to a simple question: How

well do the results capture the edges of an image, through the eyes of a human

observer? As such, edge detection methods are often compared to other established

methods rather than to some objective scale.

4.2 Continuous and discrete convolution

As most edge detectors that have been developed depend on them, a brief discus-

sion of the convolution integral is necessary. For our discussions, it will be sufficient

to develop the integral and then state the discrete equivalent. The context is a
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two-dimensional imaging system, which generally speaking is a mapping of an input

function (which could represent an image) to an output function, representing the

result after processing an image by using an operator of some kind. We require some

preliminary definitions.

Definition 4.2 Let Br(p) be the ball of radius r about the point p ∈ Rn, and let R+

represent the extended non-negative real numbers [0,∞)∪∞. Then the n-dimensional

Dirac delta δ : Rn → R+ is an operator with the properties that

δ(x) =


0, if x 6= 0

∞, if x = 0

and ∫
Bε(0)

δ(x) dx = 1

for any ε > 0.

The Dirac delta also has a sifting property that will be useful for our purposes.

Theorem 4.1 Let u : Rn → R be a real-valued function of n variables. Then, the

sifting property of the Dirac delta is

u(x) =

∫
Bε(x)

u(ξ) δ(x− ξ) dξ . (4.1)

u(x) is sometimes called the system input function [33]. In our discussions, u will be

an image function such that u : � → C, where C is a set of colours. In that case,

n = 2 and so x ∈ � ⊂ R2 in the integral (4.1). Then, this integral gives the value of
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the image function at the point x, an element of C. Under these assumptions, we can

introduce a general additive linear one-to-one operator O such that v(x) = O(u(x));

systems featuring such an operator may be called additive linear systems, where u is

the input image function of the system, while v is the output image function. Thus,

we can write

v(x) = O

(∫
R2

u(ξ) δ(x− ξ) dξ
)
.

Recognizing that O is a linear operator and that u(ξ) in the integral does not depend

on x, we may write

v(x) =

∫
R2

u(ξ) O
(
δ(x− ξ)

)
dξ .

Definition 4.3 Let O be a linear one-to-one operator, and let H(x−ξ) = O
(
δ(x−ξ)

)
.

Then H is called the impulse response of the two-dimensional system.

Using (4.3), we can now define an important integral:

Definition 4.4 Let H be an impulse response, and let u : � → C be an image

function. Then,

v(x) =

∫
R2

u(ξ) H(x− ξ) dξ

is called the convolution integral. Notationally, we may write

v(x) = u(x) ∗H(x).

The convolution integral is also known as the superposition integral, and is used widely

in image processing applications. This definition applies to images on a continuous
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domain. In reality, though, the digital images that we are concerned with possess a

discrete domain made up of a finite number of pixels.

Definition 4.5 Assume without loss of generality that a digital image consists of a

two-dimensional array of N × N pixels occupying the unit square, �. Let (m1,m2)

denote the location of a pixel in such an array, where m1 ∈ {1, . . . , N} and m2 ∈

{1, . . . , N} represent the horizontal and vertical locations of the pixel respectively;

therefore, the pixel at (m1,m2) has its bottom-left corner at ((m1−1)/N, (m2−1)/N) ∈

[0, 1] × [0, 1]. Let P be the set of all such pixels defined by these locations in �, and

let C be a set of colours. Then, u : P→ C is a discrete image function.

A discrete image function u assigns a colour from the set C to each pixel in �,

to make up a picture. That is, u is a function that maps pixel locations to elements

of the set of colours C. As P is a two-dimensional discrete set, it can be thought of

as a set of ordered pairs of natural numbers, allowing for an easy way to refer to any

pixel location. In order to follow a parallel trajectory to the continuous discussion,

we must first introduce a discrete equivalent to the Dirac delta from Definition 4.2.

Definition 4.6 Let P be a discrete set of pixel locations with (m1,m2), (n1, n2) ∈ P.

Then,

δD(n1 −m1, n2 −m2) =


1, if n1 = m1 and n2 = m2

0, otherwise

is a discrete delta function.
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This delta function is very similar to the well-known Krönecker Delta, and as with

the continuous case, the image array can be represented at any single point by using

a sifting feature of this delta function:

Theorem 4.2 Let P be a set of pixels filling � and C be a set of colours. Let u :

P → C be a discrete image function. Let (m1,m2), (n1, n2) ∈ P. Then, the sifting

property of the discrete delta is that

u(n1, n2) =
∑
m1

∑
m2

u(m1,m2)δD(n1 −m1, n2 −m2). (4.2)

Thus, the double sum (4.2) gives us the value of the discrete image function of the

pixel at location (n1, n2). Now, consider a linear operator O such that v(n1, n2) =

O(u(n1, n2)). Typically, O will act upon the values of the input image array within

some neighbourhood of the pixel at (n1, n2) in order to give an output value at that

location, v(n1, n2). Applying O to (4.2), we obtain

v(n1, n2) = O

(∑
m1

∑
m2

u(m1,m2)δD(n1 −m1, n2 −m2)

)
,

or recognizing that O is a linear operator and u(m1,m2) does not depend on (n1, n2),

v(n1, n2) =
∑
m1

∑
m2

u(m1,m2) O
(
δD(n1 −m1, n2 −m2)

)
.

Definition 4.7 Let P be a set of pixels filling �, let (m1,m2), (n1, n2) ∈ P, and let

O be a linear operator such that v(n1, n2) = O(u(n1, n2)) for input and output image

arrays u and v respectively. Then H(n1 −m1, n2 −m2) = O(δ(n1 −m1, n2 −m2)) is

called the discrete impulse response.
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It is assumed that a discrete impulse response has limited spatial extent, meaning

that the value at one pixel location (n1, n2) of a discrete output image function is

influenced only by the values of the input image function within some finite-area

neighbourhood of (n1, n2). For simplicity, we will assume this neighbourhood to be

square and centered at (n1, n2).

Definition 4.8 Let P be a set of pixels filling �, let (m1,m2), (n1, n2) ∈ P, and let

H(n1 − m1, n2 − m2;n1, n2) be a discrete impulse response. Let H have a limited

spatial extent, such that it acts upon the pixels within a square-shaped neighbourhood

centered at (n1, n2). If this neighbourhood has a length and height of L pixels, we say

that the impulse response is of size L.

By our assumptions, L must be odd. This makes intuitive sense; an image is often

processed by considering a particular pixel (corresponding to the centre of an odd-

sized impulse response) and making calculations based on its surrounding pixels.

Many well-established edge detection schemes feature impulse responses that are of

size three, and thus the neighbourhood of (n1, n2) includes only the pixels adjacent to

it. We will sometimes use the terms “large operators” when describing edge detection

schemes featuring impulse responses of size greater than three, or “small operators”

otherwise.

Definition 4.9 Let P be a set of pixels filling �, (m1,m2), (n1, n2) ∈ P, and H be a
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discrete impulse response. Then,

v(n1, n2) =
∑
m1

∑
m2

u(m1,m2) H(n1 −m1, n2 −m2) = u(n1, n2) ∗H(n1, n2)

is the discrete convolution operation.

Convolving an input image with a particular operator is a common image pro-

cessing method, which can be used for a variety of different applications.

4.3 Edge detection using gradient approximation

The first computer-produced digital images arose in the early 1960s as strides

were made in the fields of astronomy and health science. The idea of processing

these images in an attempt to extract information, including the development of edge

detection algorithms, was a natural extension that came soon afterward.

One traditional method of detecting edges, and one of the first methods to arise

in the literature, is to use a differential approach. Differential edge detectors process

an input image, typically by convolving the input image with a certain operator, in

order to produce an output image whose values at any location are related to the

magnitude of the gradient of the image function at that location. After a threshold is

chosen, which may vary depending on the input, the edges detected may be found at

those locations where the value of the output image function exceeds the threshold.

Essentially, this is a direct approach to edge detection that simply aims to discover

the locations where the image function changes most quickly in value, which typically,
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occurs along edges in the image. However, there are limitations to this technique.

The simplest method to crudely approximate the gradients in the discrete domain

of an image is to use a pixel difference method. This method forms running differences

between the image function at neighbouring pixels, producing row gradients and

column gradients. The row gradient is defined as the difference of values between the

image function evaluated at two horizontally-consecutive pixels, while the column

gradient is defined similarly for vertically-consecutive pixels.

Definition 4.10 Let P be a set of pixels filling the unit square �, with (m1,m2) ∈ P

for m1,m2 ∈ {1, . . . , N}, such that the bottom-left corner of the pixel with location

(m1,m2) is found at ((m1− 1)/N, (m2− 1)/N) ∈ �. Let C be a set of colours and let

u : P → C be a discrete image function. Then, the row gradient approximation

for the pixel difference scheme is defined as

GR(n1, n2) = u(n1, n2)− u(n1, n2 − 1),

with the column gradient approximation defined as

GC(n1, n2) = u(n1, n2)− u(n1 + 1, n2).

The gradient approximations are chosen so that GR and GC are positive when the

image function increases from low magnitude to high magnitude across an edge, going

from left to right across an image, or respectively from bottom to top across an image.

A choice must be made for the pixels lying on the border of � where these differences
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may not be defined; the gradients may be left undefined in such locations or they may

adopt the values of the gradient at a neighbouring pixel for a rough approximation.

There are different ways to consider both GR and GC simultaneously, but a sum of

magnitudes or sum of squares is typically used:

Definition 4.11 Let GR be a row gradient approximation and GC be a column gra-

dient approximation. Let (n1, n2) ∈ P with P representing a set of pixels filling �.

Then, the gradient magnitude G may be calculated using a sum of the magnitudes

of GR and GC:

G(n1, n2) = |GR(n1, n2)|+ |GC(n1, n2)|,

or by taking a sum of squares approach:

G(n1, n2) =
(
(GR(n1, n2))2 + (GC(n1, n2))2

) 1
2 .

Using either method of obtaining a gradient magnitude, the results can be scaled to

fit in [0, 1] and a threshold value may then be chosen; the pixels at which the gradient

magnitude is beyond the threshold are those points where an edge is detected. We

could think of this pixel-difference scheme as the convolution of an image with impulse

response arrays for the row and column gradients; i.e

GR(n1, n2) = u(n1, n2) ∗HR(n1, n2)

GC(n1, n2) = u(n1, n2) ∗HC(n1, n2).

For convenience, HR and HC can be represented by corresponding 3× 3 matrices HR
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and HC as follows:

HR =


0 0 0

0 1 −1

0 0 0



HC =


0 −1 0

0 1 0

0 0 0


In the pixel difference scheme and others, an operator acts upon the image values at

pixels surrounding the input pixel in order to give an output value at the location

of the input pixel. This representation describes the involvement of the surrounding

pixels in the scheme. For example, GR as defined in (4.10) considers contributions

from both the central “current” pixel and one beside it, subtracting the image value of

one from the other. The subtracted value corresponds to the −1 in the matrix, while

the positive contribution corresponds to the +1 values in the matrix in the appropriate

adjacent spots. Matrices like these are commonly used to describe impulse response

arrays and will be used extensively as further schemes are outlined.

A crude gradient approximation like that of the pixel difference scheme comes

with disadvantages. For example, only vertical and horizontal gradients are ever con-

sidered, and so the detector does very poorly at picking up edges that lie along a

diagonal. Further, since only the differences between the values at any two pixels

are considered, it is impossible to localize any edge to a single pixel. This was the
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motivation behind one of the earliest publications on edge detection in digital im-

ages. In 1965, Roberts [37] detailed his cross-difference operator, which attempted

to circumvent these issues by considering gradient approximations only in diagonal

directions. Roberts defined two diagonal gradients by:

G1(n1, n2) = u(n1, n2)− u(n1 + 1, n2 + 1)

and

G2(n1, n2) = u(n1, n2 + 1)− u(n1 + 1, n2)

with a gradient magnitude at any single pixel defined by either a sum of magnitudes

of G1 and G2 or the square root of the sum of their squares. These approxima-

tions are undefined for those pixels that produce arguments on the RHS that are

not in the domain of the discrete image function u; it is impossible to determine if

the pixels along the boundaries of � lie along edges in the image since there is no

image information available on the other side of the boundary. If a value for the

gradient approximation is for some reason required for boundary pixels, a value could

be adopted from neighbouring pixels. Similar to the pixel-difference method, these

approximations may be represented as convolutions with impulse response arrays H1
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and H2 respectively, which may be represented in matrix form (as in (4.3)) by:

H1 =


0 0 −1

0 1 0

0 0 0



H2 =


0 −1 0

0 0 1

0 0 0

 .

The results of this detector are slightly better than the simpler method described

earlier, but the gradient approximation is still quite crude and furthermore, still fails

to pinpoint the exact locations of any detected edges.

These initial approaches, rough as they were, helped to inspire a wave of interest

in edge detecting techniques, and several innovations came into being over the years.

Often cited is the unpublished work of Sobel and Feldman, who presented “A 3x3

Isotropic Gradient Operator for Image Processing” at a talk at the Stanford Artificial

Intelligence Project in 1968. The fruit of this work, the Sobel Operator, is used widely

even today in edge detection algorithms. While it is not regarded as a superior edge

detector, it has served as a basis upon which many innovations have been made to

deal with its shortcomings.

Also, in 1970, J.M.S. Prewitt [38] published a book article that established new

tools for edge detection. Both Prewitt and Sobel introduced 3 × 3 operators that

take into consideration the separation of pixels to produce row or column gradients.
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That is, a row or column gradient at a given location is approximated by a difference

scheme involving the image values at the those pixels immediately on either side of

that pixel, but not the pixel at the current position. The matrix representations of

the involved discrete impulse responses are as follows.

For Prewitt:

HR =
1

3


1 0 −1

1 0 −1

1 0 −1



HC =
1

3


−1 −1 −1

0 0 0

1 1 1

 .

For Sobel:

HR =
1

4


1 0 −1

2 0 −2

1 0 −1



HC =
1

4


−1 −2 −1

0 0 0

1 2 1

 .

The constants in front of the matrices represent a scaling factor, applied after

the operator, used to normalize the results. Finding edges with the similar Sobel

or Prewitt operators provides a relatively inexpensive algorithm, computationally,
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but the gradient approximation that they produce is more crude than that of some

other operators, especially for areas of images containing high-frequency changes in

value. Notably, visual edges that are minimally thin (only one pixel in width) will be

captured as two neighbouring edges, rather than being captured directly as a single

edge. Further, inaccuracies in the approximation of the gradient in each of these

schemes means that in both cases, either horizontally- and vertically-aligned edges

are better-detected, or diagonally-oriented edges are better-detected. Finally, these

operators do not perform well when random noise is added to an image in question

[39]. Several innovations on the Sobel Operator have been proposed to deal with some

of its shortcomings, but Sobel is still used commonly due to its simple implementation,

quick speed, and acceptable results.

To attempt to detect edges of any orientation equally well, Frei and Chen [40]

introduced slight alterations to Sobel’s method, providing a more accurate approx-

imation of the gradient of the image function. With Frei and Chen’s changes, the

matrix representations of the discrete impulse responses become:

HR =
1

2 +
√

2


1 0 −1

√
2 0 −

√
2

1 0 −1



HC =
1

2 +
√

2


−1 −

√
2 −1

0 0 0

1
√

2 1

 .
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While many widely-used operators are representable by 3 × 3 matrices; that is, the

discrete impulse responses involved are of size three and thus only involve the pixels

immediately adjacent to the input pixel; there have been many proposals to consider

schemes that take into account larger neighbourhoods of surrounding pixels.

The truncated pyramid operator of Abdou [41] is one which may be of arbitrary

size. This operator gives a linearly decreasing weighting in all directions to pixels

within a neighbourhood of the input pixel, giving a weighted average that favours

pixels nearer to the centre of that neighbourhood. For example, the matrix repre-

sentation of the HR and HC arrays for a 5× 5 truncated pyramid operator are given

by:

HR =
1

13



1 1 0 −1 −1

1 2 0 −2 −1

1 2 0 −2 −1

1 2 0 −2 −1

1 1 0 −1 −1



HC =
1

13



−1 −1 −1 −1 −1

−1 −2 −2 −2 −1

0 0 0 0 0

1 2 2 2 1

1 1 1 1 1
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Argyle [42] and MacLeod [43] also proposed large operators in the form of Gaussian-

shaped weighting functions. The motivation behind taking into account larger neigh-

bourhoods of pixels surrounding the input pixel is that edge detectors based on such

operators are less susceptible to the effects of random noise. Random noise may pose

the risk of detection of many false edges when smaller operators are used instead.

Further, larger operators are better at the detection of “fuzzy” visual edges that may

not correspond to a discontinuity or a very sharp gradient in the image values along

a line. On the other hand, they may be less advantageous when trying to find edges

in areas with relatively high frequency of changes in image values. Thus, differential

edge detection schemes using larger operators may be more useful if attempting to

find edges in certain types of images over others.

To help in solving the problem of edge detection for an image affected by random

noise, an implementation was also introduced in the early 1970s: the recognition

that false edge detection is often reduced by first applying a smoothing filter before

performing the usual convolutions. Also, this technique could be used to smooth an

image affected by random noise. Rosenfeld and Thurston [44] published a first result

in 1971, and a smoothing phase subsequently became a fundamental aspect of edge

detection in many following innovations.
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4.4 Second-derivative edge detection

Although less-commonly employed as an edge detection scheme today, research

in the edge detection field inspired a wave of interest in other methods such as the

second-order approach described by Marr and Hildreth [45]. Second-derivative edge

detection typically convolves a digital image with impulse responses in order to obtain

an approximation of the magnitude of the Laplacian of the image function instead

of the gradient. While there are a few different Laplacian approximations that have

been used, a typical matrix representation of the impulse response is:

H =
1

8


−2 1 −2

1 4 1

−2 1 −2


The idea behind this method is that edges are perhaps more accurately described,

in some cases, as curves along which the magnitude of the gradient of the image

function is at a maximum. The pixels at which the gradient is at the steepest should

correspond to areas where the Laplacian is zero. Therefore, such algorithms search

for “zero-crossings” of the Laplacian of the image function, lines along which the

Laplacian changes from being negative to positive or vice-versa.

One reason that this method has fallen out of use is because while it picks up

certain edges better, it produces many false edges as well. After all, if the Laplacian

is zero, it does not follow that the magnitude of the gradient there is at a maximum;
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it could be at a minimum. For example, in an entirely single-toned image where every

pixel is shaded with the same colour, the Laplacian is zero everywhere.

4.5 Edge-fitting methods of edge detection

Recognizing some of the potential drawbacks of differential edge detectors, Hueckel

[46] proposed a different technique that strays from the traditional methods, one that

uses edge fitting. Generally speaking, this method and that of others who have exper-

imented with similar approaches aim to find the best fit of certain two-dimensional

step functions, that might visually resemble an edge, for a given image function. If

the fit is good at a given threshold, then this corresponds to an edge in the image.

Hueckel’s method specifically involves expanding the image function, represented in

two-dimensional basis functions as a Fourier series in polar coordinates. Then, the

image is compared to an ideal edge in the form of a two-dimensional discontinuous

step function, defined by certain parameters. Minimizing the error is an optimization

problem in those parameters. If the error between the true image and the step func-

tion defined by the optimal parameters is below a user-determined threshold, then

this indicates that an edge exists there in the image.

While such methods produce very good results, they are far more computationally

intensive than the differential methods, which use a very simple and inexpensive

algorithm, often producing comparable results. Nonetheless, Hueckel’s edge-fitting

algorithm has inspired other research on the topic, such as that of Nalwa and Binford
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[47], whose work involves fitting continuous hyperbolic tangent functions to images.

4.6 Other edge detection techniques

Canny [34] aimed to find an optimal edge detector, publishing on his approach

in 1986. Canny’s detector explicitly depends on the definitions of certain criteria for

edge detection, while making as few assumptions as possible about the form of the

solution. Namely, these criteria are that the operator must detect edges well, it must

localize them properly, and it must respond only once to any given edge. The Canny

operator is the impulse response function that satisfies these criteria. To find it, the

criteria are represented mathematically as functionals and optimization techniques in

variational calculus are used to find the best possible operator. The optimal function

is in fact the sum of four exponentials, but it can be well-approximated by the first

derivative of a Gaussian function.

With the ability to vary the size of the operator and several different parameters,

the Canny operator is highly adaptable, and it contains a filtering stage to reduce the

effects of random noise and features a line-tracing algorithm to attempt to pick out

edges while discarding ones that are likely to be false. With all of these implemen-

tations, the Canny detector is generally very highly regarded. However, there is still

no automatic way of determining the optimal settings of many parameters, including

significance thresholds.

There has been some interest at various points through the history of edge detec-
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tion in using methods different from the types listed so far. While the Canny detector

has generated much interest, some of these other methods are novel and act mainly

as points of interest rather than practicality. A few are listed here.

• The two-dimensional wavelet transform, which has been used very successfully

in compression/decompression algorithms for images, works roughly by repre-

senting an image as a sum of an image approximation, plus details. This is

exploited as an edge detection method, since these details include visual edges

[48].

• Fractal-based methods in edge detection exist in the literature. For example,

one method [49] uses “fractal Brownian noise” as a model to describe grey-level

changes in images, recognizing that this model fails to describe edges in such

images as well. Thus, the local “fractality” of an image, as defined by the

authors, is used to sort edges of an image from other parts. Another method

[11] is based on the self-similarity behind fractal imaging. In this method,

domain blocks in the image are mapped co-centrically to range blocks through

affine mappings in order to produce a self-similarity coefficient that helps in the

construction of an edge map of the image. Fractal-based methods appear to

perform relatively well when random noise is added to an image.

This area of imaging is still a very popular research topic, and many new methods

have been proposed with background in a broad spectrum of mathematical areas.
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Among other methods that have been suggested are ones that use cellular automata

[50], multiscale approaches [51], and neural networks [52]. It should be noted that

this discussion has been limited to edge detection methods for greyscale images, but

much research has been done into edge detection of colour images. Most colour edge-

detection techniques are extensions of methods described above, though the extension

is not necessarily trivial.

4.7 Examples

In Figure 4.1 is displayed a 256 × 256 greyscale image of a frog. We employ a

few of the edge detection techniques mentioned in the previous discussion. We apply

Figure 4.1: A 256 by 256 greyscale image.

each of the two impulse response arrays, convolving them with the image: These

are represented by the matrices HR for the row gradient approximation and HC for

the column gradient approximation as described in (4.3). We obtain output image

functions after doing so, depicted in Figure 4.2. The areas of brighter grey and
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Figure 4.2: Output after convolving the image in Figure 4.1 with Sobel row and
column impulse response arrays.

white are areas where the magnitude of the gradient approximation is largest, thus

indicating more vertically-oriented edges, in the image generated by convolution with

HR, and horizontally-oriented edges, in the image generated by convolution with HC .

Visually, the difference in the orientation of the edges that are picked up using one

operator are very strikingly different than those picked up using the other. To consider

Figure 4.3: The two output arrays illustrated in Figure 4.2 are combined to create a
single array including the information from both.

the results of both of these operators at once, we take the square root of the sum

of the squares of the values at each pixel of both output images. Scaling the results
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to [0, 1], we obtain the image depicted in Figure 4.3. With this result, a threshold

Figure 4.4: Final edge detection results, using thresholds of 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4. While
more edges are detected at lower thresholds, more “false edges” are detected as well.

can be chosen that determines the significance level beyond which an edge is actually

detected. Lowering the threshold can result in finding more true edges, but may also

result in picking up false ones. There is no automatic way of determining exactly what

the threshold should be to maximize good edge detection while minimizing false edge

detection. We rely on human judgment of what mathematical edges coincide with

visual edges. Figure 4.4 showcases the effects of choosing three different thresholds.

We now present the result of a very crude second-order derivative edge detec-

tor that convolves the image with an operator to produce an approximation of the

Laplacian. Consider the image in Figure 4.5, “Lena,” and the following matrix rep-

resentation of an impulse response:

H =
1

8


−2 1 −2

1 4 1

−2 1 −2
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Figure 4.5: Another 256 by 256 greyscale image.

Convolving an image with this impulse response gives an approximation of the Lapla-

cian of the image, displayed in Figure 4.6. In this output image, grey values that are

Figure 4.6: The Laplacian of the image in Figure 4.5, scaled to [0,1]. Negative values
are darker in colour, while positive values are brighter in colour.

darker than medium grey indicate a negative Laplacian at that pixel; grey values that

are lighter than medium grey indicate a positive Laplacian at that pixel. Pixels at

which the Laplacian changes from positive to negative are the zero-crossings of the

Laplacian, and these often lie along edges in images. In Figure 4.7, pixels at which

a zero-crossing occurs are shaded white, while others are shaded black. While false
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Figure 4.7: A crude edge detection is quite clearly visible after determining the zero-
crossings of the Laplacian in the image.

detection is clearly a problem here, it is clear that there is edge detection value in

this technique. Many edge detection techniques that use second derivative approaches

will employ various filtering or smoothing techniques to eliminate some of the false

echoes. Here, a rough example is all that is intended, though it should be noted that

largely due to some of these difficulties, second-order derivative methods are not in

common use today.
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Chapter 5

New fractal-based approaches to edge detection

The key results of the work in this chapter have been published in [12, 13].

We explore in this chapter the development of fractal imaging methods for edge

detection in greyscale images. As we have already seen, fractal imaging is dependent

upon self-similarity between different parts of the same image. It is natural to ask the

question of whether there are certain properties of the different grey-level mappings

that make up a fractal transform, depending on the part of the image that the asso-

ciated geometric mappings map to. In other words, if the piece of an image function

supported by a particular child block contains certain observable features, we might

expect that the mappings from its near-optimal parent blocks are more likely to have

particular properties. Specifically, there are two methods relating to fractal imaging

that shall be considered here: Measuring the clustering of the near-optimal parent

blocks, and thresholding the values of the grey-level mapping parameters representing

contrast adjustments.
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5.1 Edge detection by clustering of parent blocks

A key aspect of fractal edge detection using clustering is to observe the distribu-

tions of the positions of near-optimal parent blocks. The near-optimal parent blocks

for any given child block are not likely be evenly distributed over different regions of

most images. Rather, it is probable that parent blocks containing certain features in

the image will be more likely to produce minimal collage distances than others. This

is, to a degree, predictable, given that the fractal imaging algorithm depends upon

self-similarity, and so there will in general exist a relatively small number of parent

blocks containing specialized features to choose from in comparison to a large number

of parent blocks over which the image function is nearly constant. An example of this

kind of feature is a sharp gradient or discontinuity in the values of the image function

over a parent block, representing an edge in an image. Therefore, we propose that

edge-containing child blocks are more likely to be associated to edge-containing par-

ent blocks; hence, edge-containing child blocks are more likely to have near-optimal

parent blocks that are frequently selected in the collage coding scheme.

We define some new terms:

Definition 5.1 Let nP represent the number of parent blocks involved in the fractal

imaging scheme, with i ∈ {1, . . . , nP}. The parent block frequency of Pi, denoted

by PFi, is equal to the number of times that Pi is selected as one of the near-optimal

parent blocks for any child block in the image.
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Now, we have a count of how common it is for any single parent block to be in-

volved in a near-optimal pairing. We are motivated by the belief that very commonly-

involved parent blocks will contain visual edges in an image, and that child blocks

with edges will often be associated with parent blocks containing edges. Thus, we

take into account all of the parent block frequencies of the associated parent blocks

for each child block, and define the following:

Definition 5.2 Let nC be the number of child blocks involved in the fractal imaging

scheme, and consider the set Sj of ordered pairs (i, j) representing all near-optimal

parent-child pairings for any child block Cj, where j ∈ {1 . . . nC}. Then the edge

score Ej of child block Cj is given by the sum of the parent block frequencies of its

near-optimal parent blocks; that is,

Ej =
∑

(i,j)∈Sj

PFi. (5.1)

Finally, these edge scores are normalized:

Definition 5.3 Let nC be the number of child blocks involved in the fractal imaging

scheme, and assume that E = max
1≤j≤nC

Ej. Then the relative edge score for the child

block Cj is defined by

REj =
Ej
E
, (5.2)

where 1 ≤ j ≤ nC.

The scaling will ensure that all of the relative edge scores are between 0 and 1, with

at least one child block having a relative edge score of 1. Roughly, this gives us a way
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of measuring which child blocks have more-frequently-selected near-optimal parent

blocks. The hypothesis is that higher relative edge scores will correspond to child

blocks that contain a visual edge. Thus, a clustering threshold ε ∈ (0, 1) can be

set, and all child blocks Cj satisfying REj ≥ ε are then marked as being likely to

contain an edge.

5.1.1 Examples

The performance of this “clustering method” of edge detection differs greatly

depending on the parameters used. The number of near-optimal pairings per child

block, the sizes of the parent blocks, and the number of parent blocks to choose from

all influence the results. Figure 5.1 demonstrates the results of the detector using a

parent block size of 8 × 8 pixels, a child block size of 2 × 2 pixels, a pool of 3969

parent blocks to choose from, and considering the 25 parent blocks that produce the

smallest collage distance per child block. The clustering threshold here was chosen to

be 0.45 as a value that balances finding many edges successfully while detecting few

false edges. Figure 5.1 reveals an imprecise, pixelated effect of using non-overlapping

2 × 2 child blocks. Also, it is evident that many false edges have been picked up.

Increasing the number of child blocks by decreasing their size to a single pixel is not

a constructive idea, because any parent block can be mapped through the fractal

imaging algorithm to a single-pixel child block to create zero collage distance; thus,

every parent block is optimal and no interesting distribution of the positions of the
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Figure 5.1: At left, the original greyscale image; at right, the image after using the
clustering method. Child blocks with relative edge scores greater than the threshold
are shown in white.

parent blocks can possibly be obtained.

In the case that we have evenly-spaced child blocks of 2 × 2 pixels in size, each

child block overlaps its neighbouring child blocks by 1 pixel. Then, any single pixel,

with the exception of the pixels positioned on the boundary of �, will belong to

four child blocks. We employ the fractal imaging scheme as usual, finding the near-

optimal parent blocks and associated transformations for every single child block.

Relative edge scores are determined for each child block. Then, only if two or more

neighbouring child blocks have relative edge scores that are above the clustering

threshold that has been set, the pixels common to both are flagged as having a strong

potential for occurring along an edge. There are two reasons for doing this: First, this

will help to filter out any isolated parent blocks falsely marked as containing an edge.

Second, the results are refined to pixel-fineness, increasing precision and eliminating

the block effect.

Figure 5.2 shows the results using the same parameters as in Figure 5.1 except
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with 2×2 child blocks that overlap one another by one pixel, and a different threshold

of 0.6, again chosen to give the best possible results given the other parameters.

Figure 5.2: At left, the original greyscale image; at right, the image after using the
clustering method. Child blocks with relative edge scores greater than the threshold
are shown in white.

To get good results, thresholds and parameters must be changed depending on

the image. This is no different than traditional edge detection methods; however,

this method has some unique advantages. Many traditional edge detectors exhibit

bias toward detecting edges in horizontal or diagonal directions. In this scheme,

parent blocks containing edges of many different orientations, after decimating and

adjusting by grey-scale mappings, can result in small collage distances. In other

words, the capability of edge detection is independent of the orientation of the edges,

depending entirely upon the self-similarity that drives the collage-coding process.

It is reasonable to expect, on the other hand, that the performance will be sig-

nificantly impacted by the density of edges within the image itself. In this case, the

underlying assumption that most child blocks will not contain an edge fails to begin

with. Figure 5.3 demonstrates the clustering edge detection results for such an image,
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using the same parameters as in the previous two examples, overlapping child blocks,

and a threshold of 0.6. While many edges are found fairly well, it is evident that

many are missed entirely. It is intuitive to believe that the reason for why this might

be is that edges are not as exceptional in an image like this as they are in the picture

of the bricks, for example.

Figure 5.3: At left, the original greyscale image; at right, the image after using the
clustering method. Child blocks with relative edge scores greater than the threshold
are shown in white.

Under certain circumstances, the clustering method breaks down entirely, and

tends to work contrary to how it should. For a visual example, see Figure 5.4. In

this example, the parent pool only contains 64 parent blocks and yet the scheme

uses 25 pairings per 2 × 2 child block. With such a limited pool of potential parent

blocks to choose from, a relatively large proportion of them will make up the set of

“near-optimal” pairings for each child, regardless of how large the collage distances

obtained are. Also, parent blocks of such a large size (32× 32 pixels) are more likely

to contain edges simply because they take up such a large area in the image to begin

with. If 25 such parent blocks are required for each child block, then edge-containing
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parents will often be required to be part of the near-optimal set whether or not the

child block in question contains an edge itself.

Figure 5.4: At left, the original greyscale image; at right, the image after using the
clustering method. Child blocks with relative edge scores greater than the threshold
are shown in white.

Therefore, our initial assumptions break down, and the method fails to produce the

desired results. However, by increasing the parent pool to contain 3249 parent blocks,

the results improve remarkably, as can be seen in Figure 5.5. Here, large 32 × 32-

pixel parent blocks and 2 × 2 child blocks again were used, taking into account 25

near-optimal pairings. The results are in sharp contrast to those depicted in Figure

5.4, very noticeably doing a much better job of picking out visual edges.

Figure 5.5: Larger parent pools are vital for good results using the clustering method
of edge detection.
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This leads us to believe that the parent pool size is far more important for the

success of this method than the size of the parent blocks. Certainly, when using

large-sized parent blocks, the pool of potential parent blocks should be made as

big as possible to avoid poor results. In general, we find that as the parent pool

increases in size no matter the size of the parent blocks, the performance of the

clustering method improves.

5.1.2 Summary

An outline of the algorithm used to perform these calculations is as follows:

• Start with a rectangular (greyscale) image u, rescaling the image to fit on � if

necessary;

• Create a grid of 2 × 2-pixel child blocks overlapping one another by one pixel,

and by establishing a pool of potential parent blocks;

• For each child block, consider each parent block in the pool and solve the

optimization problem of minimizing collage distance between the two;

• Record the parent blocks creating n near optimal parent-child pairings for each

child block;

• Calculate parent block frequencies by counting how many times each parent

block is found to be one of the n near-optimal parent blocks for any child block;
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• For each child block, add up the parent frequencies of its near-optimal parent

blocks to obtain its edge score, scaling the results to [0, 1] after the tallies are

complete;

• Set a threshold ε; child blocks with an edge score greater than the ε threshold

are likely to have edges;

• If any pixel belongs to two or more overlapping child blocks satisfying the thresh-

old requirement, that pixel is determined to lie along an edge.

By looking at the results that have been presented, it would appear that the

fractal imaging scheme contains some edge detecting properties through the clustering

method, despite a few issues. With that in mind, we temporarily look to a different

fractal-based approach to edge detection.

5.2 Edge detection using thresholding of α grey-level param-

eters

Rather than being concerned with the positioning of optimal parent blocks, this

method of edge detection works by observing the parameters defining the grey-level

mappings involved in the fractal imaging scheme. Suppose an image is segmented

into a number of child blocks. If the child blocks are chosen to be very small, then

for most natural images, it is likely that most of these blocks will not contain visual

edges. In other words, the piece of the image function supported by a child block will
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be near-constant for most child blocks.

Let nP be the number of parent blocks and nC be the number of child blocks

in the fractal imaging scheme. Recall the greyscale mappings associated with the

wlij geometric contraction mapping between parent block Pi and child block Cj with

orientation l, where i ∈ {1, . . . , nP}, and l ∈ {1, . . . , 8}, for j = 1, . . . , nC ,:

φlij(t) = αlijt+ βlij

. The αlij parameter can be thought of as a contrast adjustment to the portion of

the image function over the shrunken parent block, while the βlij parameter can be

thought of as a brightness adjustment. For a child block over which the image function

is near-constant, we would expect that the optimal α values will often be very close

to zero. This is because a greyscale mapping with a very small α will take the image

values from the shrunken parent block and multiply them so that the values are all

near zero; thus, the shrunken parent block is nearly black over the whole, and the β

parameter would then bring the near-constant image values over the shrunken parent

block to closely match those of the near-constant child block, resulting in a minimal

collage distance. In fact, we can easily prove a closely related result:

Theorem 5.1 Let � be the unit square and [0, 1] represent a set of shades of grey.

Consider a child block C ⊂ � in the fractal imaging scheme and an image function

u : � → [0, 1]. If u is constant over C, then for any parent block P ⊂ � there

exists an allowable affine grey-level mapping φ : [0, 1]→ [0, 1] that results in a collage

distance of zero.
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Proof:

The collage distance that we calculate in the fractal imaging scheme over the child

block is given by ∆ =

∫
C

(
u(x)− φ(u(w−1(x)))

)
dx, where w(x) is the geometric

contraction mapping between P and C. Then, if φ is an affine mapping, we can say

that φ(t) = αt+ β, giving:

∆ =

∫
C

(
u(x)− α(u(w−1(x)))− β

)
dx (5.3)

If the image is constant over C, then u(x) = k, for some k ∈ [0, 1]. Thus,

∆ =

∫
C

(
k − α(u(w−1(x)))− β

)
dx , (5.4)

and it is easy to see that we may always obtain ∆ = 0 if α = 0 and β = k.

Furthermore, α = 0 and β = k always satisfy the constraints on the grey-level

coefficients given in (3.9).

2

Using a continuity argument, image functions that are nearly constant over a

child block C should result in small collage distances as well, if the α value is near

zero and β is near the average value of the image over the child block. These are

not guaranteed to generate the optimal parent-child pairings; however, when taking

into account many near-optimal pairings, it is extremely likely that pairings will be

included with values of this nature. Since our hypothesis is that child blocks that

do not contain an edge will be associated with grey-level mappings that have α near
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zero, we are led to believe that child blocks that do contain edges may be more likely

to be associated with grey-level mappings with α values that are considerably greater

than zero. Thus, we can set a threshold δ such that 0 < δ < 1. Then, our condition

for edge detection is:

Let Cj be a child block and Pi be the minimal-collage parent block for that child

with orientation l. Then, the fractal imaging scheme produces greyscale coefficients

αlij. Child block Cj is more likely to contain an edge if αlij < δ.

There is no guarantee that an edge-containing child block Cj will be associated

with a relatively large value of αlij. However, by taking many near-optimal pairings

and associated α parameters, it is very likely that some of those pairings will be

associated with larger values of αlij. Thus, this method is more effective by considering

more than just the minimal-collage pairing. In the case that we are considering many

near-optimal pairings, we take into account all of the α values from all of the pairings

at once, and compare against a chosen δ threshold, using the following:

Definition 5.4 Let � be the unit square and [0, 1] be the set of shades of grey. Let

nC and nP be the numbers of child blocks and parent blocks respectively in the fractal

imaging scheme. Consider a child block Cj ⊂ � in the fractal imaging scheme, with

j ∈ {1, . . . , nC}. Let Sj be the set of (i, j)l pairings such that Pi is a near-optimal

parent block for child block Cj with orientation l, with associated affine grey-level

mapping φlij(t) = αijt + βij. Then the squared alpha norm for child block Cj, is
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defined as:

‖αj‖2
2 =

∑
(i,j)l∈Sj

αlij
2

Then, we postulate that if the squared alpha norm is greater than or equal to a

prescribed constant δ, Cj is likely to contain an edge.

5.2.1 Examples

Figure 5.6 demonstrates the results of the detector using a parent block size of 8×8

pixels, a child block size of 2× 2 pixels, a pool of 3969 parent blocks to choose from,

and considering the 15 near-optimal parent blocks per child block. The threshold on

the alpha norm is 0.2, again to balance finding edges well while detecting few false

edges.

Figure 5.6: At left, the original greyscale image; at right, the image after using alpha
thresholding. Child blocks with alpha norms greater than the threshold are coloured
white.

Again, wanting a more precise refinement, we choose to employ overlapping child

blocks. Then, if two consecutive child blocks have alpha norms above the threshold

value, the pixels common to each are marked, similar to how this was done in the
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clustering method. Figure 5.7 shows the results taking into account overlapping 2×2

child blocks, with an alpha norm threshold of 0.35.

Figure 5.7: At left, the original greyscale image; at right, the image after using alpha
thresholding. Child blocks with alpha norms greater than the threshold are coloured
white.

We find that the quality of this method of edge detection increases as the number

of near-optimal pairings included in the scheme increases. In Figure 5.8 we can see

the results after two runs. Both use parent blocks of 8 × 8 pixels and overlapping

2 × 2-pixel child blocks, with 3969 possible parent blocks to choose from. The first

run included 3 near-optimal pairings while the second included 20, with alpha norm

thresholds of 0.45 and 0.35 chosen respectively to give good results. It is obvious from

viewing that the performance is better in the second case, capturing far fewer false

edges.

In general, the larger the number of near-optimal pairings that are included, the

better the performance of edge detection using alpha thresholding.
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Figure 5.8: At left, the results of edge detection using alpha thresholding with 3
near-optimal pairs; at right, the results using 20 near-optimal pairings. Child blocks
with alpha norms greater than the threshold are coloured white.

5.2.2 Summary

An outline of the algorithm used for this method is as follows:

• Start with a rectangular (greyscale) image u, rescaling the image to fit on � if

necessary;

• Create a grid of 2 × 2-pixel child blocks overlapping one another by one pixel,

and by establishing a pool of potential parent blocks;

• For each child block, consider each parent block in the pool and solve the

optimization problem of minimizing collage distance between the two;

• Record the parent blocks creating n near optimal parent-child pairings for each

child block, along with the corresponding α grey-level parameters;

• For each child block, determine its alpha norm by summing the squares of the

α grey-level parameters of all of its near-optimal parent blocks;
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• Set a threshold δ; child blocks with an alpha norm greater than the δ threshold

are likely to have edges;

• If any pixel belongs to two or more overlapping child blocks satisfying the thresh-

old requirement, that pixel is determined to lie along an edge.

5.3 Combining different edge-detection methods

So far, we have described both clustering and alpha thresholding as two novel

methods of edge detection powered by fractal imaging techniques. In both cases,

several different parameters may be adjusted to maximize the performance depending

on the image, and we have observed how, generally, certain choices of parameters trend

toward better results. In both, cases, however, it only takes a glance at the images

to see that while many visual edges are being detected, there remain some that are

not. False detection is also an issue, even when overlapping is introduced to reduce

this problem. To increase the chances of detecting edges correctly, we introduce a

couple of simple ideas. The first is combining the results from multiple methods. The

motivation is simple: If two different edge detection methods agree that a pixel likely

lies along a visual edge in the image, the chances of that being true are likely to be

higher.

The methodology of combining results is simple too. Both of the novel methods

described so far depend on the values of certain thresholds. As those thresholds

are increased, fewer pixels are marked as being likely to lie along a visual edge.
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Those pixels that remain marked, however, tend to lie along lines that are very

obvious visual edges, while many false edges are no longer detected. So, as thresholds

increase, the pixels that remain are more likely to occur along visual edges, though

the detected edges cover fewer total visual edges in the image. Therefore, for both

the clustering and the alpha-thresholding methods, we set three progressively more

stringent threshold values. Then, for a given set of parameters (parent block size,

number of pairings included, etc), we use both edge detection methods at the same

time and use the results from each of those threshold values together to determine

whether or not a pixel occurs along an edge.

Definition 5.5 Let εi and δi be clustering and alpha norm thresholds respectively,

for i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, where 0 < ε1 < ε2 < ε3 < 1 and 0 < δ1 < δ2 < δ3 < 1. Assume

that the clustering and alpha thresholding methods of edge detection are applied to an

image function u(x) on the unit square �, that � is divided into a grid of n ordered

pixels �j with j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, and results are obtained for each threshold value and

each method. Let CLi be the set of all pixels on edges using the clustering method

and clustering threshold εi, and ATi be the set of pixels on edges using the alpha

thresholding method using alpha norm threshold δi, where i ∈ {1, 2, 3} in both cases.

For fixed j, the aggregate edge value for pixel �j is a positive integer Aj such that

Aj =
∑

�j∈CLi
i∈{1,2,3}

(1) +
∑

�j∈ATi
i∈{1,2,3}

(1)
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Note that the choice of using three levels of thresholds is of course entirely arbitrary;

a series of as many thresholds as desired could instead be used.

Effectively, Aj is nothing more than a counter for how many times a pixel is

marked by either edge detection technique. If a pixel �j has a corresponding Aj

value of 1, that means that only for one of the methods and the lowest threshold,

that pixel was flagged as being along an edge. On the other hand, if the Aj value is 6,

then both edge detection methods agree at any of the chosen thresholds that an edge

occurs at that pixel. It is easy to see, then, that higher Aj values are associated with

an increased likelihood of successful edge detection. It is natural, then, to choose one

final threshold γ, so that if Aj ≥ γ, then the pixel �j is predicted to lie along an

edge. The set of all pixels fulfilling this criteria may then be considered in order to

create one final result.

A question remains: What value should γ be set at? Setting γ = 3 means that if

a pixel passes all three thresholds for a single scheme, it will be marked as being on

an edge. Setting γ = 4 comes with the requirement that both edge detection schemes

agree for some thresholds that a pixel lies on an edge. Good results (finding visual

edges while avoiding false edge detection) will require the other parameters to change

depending on where γ is set. Setting γ = 3 seems to produce good results, and the

philosophy makes intuitive sense: “A pixel lies on an edge if at least one method finds

that it is quite certain that it does, or if both methods lend some suspicion that it

does.” This is the choice that we make for the results, which will be tabled in the
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next section.

5.3.1 Examples

Figure 5.9 displays the results of combining clustering and alpha thresholding

methods of edge detection. Here, a parent size of 32 × 32 pixels with a parent pool

of 3249 (841)? parent blocks was used, with overlapping child blocks of 2 × 2 pixels

in size. 25 near-optimal pairings per child block were considered, with clustering

thresholds of ε1 = 0.45, ε2 = 0.55, and ε3 = 0.65, and alpha norm thresholds of

δ1 = 0.05, δ2 = 0.15, and δ3 = 0.25 being used. The value of the γ threshold was set

at 3.

Remark:

This method of combining two edge detection methods could be extended to in-

clude any number of edge detection methods, including traditional established meth-

ods. The only requirement is that all of the involved methods feature thresholds

which may be set at different values in order to produce a progressive set of results.

In this way, one could conceivably combine alpha norm thresholding detection with

the method of Frei and Chen, described in [40], for example.

5.3.2 Comparison to Sobel edge detector

The question of how to assess the results of our novel edge detector is somewhat

difficult. We know that there is no way to directly and automatically determine
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Figure 5.9: From the top, a greyscale image; in the second row, alpha norm and
clustering edge detection results alone for three thresholds each; at bottom, the com-
bined clustering and alpha norm thresholding results with non-edges blacked out. In
all pictures, detected edges are shown in white.

the quality of any edge detection scheme. Rather, a comparison is made here to an

established method. Due to the simplicity and widespread common use of Sobel edge

detection, we compare the results of the fractal-based method of edge detection to

the results of the Sobel detector.

To do this, we apply Sobel edge detection using the operator described in (4.3).

We use the sum-of-squares of the horizontal and vertical gradient approximations in

order to obtain an approximation of the gradient magnitude at each pixel. Then we

set a threshold that yields good visual results for each of six images in order to obtain
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a standard set against which we will compare the results of the fractal edge detection

methods. The following series of images indicates the original images, as well as the

results after using Sobel Edge Detection, with the edges shown in white:

Figure 5.10: The original greyscale images. From left to right: Brain, Bricks, Grass,
Mandrill, Peppers, Zelda

Figure 5.11: The images from Figure 5.10 after applying Sobel edge detection, with
edges shown in white. From left to right, the gradient magnitude thresholds used
were 0.30, 0.20, 0.25, 0.20, 0.15, and 0.15 respectively.

There are a few ways to judge the quality of fractal edge detection against Sobel

detection.

Direct Comparison:

Let � be divided into a set P of n pixels �i, for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Let A and B

be the sets of all pixels that the fractal-based edge detector and the Sobel detector,

respectively, have indicated are likely to be along an edge in a given image. Now,

define the following functions A : P→ {0, 1} and B : P→ {0, 1}:
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A(�i) =


0, if �i ∈ A

1, if �i /∈ A

(5.5)

B(�i) =


0, if �i ∈ B

1, if �i /∈ B

(5.6)

Then, the direct distance between the Sobel edge detection results and the results

of fractal based edge detection is as follows:

ddirect(A,B) =
n∑
i=1

|A(�i)− B(�i)|
n

The distance ddirect always gives a number between 0 and 1. It is defined so that

it is equal to zero if both methods agree at each pixel over the entire image, as to

whether the pixels lie along an edge, or not along an edge. It is equal to one if the

methods disagree at each pixel in the entire image. If Sobel is the standard by which

we assess our novel fractal-based method, we look for sets of parameters that keep

ddirect low.

Now we present some tabulated results for the six images, calculated with a vari-

ety of different parameter choices. The “High,” “Mid,” and “Low” thresholds refer to

specific selections of clustering and alpha norm thresholds unique to each set of pa-

rameters, to provide as reasonable results as possible after applying the edge detector

to all six images.
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Parent Size = 4; Child Size = 2:

# Parents Threshold Brain Bricks Grass Mandrill Peppers Zelda

5 High 0.1628 0.1543 0.3107 0.2933 0.2002 0.1249

5 Mid 0.1426 0.2466 0.2458 0.2354 0.1978 0.1439

5 Low 0.1324 0.3794 0.2149 0.2380 0.1986 0.2271

15 High 0.1474 0.1774 0.2633 0.2862 0.1797 0.1248

15 Mid 0.1344 0.2882 0.2166 0.2468 0.1762 0.1625

15 Low 0.1250 0.4877 0.2138 0.2253 0.1814 0.2556

25 High 0.1546 0.1353 0.2775 0.2992 0.1792 0.1211

25 Mid 0.1302 0.2742 0.2207 0.2545 0.1695 0.1641

25 Low 0.1216 0.5389 0.2391 0.2241 0.1755 0.3232
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Parent Size = 8; Child Size = 2:

# Parents Threshold Brain Bricks Grass Mandrill Peppers Zelda

5 High 0.1471 0.1719 0.3150 0.3031 0.1992 0.1299

5 Mid 0.1263 0.2537 0.2675 0.2624 0.2098 0.1603

5 Low 0.2191 0.5733 0.2050 0.2317 0.3541 0.4128

15 High 0.1401 0.1757 0.2926 0.2949 0.1892 0.1287

15 Mid 0.1398 0.4151 0.2305 0.2405 0.2218 0.2823

15 Low 0.1713 0.5511 0.2047 0.2216 0.2916 0.4541

25 High 0.1267 0.2214 0.2536 0.2763 0.1709 0.1538

25 Mid 0.1335 0.4419 0.2205 0.2356 0.2010 0.4014

25 Low 0.1816 0.6398 0.2101 0.2185 0.3075 0.6546
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Parent Size = 16; Child Size = 2:

# Parents Threshold Brain Bricks Grass Mandrill Peppers Zelda

5 High 0.1660 0.1744 0.2383 0.2466 0.1647 0.1120

5 Mid 0.3100 0.4290 0.2245 0.2474 0.1715 0.1205

5 Low 0.3991 0.5793 0.2423 0.2993 0.2462 0.2185

15 High 0.1448 0.1207 0.2686 0.2991 0.1877 0.1246

15 Mid 0.1659 0.2029 0.2398 0.2506 0.1544 0.1099

15 Low 0.2229 0.3668 0.2444 0.2215 0.1355 0.0973

25 High 0.1513 0.1317 0.3179 0.3115 0.1937 0.1282

25 Mid 0.1645 0.1952 0.2509 0.2602 0.1555 0.1084

25 Low 0.2110 0.3469 0.2423 0.2234 0.1377 0.1429
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Parent Size = 32; Child Size = 2:

# Parents Threshold Brain Bricks Grass Mandrill Peppers Zelda

5 High 0.1684 0.1198 0.2788 0.2563 0.1728 0.1172

5 Mid 0.2478 0.2165 0.2338 0.2364 0.1339 0.1006

5 Low 0.3384 0.3408 0.2366 0.2828 0.1085 0.0869

15 High 0.1438 0.1041 0.2635 0.2444 0.1719 0.1061

15 Mid 0.2108 0.2207 0.2369 0.2233 0.1275 0.1008

15 Low 0.2695 0.3492 0.2462 0.2668 0.1046 0.0915

25 High 0.1316 0.0946 0.2922 0.2722 0.1704 0.1194

25 Mid 0.1702 0.1530 0.2486 0.2234 0.1324 0.1116

25 Low 0.2217 0.2512 0.2534 0.2379 0.1344 0.1180
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This method of evaluating the performance of the fractal-based edge detectors has

some drawbacks. It does not reflect the proportion of correct edges being captured

as compared to with the Sobel edge detector. For instance, for an image which does

not have many edges according to the Sobel detector, consider the case where the

fractal-based detector finds no edges whatsoever. The result would be very good,

according to the direct distance, because the Sobel method agrees that most of the

pixels do not lie along an edge—even though 0% of the edges were actually found with

the fractal method. Therefore, we devise a new scheme of measuring the performance

against the results of the Sobel detector, one that measures both the proportion of

edges that are detected and the proportion of pixels not occurring along edges that

the fractal edge detector picks up nonetheless (likely corresponding to false edges).

Proportional Edge Detection/Non-Edge Detection:

Let � be divided into a set P of n pixels �i, for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Let A and B

be the sets of all pixels that the fractal-based edge detector and the Sobel detector,

respectively, have indicated are likely to be along an edge in a given image. Let

functions A and B be defined as in (5.5) and (5.6). Let nedge be the number of

pixels in the set A such that A = 1 for all of those pixels, and nnon−edge be the

number of pixels in the set A such that A evaluated at those pixels gives 0. Then,

the proportional edge detection and non-edge detection rates are:

dedge(A,B) =

nedge∑
�i∈B

|A(�i)− B(�i)|
nedge
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dnon−edge(A,B) =

nnon−edge∑
�i∈B

|A(�i)− B(�i)|
nnon−edge

These two quantities are numbers between 0 and 1 that provide a more illumi-

nating way of evaluating the performance of the fractal-based method against the

Sobel method of edge detection. The number dedge represents the proportion of edges

detected by the Sobel method that are also detected by the fractal-based method. If

dedge = 0, then the fractal-based method finds all of the edges that the Sobel method

does, while if dedge = 1, none of them are found. The value for dnon−edge, on the other

hand, represents the proportion of pixels not found to contain an edge using the So-

bel method, that are marked by the fractal-based approach. If dnon−edge = 0, then

the fractal-based method agrees with the Sobel method wherever the Sobel method

does not detect an edge, while dnon−edge = 1 corresponds to complete disagreement.

Treating the Sobel method as ideal, this is a calculation of how many false edges are

found by the fractal-based edge detection method.

The following are some tabled results using the same sets of parameters and images

as for the direct comparison.
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Tabled values for dedge:

Parent Size = 4; Child Size = 2:

# Parents Threshold Brain Bricks Grass Mandrill Peppers Zelda

5 High 0.6222 0.8850 0.8883 0.8461 0.8985 0.9019

5 Mid 0.5001 0.5245 0.6197 0.4712 0.7908 0.5923

5 Low 0.4201 0.2188 0.3779 0.2012 0.6916 0.3414

15 High 0.5363 0.5945 0.6897 0.7949 0.8164 0.7464

15 Mid 0.4550 0.2768 0.4136 0.5608 0.7388 0.4885

15 Low 0.3776 0.0988 0.2678 0.3726 0.6783 0.2919

25 High 0.5617 0.6985 0.7351 0.8531 0.8180 0.7766

25 Mid 0.4243 0.2969 0.4069 0.6166 0.7206 0.4693

25 Low 0.3260 0.0695 0.1883 0.3462 0.6258 0.1949
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Parent Size = 8; Child Size = 2:

# Parents Threshold Brain Bricks Grass Mandrill Peppers Zelda

5 High 0.5378 0.8607 0.9083 0.9072 0.9247 0.9089

5 Mid 0.3543 0.5177 0.7368 0.6754 0.8408 0.7142

5 Low 0.1054 0.0980 0.4099 0.2607 0.5324 0.2412

15 High 0.4982 0.7836 0.8250 0.8599 0.8763 0.8858

15 Mid 0.3247 0.3126 0.5756 0.5438 0.6877 0.4526

15 Low 0.1654 0.0931 0.3683 0.3268 0.4687 0.1979

25 High 0.4053 0.5462 0.6375 0.7453 0.7530 0.6702

25 Mid 0.2518 0.1840 0.4260 0.4937 0.5572 0.2910

25 Low 0.1102 0.0206 0.2329 0.2225 0.3097 0.0868
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Parent Size = 16; Child Size = 2:

# Parents Threshold Brain Bricks Grass Mandrill Peppers Zelda

5 High 0.1930 0.3868 0.4890 0.5196 0.7331 0.8073

5 Mid 0.0411 0.0678 0.2720 0.1438 0.3960 0.4562

5 Low 0.0111 0.0079 0.1552 0.0441 0.2038 0.2289

15 High 0.4870 0.6829 0.6589 0.8758 0.8818 0.9286

15 Mid 0.3010 0.2428 0.5064 0.5927 0.6969 0.8040

15 Low 0.1139 0.0367 0.2369 0.2737 0.4033 0.5671

25 High 0.5629 0.8597 0.9042 0.9427 0.9193 0.9572

25 Mid 0.3059 0.2763 0.5384 0.6545 0.6988 0.7918

25 Low 0.1527 0.0359 0.2745 0.3644 0.4426 0.4296
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Parent Size = 32; Child Size = 2:

# Parents Threshold Brain Bricks Grass Mandrill Peppers Zelda

5 High 0.3339 0.3567 0.7511 0.6229 0.8131 0.8597

5 Mid 0.1361 0.0791 0.4322 0.2432 0.5974 0.6672

5 Low 0.0533 0.0124 0.2021 0.0627 0.3692 0.4304

15 High 0.3163 0.2533 0.6585 0.5548 0.8059 0.7394

15 Mid 0.1582 0.0410 0.3830 0.2103 0.5566 0.5818

15 Low 0.0801 0.0056 0.2283 0.0619 0.3536 0.3620

25 High 0.4015 0.4523 0.7976 0.7240 0.7759 0.8232

25 Mid 0.1794 0.0820 0.4315 0.3168 0.4498 0.5504

25 Low 0.1027 0.0173 0.3021 0.1275 0.3067 0.3244
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Tabled Values for dnon−edge

Parent Size = 4; Child Size = 2:

# Parents Threshold Brain Bricks Grass Mandrill Peppers Zelda

5 High 0.0099 0.0272 0.0086 0.0309 0.0161 0.0056

5 Mid 0.0237 0.1982 0.0503 0.1236 0.0415 0.0751

5 Low 0.0367 0.4074 0.1296 0.2555 0.0686 0.2095

15 High 0.0179 0.1049 0.0403 0.0447 0.0118 0.0294

15 Mid 0.0277 0.2902 0.1135 0.0977 0.0278 0.1124

15 Low 0.0409 0.5554 0.1856 0.1554 0.0504 0.2501

25 High 0.0191 0.0374 0.0380 0.0363 0.0108 0.0204

25 Mid 0.0323 0.2702 0.1234 0.0827 0.0243 0.1172

25 Low 0.0536 0.6206 0.2657 0.1661 0.0568 0.3429
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Parent Size = 8; Child Size = 2:

# Parents Threshold Brain Bricks Grass Mandrill Peppers Zelda

5 High 0.0171 0.0521 0.0047 0.0164 0.0079 0.0103

5 Mid 0.0505 0.2078 0.0220 0.0664 0.0434 0.0753

5 Low 0.2570 0.6560 0.0978 0.2179 0.3071 0.4391

15 High 0.0206 0.0699 0.0142 0.0268 0.0081 0.0125

15 Mid 0.0786 0.4330 0.0500 0.0967 0.0990 0.2562

15 Low 0.1733 0.6308 0.1192 0.1717 0.2452 0.4935

25 High 0.0340 0.1649 0.0528 0.0537 0.0174 0.0745

25 Mid 0.0942 0.4868 0.1129 0.1131 0.1071 0.4183

25 Low 0.2054 0.7475 0.1981 0.2166 0.3069 0.7417
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Parent Size = 16; Child Size = 2:

# Parents Threshold Brain Bricks Grass Mandrill Peppers Zelda

5 High 0.1570 0.1374 0.1072 0.1171 0.0149 0.0053

5 Mid 0.3995 0.4918 0.1997 0.2966 0.1123 0.0690

5 Low 0.5282 0.6787 0.2878 0.4203 0.2573 0.2169

15 High 0.0309 0.0229 0.0644 0.0254 0.0047 0.0012

15 Mid 0.1209 0.1960 0.1004 0.0883 0.0114 0.0033

15 Low 0.2592 0.4242 0.2484 0.1967 0.0649 0.0252

25 High 0.0143 0.0050 0.0113 0.0119 0.0024 0.0009

25 Mid 0.1174 0.1810 0.1006 0.0730 0.0122 0.0034

25 Low 0.2304 0.4011 0.2255 0.1565 0.0574 0.0989
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Parent Size = 32; Child Size = 2:

# Parents Threshold Brain Bricks Grass Mandrill Peppers Zelda

5 High 0.1136 0.0786 0.0318 0.0823 0.0040 0.0033

5 Mid 0.2849 0.2405 0.1300 0.2332 0.0117 0.0136

5 Low 0.4333 0.3979 0.2547 0.3872 0.0398 0.0341

15 High 0.0865 0.0782 0.0569 0.0971 0.0047 0.0089

15 Mid 0.2283 0.2519 0.1605 0.2294 0.0144 0.0270

15 Low 0.3325 0.4089 0.2555 0.3640 0.0389 0.0499

25 High 0.0418 0.0324 0.0279 0.0578 0.0108 0.0113

25 Mid 0.1671 0.1653 0.1529 0.1791 0.0488 0.0443

25 Low 0.2613 0.2919 0.2280 0.2904 0.0890 0.0863
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As a general trend, the more that edges are correctly found by the fractal edge

detector, the more false edges are also found. We can see that in most cases, the

parameters may be adjusted so that a large majority of edges found by Sobel can be

found by the fractal-based method while keeping false edge detection to below 20%.

Visually, it is clear that good results can be produced.

These results show us that the collage-coding process traditionally used for the

application of image compression also provides a unique window into a novel indirect

method of edge detection, simply by making particular observations and calculations

involving the parameters defining the usual fractal transform.
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Chapter 6

Applications in information hiding using parent

block restriction

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we explore some interesting applications based upon strategically

restricting the portion of the unit square � from which parent blocks are chosen

during the collage-coding process. In the schemes introduced so far, the positions of

the parent blocks considered for each child block are unrestricted; the only important

consideration is the minimization of the collage distance between the image over the

child block and the shrunken-and-adjusted image over the parent block. Typically,

we choose a fixed, regular grid of parent blocks, forming a pool of parent blocks to

choose from. In this chapter, we will explore the potential of adjusting this framework

to obtain various applications in cryptography.
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6.2 Fixed points of compositions of fractal transforms

First, we prove an intuitive property of contraction mappings:

Theorem 6.1 Let (X, dX) be a complete metric space. If f and g are both contraction

mappings on this space with contraction factors cf ∈ [0, 1) and cg ∈ [0, 1) respectively,

then f ◦ g is as well, with contraction factor cfcg.

Proof: Both f and g are contractions. This means that

dX(f(x), f(y)) ≤ cf dX(x, y), (6.1)

and

dX(g(x), g(y)) ≤ cg dX(x, y). (6.2)

So, we have that

dX (f ◦ g(x), f ◦ g(y)) = dX (f(g(x)), f(g(y)))

≤ cf dX(g(x), g(y)) from (6.1)

≤ cf cg dX(x, y) from (6.2),

and it is clear that cf cg ∈ [0, 1) since both cf and cg ∈ [0, 1). Thus, f ◦g is contractive

on (X, dX) with contraction factor cf cg.

2

Consider the case in which we have two image functions u, v ∈ F(�, [0, 1]). Let

T1 and T2 be contraction mappings on the space of images (F(�, [0, 1]), d2), with
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contraction factors c1 and c2 ∈ [0, 1) respectively. Now suppose that T1(u) = v and

T2(v) = u. Then we have that

(T2 ◦ T1)u = T2(T1(u))

= T2(v)

= u. (6.3)

Similarly,

(T1 ◦ T2)v = T1(T2(v))

= T1(u)

= v. (6.4)

We know from Theorem 6.1 that both T1 ◦T2 and T2 ◦T1 are contractive on our image

space, since both T1 and T2 are. Further, Banach’s Fixed Point Theorem tells us that

there exists a unique fixed point in F(�, [0, 1]) for (T2 ◦ T1), and similarly a unique

fixed point in F(�, [0, 1]) for (T1 ◦ T2). Therefore, these unique fixed points must be

u and v respectively, from (6.3) and (6.4).

Suppose now that T1 is a contraction mapping that maps a point u in image space

close to v, and similarly T2 maps v close to u; that is

d2(T1u, v) ≤ ε1,

and

d2(T2v, u) ≤ ε2,
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for some small ε1 and ε2 > 0. Then,

d2((T1 ◦ T2)v, v) ≤ d2((T1 ◦ T2)v, T1u) + d2(T1u, v) by triangle inequality

≤ c1 d2(T2v, u) + d2(T1u, v)

≤ c1 ε2 + ε1

Similarly, we have

d2((T2 ◦ T1)u, u) ≤ d2((T2 ◦ T1)u, T2v) + d2(T2v, u) by triangle inequality

≤ c2 d2(T1u, v) + d2(T2v, u)

≤ c2 ε1 + ε2.

Hence, if the numbers c1, c2, ε1, and ε2 are small, then d((T1 ◦ T2)v, v) and d((T2 ◦

T1)u, u) will be small as well. We can connect this result to the Collage Theorem. In

order to find a contraction mapping T whose fixed point is close to a target image

u, we need only find a contraction mapping T that sends u close to itself. In this

case, however, T is a contraction mapping made up of a composition of two other

contraction mappings!

The process is as follows:

1. Start with two greyscale N ×N -pixel images u and v, as is illustrated in Figure

6.1. The images u and v are treated as “target” images.

2. Divide u into nC child blocks. Divide v into nP parent blocks, such that all

parent blocks are larger than the child blocks. As in Theorem 3.11, define the
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Figure 6.1: For our examples employing compositions of fractal transforms, we begin
with two square-shaped greyscale images.

fractal transform

(T1u)(x) = π(Sk(x)),

for x in child block region Rk, where π(Sk(x)) represents a scalarization oper-

ation, and Sk(x) represents the set of the surfaces {U lij(x) = φlij
(
u(wlij

−1
(x))

)
}

for the pairings (i, j)l ∈ Sk; l ∈ {1, . . . , 8} represents a selection of the orienta-

tion of the geometric contraction. Here, wlij
−1

are mappings that make up the

backwards multifunction Mk, φ
l
ij are the associated grey-level mappings, and

Sk is the set of all oriented pairings (i, j)l associated to Rk.

With this scheme of having parent blocks come from the image v, collage-code

to determine the fractal transform T1 that minimizes the distance d2(u, T1(u)).

3. Repeat Step 2 with the roles of u and v reversed. We define a fractal transform

T2, and collage code to minimizing the distance d2(v, T2(v)), subject to the

restriction that the parent blocks come from the image u.
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4. By iterating the composition of functions T2 ◦T1 on any initial square greyscale

image, Banach’s fixed point theorem guarantees that the sequence of images

obtained will converge to a fixed point ū in this image space. The Collage

Theorem tells us that this fixed point should be a good approximation of u, half

of the target image. Similarly, iterating T1 ◦ T2 on any initial square greyscale

image will give a sequence of images that converges to a fixed point v̄ that, by

the Collage Theorem, is close to v.

If we begin with a square image and alternately apply T1 and T2, the sequence of

images we obtain will appear to flicker back and forth approaching a two-cycle of

fixed points. It is important to note that since T1 and T2 are contraction mappings,

they must have fixed points themselves. But it is not the case that either of these

fixed points must resemble the target images u or v. By construction, it is the

contraction mapping given by the composition of functions T2 ◦ T1 that has a fixed

point approximating u and T1 ◦ T2 that has a fixed point approximating v. It is easy

to observe that

T1 ◦ T2 ◦ T1 ◦ T2 ◦ . . . T2 ◦ T1(·)

= T1 ◦ (T2 ◦ T1) ◦ (T2 ◦ T1) ◦ . . . ◦ (T2 ◦ T1)(·)

= (T1 ◦ T2) ◦ (T1 ◦ T2) ◦ . . . ◦ (T1 ◦ T2) ◦ T1(·).

This illustrates the reason why alternating the application of T1 and T2 causes our

sequence of images to jump back and forth between images that eventually approx-
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imate u and those that eventually approximate v. because this alternation may be

arranged to produce a repeated application of either order of composition of T1 and

T2.

6.2.1 Examples

Example: We start with the two target images depicted in Figure 6.2, which we

denote by u and v. For the child blocks making up the image u, we restrict the choice

Figure 6.2: Two target 256× 256 greyscale images, denoted u and v.

of parent blocks so that they must come from v. Simultaneously, for the child blocks

in image v, we restrict the choice of parent blocks so that they must come from u. We

collage code maintaining these stipulations, finding two fractal transforms T1 and T2

for u and v respectively. In this example, five near-optimal parent blocks were found

for each child block. Parent blocks of size 8× 8 pixels, and child blocks of size 2× 2

pixels with no overlapping were used; the grey-level mappings were affine in form as

usual.
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Then, we start with two initial seed images u0 and v0; since any initial square-

shaped greyscale images should work, we let u0 and v0 be constant image functions

with a value equal to zero, representing solid black squares. We alternately apply the

transforms T1 and T2 to each of these seed images. Figures 6.3 through 6.6 depict the

images obtained through iterating in this way.

Figure 6.3: A representation of T1(u0) and T2(v0), where u0 and v0 are two seed
images; T1 and T2 are two fractal transforms.

Figure 6.4: A representation of T2 ◦ T1(u0) and T1 ◦ T2(v0), where u0 and v0 are two
seed images and T1, T2 are two fractal transforms.

It is easy to see that the the images approach the fixed point of T2 ◦T1 and T1 ◦T2

respectively by viewing every other figure. The collage theorem tells us that these

fixed points must be good approximations of the target image, and the pictures verify
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Figure 6.5: A representation of T1 ◦ T2 ◦ T1(u0) and T2 ◦ T1 ◦ T2(v0), where u0 and v0

are two seed images and T1, T2 are two fractal transforms.

Figure 6.6: A representation of T2 ◦ T1 ◦ T2 ◦ T1(u0) and T1 ◦ T2 ◦ T1 ◦ T2(v0), where
u0 and v0 are two seed images and T1, T2 are two fractal transforms. The images are
visibly approaching the fixed points of T2 ◦ T1 and T1 ◦ T2.

this visually. This construction, however, is striking, because it can be thought of

as a kind of 2 − cycle of fixed points; see Figure 6.7. The idea that a contraction

mapping can be constructed to map a fractal approximation of one image to a fractal

approximation of another has interesting practical potential. For example, after a few

iterations, one of the two target image approximations could be transferred to another

person, along with the parameters defining the next fractal transform to be applied.

Then, after a single application of that transform, a very good approximation of the
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Figure 6.7: The scheme can be thought of as visually representing a 2−cycle of images
that are the fixed points of the compositions of functions T2 ◦ T1 and T1 ◦ T2.

next target image will be obtained. Note that repeated applications of that fractal

transform, as with the usual fractal imaging scheme, may not closely resemble the

other target image at all: we do not know what the fixed points of T1 or T2 themselves

will be, only the compositions of the two.

This method may be extended for more than two images. We could feasibly start

with a larger number of square images u1, u2, . . . , un. We collage code ui by pairing

the child blocks of ui with the optimal (or near-optimal) parent blocks of ui+1, with

the child blocks of un being paired with parent blocks of u1. In this way, we obtain n

different fractal transforms, and it is easy to show that the composition of Tn ◦ . . .◦T1

is contractive on image space. By the collage theorem, the fixed point of Tn ◦ . . . ◦ T1

should be a good approximation of u1, the fixed point of T1 ◦ Tn ◦ . . . ◦ T2 should be

a good approximation of u2, and so on. Repeatedly applying the mappings, in order,
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Figure 6.8: We may obtain an analogous result by allowing more than 2 adjacent
square images as the target, giving an n−cycle.

to any initial square image, we obtain an analogous result to the two-transform case

that has been already detailed. After sufficient iteration upon any initial image of the

same dimensions, the transforms map the fixed point of each composition of functions

to the next in turn, giving an n-cycle of fixed points in image space as depicted in

Figure 6.8.

Example (5-cycle employing multifunctions framework): Let u1 through u5

represent the five target image functions depicted in Figure 6.9. We collage code ui,

Figure 6.9: Five target greyscale images from which we wish to create a series of
fractal transforms with a 5-cycle of fixed points.

minimizing the collage distance between the image over the child blocks of ui with

the image over the parent blocks of ui+1, with the child blocks of u5 being paired with
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Figure 6.10: The progression of images obtained by iterating T1, T2, T3, T4, and T5 in
sequence represents a 5-cycle of images approximating the target images.

parent blocks from u1. In this case, 8×8-pixel parent blocks and 4×4-pixel child blocks

were used, with the child blocks overlapping by 2 pixels; the three near-optimal parent

blocks were paired with each child block to create the fractal transform. We choose to

take advantage of the multifunctions framework in this case, using overlapping child

blocks and multiple near-optimal parent blocks in order to create a smooth visual

result. After obtaining the fractal transforms, we iterate them in sequence upon an

initial black image. Ten iterations are showcased in Figure 6.10; it is quite evident

that the sequence of images obtained very quickly converges to the 5-cycle of fixed

points that are approximations of the original target images, due to the small size

and overlapping of the child blocks.
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6.3 Embedding binary strings into greyscale images

Here we develop a method of embedding a binary string into a fractal transform

T . The method produces a fixed point approximation of a target image from which

one may recover the string. This has obvious practical usefulness in copyright, but

also gives us a feasible way to transmit a code to another party.

Consider the case where one encodes some target image, restricting the locations

of parent blocks to particular regions based on some criteria. By construction, the

fractal transform will be contractive, and thus by iterating upon any initial image, we

come to its unique fixed point in image space. If another party were sent this fixed

point, and collage coded this as a target image using the same grid of child blocks and

the same size and pool of parent blocks, exactly the same fractal transform should be

obtained (theoretically) with a collage distance of zero. Practical issues, such as the

inaccuracy due to the decimation of parent blocks during collage coding, typically

cause the fractal transform obtained to be slightly different nonetheless.

The algorithm proceeds as follows:

1. Person A selects a target image and establishes a grid of nC non-overlapping

child blocks to use for the collage coding scheme. Person A also chooses a

binary string, with n� bits, such that nC ≥ n�, where bit �i has value θ(i),

with θ(i) = 0 or 1, for i = 1, . . . , n�. Person A associates each child block to a

single bit of the binary string in an ordered fashion. For example, the bottom-

left child block may be associated to the first bit, the next child block to the
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second bit, with the association proceeding across the image and up the rows of

child blocks. If nC > n�, then the association continues from the first bit once

all of the bits of the string have been associated; thus, many child blocks may

be associated to any particular bit. In that case, it is convenient for nC
n�
∈ N, so

that the binary string is embedded in its entirety a finite number of times.

2. Person A divides the image into nP parent blocks, and numbers them from

1 to nP . Let P represent the set of all parent block numbers defined in this

way. Then, Person A chooses two sets P0 ⊂ P and P1 ⊂ P such that P0 ∩

P1 = ∅. For example, the numbers corresponding to the set of parent blocks

appearing on the left half of the image could be designated as P0 with the set of

numbers corresponding to the parent blocks on the right half designated as P1.

Person A collage-codes the target image with special restrictions on the parent

blocks: for each child block we note the value, θ(i) = k, of the associated bit

�i, i ∈ {1, . . . , n�} of the binary string, and search only among parent blocks

with numbers in the set Pk for an optimal pairing. Person A obtains a fractal

transform T in this way. We say that Person A has embedded the binary

string into T .

3. Person A iterates the obtained fractal transform upon any initial image suffi-

ciently many times until a good approximation of the fixed point of T is ob-

tained. This fixed point is an image that is transmitted to Person B.
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4. Person B has the following a priori knowledge: The grid of child blocks used,

the length of the binary string, the set of all parent blocks, the numbering

of the parent blocks, and the sets P0 and P1. After receiving the fixed point

from Person A, Person B collage codes it as a target image using this a priori

knowledge. The coding process proceeds until an optimal pairing is obtained

for every child block.

5. Person B now knows the locations of the optimal parent blocks for every child

block. They may translate this knowledge into a binary string according to the

restriction scheme, recovering the string. If nC > n�, then it may be recovered

several times.

This method provides us with a way of embedding a binary string into images such

that it is invisible. Indeed, the string is visually undetectable in the transferred fixed

point image, and only collage coding can be used to recover the string. The embedded

string could represent a black and white watermark image, with the bits of the string

corresponding to the pixels of the watermark in sequence, with the values of the bits

corresponding to the colours of the watermark pixels.

6.3.1 Examples

Example: We wish to embed into an image the black-and-white, 16 × 16 pixel

watermark illustrated in Figure 6.11. Thus, n� = 256, and we let �i represent pixel
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i, with colour θ(i) ∈ {0, 1}. We use the greyscale image in Figure 6.12 as a target

image u.

Figure 6.11: A 16× 16 watermark that we wish to embed in an image.

Step 1: Dividing � up into a grid of nC child blocks, with nC ≥ n�, we associate each

child block to a pixel of the watermark; in this example we use an ordered fashion from

bottom-left, across each row, ending at the top-right, but this decision is arbitrary.

We will consider nC = 162, 322, and 642, corresponding to grids of nonoverlapping

child blocks that are 16× 16, 8× 8, and 4× 4 pixels in size.

Figure 6.12: A 256× 256 target image.

Step 2: We define a grid of nP parent blocks, stipulating an order starting with

the bottom-left block, across each row, ending at the top-right block, giving each a
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number in {1, . . . , nP}. The parent blocks are chosen to be four times the size of the

child blocks. In this example, the parent blocks are chosen to overlap adjacent parent

blocks by half of the parent block width. Then, we choose P0 to be the set of parent

block numbers {1, . . . , nP div 2} and P1 = {nP div 2 + 1, . . . , nP}. We choose the

sets in this way so that exactly half of the parent blocks are represented in each set,

whether nP is even or odd (in this example, due to the choice of the parent block

grid, nP is always odd). We collage code, with the stipulation that if a child block

is associated to a pixel �i with colour k = θ(i), we search only among the parent

blocks represented by the numbers Pk for the optimal pairing. We obtain the fractal

transform T of the target image.

Step 3: We obtain the fixed point ū by iterating T upon any initial greyscale square

image. Figure 6.13 shows the the three fixed points we obtain.

Figure 6.13: The fixed points of the fractal transforms obtained after embedding the
watermark, for the 16× 16-pixel, 8× 8-pixel, and 4× 4-pixel child block cases.

Step 4: We collage code using each of the three fixed points as the target image,

with the same parent block and child block grids, parent block numbering, and the

same sets P0 and P1 as were used during the embedding process. Thus, we obtain a
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collection of optimal pairings defining a fractal transform.

Step 5: For each child block, we note the set, Pk, k ∈ {0, 1} containing the number

of the optimal parent block. For the associated pixel �i, we set the colour θ(i) = k.

If we finish setting colours to all of the pixels of the watermark (i.e. if nC > n�), we

begin again with a new watermark and continue until we have considered every child

block, recovering many copies of the watermark.

Final Step: The results are analyzed and combined by taking all of the recovered

copies of the watermark and producing a single, final version that takes advantage of

the redundancy if possible.

Using non-overlapping child blocks of size 16×16 pixels, we obtain a single recov-

ered watermark; using 8× 8-pixel child blocks, we obtain four copies of the recovered

watermark; using 4× 4-pixel child blocks, we obtain sixteen copies; these results are

depicted in Figures 6.14, 6.15, and 6.16.

Figure 6.14: Recovered watermark using child blocks of size 16× 16 pixels.

The smaller the child blocks are, the more susceptible the scheme appears to be to

the effects of decimation, though the original symbol is still roughly visible; however,

we gain the advantage of being able to consider greater redundancy of recovering

multiple versions of the watermark. We do this by considering one pixel at a time
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Figure 6.15: Recovered watermarks using child blocks of size 8× 8 pixels.

Figure 6.16: Recovered watermarks using child blocks of size 4× 4 pixels.

and going through each of the watermarks we recover: if that pixel is black more

often than it is white, then we colour the same pixel in a new, blank watermark to

be black. If that pixel is white as or more often than it is black, then we colour it

white in this new watermark. In this manner, we create an “average” watermark that

attempts to take into account all of the recovered results. For this example, these

average watermarks are showcased in Figure 6.17, where the power of the redundancy

is made abundantly clear. Indeed, taking advantage of that redundancy may provide

us with a more powerful tool in many cases than the greater precision that comes
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Figure 6.17: Average watermarks constructed from the size 16× 16, 8× 8, and 4× 4
child block schemes respectively, created from the watermarks in Figures 6.14, 6.15,
and 6.16.

from using larger child blocks that are less prone to the effects of decimation.

Note: With this method, we are unable to use multiple near-optimal parent blocks

at the same time; we must always choose one parent block for each child block,

and no overlapping child blocks either. This is because, in the case where there are

overlapping child blocks or multiple near-optimal pairings, we recall that our fractal

transform requires us to scalarize the results at any point in the image after mapping

near-optimal parent blocks to child blocks, either through averaging or otherwise.

In effect, this throws away vital information about individual pairings, information

which this method hinges upon. As we will see in the next example, however, we

can still make use of near-optimal pairings in another novel way in order to produce

arrays of embedded watermarks, in order to transmit more complicated information

or codes.

Example: We use the target image depicted in Figure 6.18. For this example, we

use four different 16× 16-pixel black and white watermarks displayed in figure 6.19,

each representing a letter of the alphabet, to spell out a message. Thus, nj� = 256,

for j = 1, . . . , 4, where nj� represents the number of pixels in watermark j. We let �j
i

represent pixel i in watermark j with colour θj(i) ∈ {0, 1}.
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Figure 6.18: A 256× 256 target image.

Figure 6.19: Four different monochromatic watermarks to be embedded.

Step 0: We consider watermark j for j ∈ {1, . . . , 4}.

Step 1: We divide � into a grid of nC child blocks, with nC ≥ n�. We associate

each child block to a pixel of the watermark; in this example we again use an ordered

fashion from bottom-left, across each row, ending at the top-right.

Step 2: We define a grid of nP parent blocks, four times the size of the child blocks,

and number them from bottom-left to top right in {1, . . . , nP}. We choose P0 to be

the set of parent block numbers {1, . . . , nP div 2} and P1 to be {nP div 2+1, . . . , nP}.

We collage code, with the stipulation that if a child block is associated to a pixel �j
i

with colour k = θj(i), we search only among the parent blocks represented by numbers

in Pk for the jth near-optimal pairing. We obtain a fractal transform Tj of the target
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image.

Step 3: We obtain the fixed point ūj by iterating Tj upon any initial greyscale square

image.

Step 4: We collage code using ūj as the target image and with the same parent block

and child block grids, parent block numbering scheme, and the same definitions of

P0 and P1 as were used to embed the watermark. Thus, we obtain a set of optimal

pairings defining a fractal transform.

Step 5: For each child block, we note the set Pk, k ∈ {0, 1} containing the number

of the optimal parent block. For the pixel �j
i associated to the child block, we set

the colour θj(i) to k. As in the previous example, if we finish setting colours to all of

the pixels of the watermark (i.e. if nC > n�), we begin again with a new watermark

and continue until we have considered every child block, recovering many copies of

the watermark. As in the previous example, the results are combined to produce a

single, final version of the watermark.

Step 6: We repeat Steps 1 to 6 for each of the choices of j.

Each one of the four fractal transforms T1, . . . , T4 that we find will certainly be

contractive on image space. Further, since it is usual for child blocks —especially

small child blocks like the ones we are using in this example —to have many near-

optimal pairings producing small collage distances, even d2(u, T4(u)) remains quite

small. Thus, the fixed points of all four of these fractal transforms should be close to

the target image due to the collage theorem. Further, and perhaps more importantly
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for this example, they will also appear to be nearly identical to one another. As

always, we may easily obtain the four fixed points of these fractal transforms by

iterating on any initial image with the same dimensions and set of colours; these

images are depicted in Figure 6.20. All four of these fixed points may then be sent to

Figure 6.20: The four fixed points of T1, T2, T3, and T4. All are close approximations
of the target image, despite the fact that none of the transforms possess any parent-
child pairings in common.

another party. Because they look so similar, the four images could feasibly be sent as

a single file, perhaps an animated GIF file made up of four frames. The recipient may

then take each of these fixed point images and collage-code to discover the locations of

the minimal-collage parent blocks, allowing the watermarks to be recovered. Similar

considerations of redundancy and averaging as in the previous example are employed

to produce the four resulting watermarks, shown in Figure 6.21 altogether to produce
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Figure 6.21: The four recovered watermarks, shown adjacent to one another.

the desired single-word message.

6.3.2 Results and discussion

As we have mentioned already, the fractal transforms that the recipient obtains

from collage-coding the fixed point image do not always match because of the deci-

mation involved when the recipient shrinks parent blocks down. The likelihood that

parent blocks will successfully match those that the sender encoded depends upon

the image. Interestingly, this likelihood falls for target images encoded using progres-

sively less-optimal parent blocks. For example, when the “Lena” image is encoded

using the minimal-collage 16× 16-pixel parent blocks, 835 out of 1024, or 81.54% of

the minimal-collage parent blocks that the recipient obtains from collage-coding the

attractor image are the same, while 93 of the 1024, or 9.08% of the recipient’s second-

lowest collage distance-producing parent blocks match instead. When the “Lena”

image is encoded by the sender using the parent blocks producing the fourth-lowest

collage distance, however, only 732 of 1024, or 71.48% of optimal parent blocks ob-

tained by the recipient from collage coding the attractor match those in the sender’s

fractal transform, with 89 of the parent blocks, or 8.69%, producing the second-lowest
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collage distances matching instead.

We note that for those optimal parent blocks that the recipient obtains that do

not match those in the sender’s fractal transform, there is still the possibility that

they will be in the same region of the image as those in the sender’s fractal transform

such that the recovered watermark pixel will be the correct colour anyway. With an

81.54% success rate that the parent blocks match, then under the rough assumption

that such accidental successes when parent blocks do not match should occur about

half the time (if the regions are of equal size), we can expect 90.77% of the pixels in

the recovered watermark to be coloured correctly. A parent block matchup success

rate of 71.48% would result in a watermark in which we can expect 85.74% of the

pixels to be correctly recovered.

We find that target images containing greater detail tend to allow for more suc-

cessful recovery of embedded watermarks. For example, success rates are high using

the highly-detailed “grass” and “Lena” target images, while they are relatively low

(< 70%) using the “brain” target image, a majority of which is black. For the purpose

of comparing the success rates for different types of images, a table of the matchup

rates, for the 16× 16-pixel parent block case and for sender’s fractal transforms cre-

ated using either the first, second, third, or fourth-lowest collage distance pairings, is

provided.
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Case I: Sender defines transform using 1024 Parent Blocks Pi creating min-

imal Collage Distance ∆:

Pi Decoded As Brain Frog Grass Lena Mandrill

Minimal ∆ 689 711 892 835 726

2nd-lowest ∆ 69 156 125 93 113

3rd-lowest ∆ 37 98 54 20 43

4th-lowest ∆ 31 73 24 29 37

5th-lowest ∆ 17 54 41 24 28

Case II: Sender defines transform using 1024 Parent Blocks Pi creating

2nd-lowest Collage Distance ∆:

Pi Decoded As Brain Frog Grass Lena Mandrill

Minimal ∆ 698 648 832 791 660

2nd-lowest ∆ 131 101 73 111 83

3rd-lowest ∆ 36 69 22 77 28

4th-lowest ∆ 50 55 28 34 27

5th-lowest ∆ 25 39 31 27 16
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Case III: Sender defines transform using 1024 Parent Blocks Pi creating

3rd-lowest Collage Distance ∆:

Pi Decoded As Brain Frog Grass Lena Mandrill

Minimal ∆ 626 628 781 750 654

2nd-lowest ∆ 72 83 117 75 55

3rd-lowest ∆ 52 56 42 53 70

4th-lowest ∆ 47 48 59 40 38

5th-lowest ∆ 35 34 27 25 25

Case IV: Sender defines transform using 1024 Parent Blocks Pi creating

4th-lowest Collage Distance ∆:

Pi Decoded As Brain Frog Grass Lena Mandrill

Minimal ∆ 638 577 746 732 619

2nd-lowest ∆ 79 87 103 89 61

3rd-lowest ∆ 61 43 38 43 64

4th-lowest ∆ 66 41 28 24 43

5th-lowest ∆ 49 38 32 30 28

Note that the sums in each column are in some cases greater than 1024. This is due

to the fact that the same parent block can feasibly be both the minimal-collage and

another near-optimal pairing for any given child block, if more than one orientation
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of the parent block makes the collage distance very small after applying the optimal

grey-level mappings.

Under the assumption that the recipient has advance knowledge of the appropriate

parent and child block sizes to use when encoding using the fixed points as the target,

as well as the restriction criteria, a key feature of this information-hiding scheme is

the following: the only thing that needs to be transmitted to relay the code is a

single image file, indistinguishable in format from any other image file and without

any visual trace of the watermark. The results lead us to believe that this fractal-

based approach presents us with a powerful and unique method of embedding codes,

watermarks, or even messages into a simple image.
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Chapter 7

Random operators and RIFSM

There are many useful reasons that we might want to alter our deterministic

framework to accommodate random variables. Modeling and application considera-

tions such as additive noise and image texturing lend themselves well to a framework

that includes randomness. In this chapter, we (1) extend the framework of Section

3.2 to encompass a setting involving random operators, and (2) discuss some related

applications.

7.1 Random fixed Point Equations

Definition 7.1 Let X be a set, and denote by 2X the power set of X. A subset Σ of

2X is called a σ-algebra if the following properties hold true:

1. If a set S is an element of Σ, then S ′ is an element of Σ as well, where S ′

represents the complement of S. (“closed under complementation”)

2. If sets S1, S2, . . . , Sn are all elements of Σ, then the union of those sets, S1 ∪
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S2 ∪ . . . ∪ Sn, is an element of Σ as well. (“closed under countable union”)

3. Σ 6= ∅: There exists at least one member of X in Σ. (“non-empty”)

Definition 1 Consider (Ω,F,P), where Ω is any nonempty set, F is a σ−algebra,

and P is a measure defined on F. If P(Ω) = 1, we call P a probability measure,

and the triplet is called a probability space.

We can think of Ω as a set of possible outcomes, F as a set of events consisting of

subsets of Ω, and P as a function that maps the respective likelihoods of events in

F occurring to the real interval [0, 1]. For example, if event A is more likely to occur

than event B, then P(A) > P(B).

Definition 7.2 Let F be a σ-algebra and Ω be a nonempty set. If A ⊆ Ω, then A is

measurable if A ∈ F.

Definition 7.3 Let X be a nonempty set. Then, f : X → R is called a measurable

function if for any measurable set E, the set {x ∈ X | f(x) ∈ E} is also measurable.

Definition 7.4 Let (Ω,F,P) be a probability space, and (X, dX) be a metric space.

A mapping T : Ω × X → X is called a random operator if for any x ∈ X and

ω ∈ Ω we have that T (ω, x) is measurable.

If x = x(ω) : Ω→ X, we can call x a random variable.

Definition 7.5 Let (Ω,F,P) be a probability space with ω ∈ Ω, and (X, dX) be a

metric space. Let T : Ω × X → X be a random operator and let x̄(ω) : Ω → X be
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a measurable function. Then, if T (ω, x̄(ω)) = x̄(ω), we call x̄(ω) a random fixed

point of T .

There are several papers in the literature that discuss such equations for single-

valued and set-valued random operators. The reader is pointed to [53, 54, 55, 56, 57,

58, 59]. Several properties of operators carry over to random operators.

Definition 7.6 Let (Ω,F,P) be a probability space, and (X, dX) be a metric space,

with x ∈ X and ω ∈ Ω. Then:

• A random operator T : Ω ×X → X is continuous if for almost every ω ∈ Ω

we have that T (ω, x) is continuous.

• A random operator T : Ω ×X → X is contractive if for almost every ω ∈ Ω

we have that T (ω, x) is a contraction mapping.

Definition 7.7 Let (Ω,F,P) be a probability space with ω ∈ Ω, and (X, dX) be a

metric space. Let T : Ω×X → X be a random operator, x, y ∈ X, and c(ω) ∈ R be

a random variable with c(ω) ≤ c < 1. Then, if T satisfies

dX(T (ω, x), T (ω, y)) ≤ c(ω) dX(x, y)

then T is a c(ω)-contraction.

A c(ω)-contraction is clearly a contraction mapping, and thus Banach’s Fixed Point

Theorem applies. There exists a unique fixed point x̄(ω) ∈ X such that T (ω, x̄(ω)) =

x̄(ω), and for any x 6= x̄(ω), dX(T ◦nx, x̄(ω)) → 0 as n → ∞. Choices of ω produce
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different realizations of T , each being a contraction mapping with a particular con-

traction factor. A number N of different realizations of a random operator T can

then be treated as a family of contraction mappings Ti(x) = T (ωi, x), i = 1, . . . , N ,

with associated contraction factors ci = c(ωi).

Recall the multifunction formulation of the (deterministic) fractal transform de-

fined in Section 3.2. Here, a random fractal transform T is defined analogously:

Definition 7.8 Let (X, dX) be a complete metric space and (Ω,F,P) be a probability

space. Let parent blocks Pi, child blocks Cj, child block regions Rk, sets of oriented

pairings Sk, multifunctions Mk, and image function u be defined as in Definition

3.11. Let φlij : Ω × [0, 1] → [0, 1] be random affine mappings associated to each

wlij with ωlij ∈ Ω, and let U lij(ωlij, x) = φlij
(
ω, u(wlij

−1
(x))

)
; then U lij(ωlij, x) defines a

random surface over parent block Pi and associated to child block Cj. Let Sk(ωlij, x) ={
U lij(ωlij, x)|(i, j)l ∈ Sk

}
be the set of all random surfaces associated to the portions

of child blocks Cj represented by Rk.

For every (i, j)l ∈ Sk, define place-dependent weighting functions plij(x) : Rk →

[0, 1], such that ∑
(i,j)l∈Sk

plij(x) = 1,∀x ∈ Rk,

We let ω = (ω1
11, . . . , ω

1
1nC

, . . . , ω1
nP 1, . . . , ω

1
nPnC

, . . . , ω8
nPnC

), and define a scalarizing

function:

π(Sk(ω, x)) =
∑

(i,j)l∈Sk

plij(x)U lij(ωlij, x),∀x ∈ Rk.
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Then we define the random fractal transform of u(x) as

(Tu)(ω, x) = π(Sk(ω, x)), for x in Rk. (7.1)

The random fractal transform is also called a Random Iterated Function System

with Grey-Level Maps or RIFSM, or a Random Local Iterated Function

System with Grey-Level Maps or RLIFSM since the geometric contractions are

between parent blocks and child blocks, rather than between the entire image and

child blocks.

We can take advantage of this setup to accomplish things we cannot do in the

deterministic setting. For example, we can first obtain a fractal transform of a target

image in the usual way, and then treat particular parameters that are involved as

random variables. This produces a random fractal transform that falls under this

definition, and with it, the ability to produce many realizations of that random fractal

transform. Each realization is a deterministic fractal transforms, each with a unique

fixed point corresponding to an image in image space. If, in the random fractal

transform, the random variables come from a distribution with (1) a mean equal to

their deterministic analogues in the original fractal transform, and (2) a variance

that is small, we might expect that each fixed point that we obtain will look roughly

similar to the original image. This is because the fixed point of the deterministic

fractal transform should be a close approximation of the original image, as discussed

in Section 2.2.
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Note: It is important to remember that a fundamental condition for Banach’s

Fixed Point theorem must apply: We require any contraction mapping to be space-

preserving. Ideally, we would like any random fractal transform to be a

c(ω)-contraction. In the greyscale image setting, where the space involved is

F(�, [0, 1]), it is important that for an image u ∈ F(�, [0, 1]), any fractal transform

T should be a c(ω)-contraction on (F(�, [0, 1]), d2), with T (u) ∈ F(�, [0, 1]) too.

If T is a random fractal transform, however, we cannot guarantee this. In fact,

we cannot guarantee contractivity in general. We rely on a few things: First, the

random parameters come from probability distributions, with a particular mean and

variance. If the expected values of the random parameters could be used to create a

(deterministic) contractive fractal transform TE, then if the variances of the random

distributions are small enough, we might expect that realizations Ti of the random

fractal transform T will be similar to TE, and are likely to be contractive as well.

While we do not know if the random T will be a contractive space-preserving

mapping, we can attempt to avoid problems by keeping the variance on the involved

distributions low. Also, we can lessen the chances that the realizations map to outside

the interval [0, 1] by using an image function u ∈ F(�, [0, 1]) such that max
x∈X

u(x) ≤

δmax < 1 and min
x∈X

u(x) ≥ δmin > 0, for δmax and δmin away from 1 and 0 respectively.

This means that we may find more success in starting with an image function whose

shading does not contain extreme shades of dark or light in the first place. In the

case that shading outside of [0, 1] is obtained at any point during the iteration of a
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realization of T , we project the value of such a point to the closest boundary of [0, 1],

though, in the examples we explore, this action will be rare.

7.1.1 Application to Texturing

We now utilize the RLIFSM framework to explore some examples in image tex-

turing.

Example: (Fine Texture) We consider the image u of a section of concrete wall

depicted in Figure 7.1. We first note that the vast majority of pixels in this image

Figure 7.1: An example of an image with a fine apparent texture.

are coloured with shades that are away from the boundaries of [0, 1]. A histogram of

pixels in the image versus the values of u at those pixels is given in Figure 7.2. While

the maximum image value is 1 and the minimum is 0.0157, less than 0.05% of pixels

are shaded with values of less than 0.2 and less than 0.6% of pixels are shaded with

values of greater than 0.8.

If we were to find a fractal transform whose fixed point is a good approximation of
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Figure 7.2: A histogram displaying the # of pixels shaded versus the intensity of the
shading. It is clear that proportionally few pixels are shaded using very dark or light
shades where the value of u is near the boundaries of [0, 1].

the image, fractal transforms that are only slightly different will have fixed points that

are only slightly different too (refer to Theorem 2.2). Therefore, at the vast majority

of pixels in this image, there is very little danger that the fixed point of a realization of

the corresponding random fractal transform will map the image to outside [0, 1] — as

long as the variances of the distributions that the random parameters are sampled

from are are kept reasonably small.

We first seek a deterministic fractal transform as usual. We choose a uniform grid

of 4× 4-pixel square child blocks, overlapping by 2 pixels, totalling 16129 in number.

The overlapping child blocks help in this case to prevent a block effect, giving a

smoother-looking texture. We select 8 × 8-pixel parent blocks from an overlapping
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uniform grid, as well; the parent block pool consists of 3969 blocks. Then, we collage-

code to create a deterministic fractal transform using affine grey-level mappings and

ten near-optimal pairings for each child block. We store the parameters defining the

fractal transform, including the minimal-collage grey-level parameters αlij
∗

and βlij
∗

for each of the (i, j)l near-optimal pairings calculated for each child block Cj, for

j = 1, . . . , 16129, where i ∈ {1, . . . , 3969} and l ∈ {1, . . . , 8}.

Instead of creating a deterministic fractal transform, however, we use this in-

formation to define a random fractal transform using a probability space (Ω,F,P),

αlij = αlij(ω
l
ij) and βlij = βlij(ω

l
ij), where ωlij ∈ Ω for each choice of i, j, and l corre-

sponding to a near-optimal pairing (i, j)l in the definition of T . We obtain different

realizations of T by sampling each of the parameters αlij(ω) and βlij(ω) from normal

distributions with a mean of αlij
∗

(or respectively βlij
∗
), and a chosen variance. For

this example, we use the averaging scheme to scalarize during the iteration of T .

Some results are depicted in Figures 7.3 and 7.4.

Figure 7.3: Four realizations of the random transform, where the variations of the
distributions for the α and β parameters are 0.2 and 0.1 respectively.

Example: (Coarse Texture) We now consider an image u with a coarse texture,

illustrated in Figure 7.5.
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Figure 7.4: Four realizations of the random transform, where the variations of the
distributions for the α parameters is 0.4 and the β parameters are kept non-random.

Figure 7.5: An example of a greyscale image with a coarse texture of a brick wall.

The target image is chosen so that nearly all of the pixels in the image are shaded

using the middle tones of grey rather than the extremes of the interval [0, 1]; this is

made evident by the histogram in Figure 7.6. We collage code using 8×8-pixel parent

blocks, 4× 4-pixel child blocks, averaging the five near-optimal child blocks for each

parent block, and this time with no overlapping, with the goal of creating a rougher,

uneven appearance. Again, we obtain different realizations of T by sampling each of

the parameters αlij(ω) and βlij(ω) from normal distributions with means of αlij
∗

and

βlij
∗

respectively, with chosen variances. Figures 7.7 and 7.8 depict four realizations

using two different choices of variance for the random grey-level parameters.
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Figure 7.6: A histogram displaying the # of pixels shaded versus the intensity of the
shading for the brick wall image in Figure 7.5; very few of the pixels are shaded with
extreme tones.

Using this method, each realization we obtain has a different fixed point in im-

age space, typically representing a slightly different-looking image from the original.

Starting with an image with a fine texture, the small changes between realizations

could represent the slight variations that cover a surface; one might be inclined to

choose small overlapping child blocks and small variance for the random distribu-

tions in order to maintain a smooth-looking fine texture, but many slightly-different

versions of the target image can be produced from the original.

Starting with a target image with a coarse texture, there may be primary features

in the image that will remain prominent even in the face of heavy noise. In the

case of the “bricks” example, the lines of mortar between the bricks clearly delineate
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Figure 7.7: Four realizations of the random fractal transform associated to the fractal
transform obtained by encoding the image in Figure 7.5, with α and β variances 0.2
and 0.2 respectively.

Figure 7.8: Four realizations of the random fractal transform associated to the fractal
transform obtained by encoding the image in Figure 7.5, with α and β variances 0.3
and 0.05 respectively.

sections of the image. A coarser blockiness can thus be more acceptably employed

to create a rougher appearance in the bricks, and is achievable through using non-

overlapping child blocks and larger values for the variance of the grey-level parameters.

The beauty of this method rests with the idea that we can use any choices for the

adjustable parameters or variances, in order to create different effects that suit the

situation. The method thus has many obvious applications in computer graphics.

This technique could, for example, be applied to a background pattern, for example,

that is intended to be repeated. Each repetition could be a realization of the original

produced using a random fractal transform in order to display some variation between

the different copies.
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7.2 An inverse problem for random fractal transforms

We now discuss an inverse problem for RIFSM; this work is submitted for pub-

lication [14], adding to some ideas detailed in earlier work [15]. First, we state the

random analogue of the collage theorem.

Theorem 7.1 Let (Ω,F,P) be a probability space, (X, dX) be a metric space and

x ∈ X. Let T : Ω×X → X be a c(ω)-contraction with a fixed point of x̄(ω). Then,

dX(x, x̄(ω)) ≤ 1

1− c(ω)
dX(x, T (ω, x))

for almost every ω ∈ Ω.

An inverse problem can be formulated as follows:

Given a random variable x̄ : Ω→ X, find a c(ω)−contractive operator T such that

T (x̄) = x̄,

or equivalently

T (ω, x̄(ω)) = x̄(ω).

Typically, T must be found from a class of operators of a particular acceptable form.

We concentrate on the case of Random IFSM, formulating a fractal transform of a

particular type to give us the class of operators we will work with. Note that this

application discards the notion of a pool of parent blocks, using the entire image or

signal as the domain block for every child block in the scheme.
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We focus on the particular case of the transform T : Ω×X → X defined by

T (ω, u) =

nC∑
i=1

′ (
αi(u(w−1

i (x))) + βi(ω)
)
,

where u ∈ X is an image or signal function, x ∈ [0, 1], nC is the number of child

blocks in the scheme, the wi are geometric contractions from � to child block i, with

αi ∈ [0, 1] grey-level parameters representing contrast adjustments for i = 1, . . . , nC .

The parameters we typically use for brightness adjustments are replaced by random

variables βi : Ω→ R with mean µi, such that |βi| < δ ∈ [0, 1] with a particular degree

of confidence. Thus, the grey-level mappings take the form of φi(ω, t) = αi t+ βi(ω).

We let

T ∗(u) =

nC∑
i=1

′ (
αi(u(w−1

i (x)))
)

in order to obtain

T (ω, u) = T ∗(u) + β(ω),

where β(ω) =

nC∑
i=1

βi(ω). We add the restriction that

0 ≤
nC∑
i=1

(αi + δ) < 1.

This restriction guarantees that T ∗ is itself a space-preserving contraction mapping,

We create a space (Y, dY ) of random signal or image functions as follows:

Y = {u : Ω→ X| u is measurable}

equipped with the metric

dY (u1, u2) =

∫
Ω

‖u1 − u2‖2 dω.
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It can be shown that (Y, dY ) is a complete metric space. Further,

dY (Tu1, Tu2) =

∫
Ω

‖T ∗(u1) + β(ω)− T ∗(u2)− β(ω)‖2 dω

=

∫
Ω

‖T ∗(u1)− T ∗(u2)‖2 dω

≤ cT

∫
Ω

‖u1 − u2‖2 dω

= cT dY (u1, u2),

for almost every x ∈ [0, 1], where cT ∗ ∈ [0, 1) is the contraction factor of T ∗. Thus, T

is contractive, and so there exists a unique fixed point ū ∈ Y such that T ū = ū; that

is, T (ū(ω)) = ū(ω) for almost every ω ∈ Ω. We can write

ū(ω, x) =

nC∑
i=1

′ (
αi(ū(w−1

i (x))) + βi(ω)
)
. (7.2)

If ū(ω, x) is an integrable function, then we can let

ū(x) =

∫
Ω

ū(ω, x)dω.

From Equation (7.2), we obtain

ū(x) =

nC∑
i=1

′ (
αi(ū(w−1

i (x))) + µi
)
.

Therefore, the expected value of ū(ω, x) is the fixed point of a deterministic N−map

IFSM on X.

7.2.1 Discussion and Examples

The original goal of the formulation of this inverse problem in RIFSM was to solve

a problem of denoising images. Given a number of observations of a signal or image
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affected by constant additive noise, the aim was to collage code these observations,

obtaining not only the minimal-collage grey-level parameters, but also an estimate

of the noise itself; in doing so, a noise function is recovered and we would then have

the ability to subtract it from the observations to obtain the original image or signal.

In the original formulation, the random fractal transform being considered had the

following form:

T (ω, u) =

nC∑
i=1

′ (
αi(u(w−1

i (x))) + βi + qi(ω)
)

;

in other words, both the αi and βi were treated as deterministic parameters while

the random variables qi represented the constant additive noise. However, in this

formulation, the βi brightness adjustments and the qi constant additive noise in effect

perform the same action, and the two terms are in practice indistinguishable from

one another. The problem of minimizing the collage distance subject to the usual

parameters, plus the additional parameter representing the expectation of qi(ω), µi,

is overdetermined and admits any solution without a piece of a priori data about the

original image function.

We can, however, apply this framework to the following problem: Suppose we have

a number of observations of a noisy signal or image: due to this random noise, these

signals or images may all be slightly different. We may collage code these images,

recovering optimal greyscale parameters for each. These greyscale parameters help

to define fractal transforms —ones whose fixed points are close to each noisy target

signal or image, by the random analogue to the collage theorem. The goal is to
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obtain information from the fractal transforms that tells us about the distribution of

the noise affecting the observations. In particular, it can be shown that the βi grey-

level parameters found for each of the individual observations inherit the distribution

of the additive noise in the observation.

Example: We define the IFS maps

wij(x) = 2−i(x+ j − 1),

with i = 1, . . . , 4 and j = 1, 2, . . . , 2i, with associated greyscale maps

φij(t) = αij(t) + βij.

In this example, we consider a 1−D signal as a target function, given by:

u(x) = 0.8x2 + 0.1

We construct N observations of the function by adding constant noise to u:

uk(x) = u(x) + νk,

for k = 1, . . . N , where νk < 0.1 with mean zero. The ten realizations of the function

are depicted in Figure 7.9. We obtain the optimal grey-level parameters by collage

coding the separate realizations. The calculations are performed for three runs of

50, 100, and 200 realizations. Then, we determine the mean value of each grey-level

parameter; these are denoted αijmean and βijmean. Tables 7.1 and 7.2 list the values

of all of the different αijmean and βijmean values for the three runs.
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coeff 50 100 200 coeff 50 100 200

α1,1 0.25000 0.25000 0.25000 α4,1 0.00391 0.00391 0.00391

α1,2 0.25732 0.25730 0.25730 α4,2 0.01124 0.01124 0.01124

α2,1 0.06250 0.06250 0.06250 α4,3 0.01857 0.01857 0.01857

α2,2 0.06983 0.06982 0.06982 α4,4 0.02590 0.02590 0.02590

α2,3 0.07715 0.07715 0.07715 α4,5 0.03323 0.03323 0.03323

α2,4 0.08447 0.08447 0.08447 α4,6 0.04056 0.04056 0.04056

α3,1 0.01563 0.01563 0.01563 α4,7 0.04790 0.04789 0.04789

α3,2 0.02295 0.02295 0.02295 α4,8 0.05523 0.05523 0.05523

α3,3 0.03028 0.03028 0.03028 α4,9 0.06256 0.06256 0.06256

α3,4 0.03760 0.03760 0.03760 α4,10 0.06989 0.06989 0.06989

α3,5 0.04493 0.04493 0.04493 α4,11 0.07722 0.07722 0.07722

α3,6 0.05226 0.05226 0.05226 α4,12 0.08455 0.08455 0.08455

α3,7 0.05958 0.05958 0.05958 α4,13 0.09188 0.09188 0.09188

α3,8 0.06691 0.06691 0.06691 α4,14 0.09921 0.09921 0.09921

α4,15 0.10655 0.10650 0.10650

α4,16 0.11388 0.11390 0.11390

Table 7.1: Greyscale map mean parameters αijmean in the case of constant additive
noise.
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coeff 50 100 200 coeff 50 100 200

β1,1 0.07105 0.07261 0.07199 β4,1 0.09436 0.09644 0.09561

β1,2 0.07157 0.07312 0.07250 β4,2 0.09796 0.10002 0.09920

β2,1 0.08881 0.09077 0.08998 β4,3 0.10781 0.10986 0.10904

β2,2 0.08948 0.09142 0.09065 β4,4 0.12391 0.12594 0.12513

β2,3 0.09054 0.09247 0.09170 β4,5 0.14626 0.14828 0.14747

β2,4 0.09200 0.09391 0.09315 β4,6 0.17486 0.17686 0.17606

β3,1 0.09325 0.09530 0.09448 β4,7 0.20971 0.21170 0.21090

β3,2 0.09451 0.09655 0.09573 β4,8 0.25081 0.25278 0.25200

β3,3 0.09733 0.09935 0.09854 β4,9 0.29816 0.30012 0.29934

β3,4 0.10171 0.10372 0.10292 β4,10 0.35176 0.35371 0.35293

β3,5 0.10766 0.10965 0.10885 β4,11 0.41161 0.41354 0.41277

β3,6 0.11517 0.11715 0.11635 β4,12 0.47771 0.47963 0.47886

β3,7 0.12424 0.12620 0.12542 β4,13 0.55006 0.55196 0.55120

β3,8 0.13487 0.13682 0.13604 β4,14 0.62866 0.63055 0.62979

β4,15 0.71351 0.71538 0.71463

β4,16 0.80461 0.80647 0.80573

Table 7.2: Greyscale map mean parameters βijmean in the case of constant additive
noise.
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Figure 7.9: Ten realizations of the target function u with constant noise.

We also collage code the mean observation:

u∗(x) =
1

N

N∑
k=1

uk(x).

We obtain the optimal grey-level parameters for u∗(x), and denote these by α∗ij and

β∗ij. These values are listed in Tables 7.3 and 7.4.

We observe that as the number of realizations increase, the values of βijmean and β∗ij

agree increasingly well for any fixed choice of i, j. Furthermore, the values of αijmean

and α∗ij are the same for any fixed choice of i, j across all simulations regardless of

the number of realizations used. In other words, since the realizations differ from one

another only by a vertical shift, the only differences between the greyscale parameters

are in the ones representing adjustments to brightness.

Example: We repeat the previous example, using the same target function u(x) =
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coeff 50 100 200 coeff 50 100 200

α1,1 0.25000 0.25000 0.25000 α4,1 0.00391 0.00391 0.00391

α1,2 0.25730 0.25730 0.25730 α4,2 0.01124 0.01124 0.01124

α2,1 0.06250 0.06250 0.06250 α4,3 0.01857 0.01857 0.01857

α2,2 0.06982 0.06982 0.06982 α4,4 0.02590 0.02590 0.02590

α2,3 0.07715 0.07715 0.07715 α4,5 0.03323 0.03323 0.03323

α2,4 0.08447 0.08447 0.08447 α4,6 0.04056 0.04056 0.04056

α3,1 0.01562 0.01562 0.01562 α4,7 0.04789 0.04789 0.04789

α3,2 0.02295 0.02295 0.02295 α4,8 0.05523 0.05523 0.05523

α3,3 0.03028 0.03028 0.03028 α4,9 0.06256 0.06256 0.06256

α3,4 0.03760 0.03760 0.03760 α4,10 0.06989 0.06989 0.06989

α3,5 0.04493 0.04493 0.04493 α4,11 0.07722 0.07722 0.07722

α3,6 0.05226 0.05226 0.05226 α4,12 0.08455 0.08455 0.08455

α3,7 0.05958 0.05958 0.05958 α4,13 0.09188 0.09188 0.09188

α3,8 0.06691 0.06691 0.06691 α4,14 0.09921 0.09921 0.09921

α4,15 0.10650 0.10650 0.10650

α4,16 0.11390 0.11390 0.11390

Table 7.3: Greyscale map parameters α∗ij for the mean observation in the case of

constant additive noise.
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coeff 50 100 200 coeff 50 100 200

β1,1 0.07105 0.07261 0.07199 β4,1 0.09436 0.09644 0.09561

β1,2 0.07157 0.07312 0.07250 β4,2 0.09796 0.10002 0.09920

β2,1 0.08881 0.09076 0.08998 β4,3 0.10781 0.10986 0.10904

β2,2 0.08948 0.09142 0.09065 β4,4 0.12391 0.12594 0.12513

β2,3 0.09054 0.09247 0.09170 β4,5 0.14626 0.14828 0.14747

β2,4 0.09200 0.09391 0.09315 β4,6 0.17486 0.17686 0.17606

β3,1 0.09325 0.09530 0.09448 β4,7 0.20971 0.21170 0.21090

β3,2 0.09451 0.09654 0.09573 β4,8 0.25081 0.25278 0.25200

β3,3 0.09733 0.09935 0.09854 β4,9 0.29816 0.30012 0.29934

β3,4 0.10171 0.10372 0.10292 β4,10 0.35176 0.35371 0.35293

β3,5 0.10766 0.10965 0.10885 β4,11 0.41161 0.41354 0.41277

β3,6 0.11517 0.11715 0.11635 β4,12 0.47771 0.47963 0.47886

β3,7 0.12424 0.12620 0.12542 β4,13 0.55006 0.55196 0.55120

β3,8 0.13487 0.13682 0.13604 β4,14 0.62866 0.63055 0.62979

β4,15 0.71351 0.71538 0.71463

β4,16 0.80461 0.80647 0.80573

Table 7.4: Greyscale map parameters β∗ij for the mean observation in the case of

constant additive noise.
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0.8x2 + 0.1. We use place-dependent noise here, obtaining N realizations by letting

uk(x) = u(x) + νk(x)

for k = 1, . . . , N . The νk random variables are taken from a normal distribution with

mean 0 and variance 0.01 for each fixed x; here it is true that |νk(x)| < 0.1 for all

k and x. Figure 7.10 depicts these realizations. We define αijmean, α∗ij, βijmean, and

Figure 7.10: Ten realizations of the target function u with place-dependent noise.

β∗ij as in the previous example. Tables 7.5 through 7.8 display the values of these

parameters.

In this case, the mean of the parameters obtained through collage-coding each re-

alization separately are again comparable to the parameters obtained through collage-

coding the mean of the realizations. This time, the α parameters do not match up

exactly, due to the place-dependent nature of the noise.
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coeff 50 100 200 coeff 50 100 200

α1,1 0.24783 0.24817 0.24656 α4,1 0.00145 0.00175 0.00103

α1,2 0.25505 0.25544 0.25412 α4,2 0.01221 0.00770 0.00599

α2,1 0.06121 0.06223 0.06291 α4,3 0.01686 0.02246 0.02139

α2,2 0.06938 0.07046 0.07104 α4,4 0.02663 0.02713 0.02261

α2,3 0.07708 0.07851 0.07958 α4,5 0.03320 0.02775 0.02702

α2,4 0.08467 0.08460 0.08452 α4,6 0.03973 0.03700 0.04394

α3,1 0.01528 0.01578 0.01762 α4,7 0.05133 0.05263 0.05698

α3,2 0.02500 0.02240 0.02327 α4,8 0.05110 0.05331 0.05169

α3,3 0.03001 0.03025 0.0279 α4,9 0.06367 0.06415 0.05847

α3,4 0.03565 0.03681 0.03749 α4,10 0.07064 0.07165 0.07154

α3,5 0.04367 0.04528 0.04503 α4,11 0.08009 0.08117 0.08127

α3,6 0.05363 0.05390 0.05448 α4,12 0.08196 0.08116 0.08289

α3,7 0.06107 0.05783 0.05697 α4,13 0.08840 0.08420 0.08868

α3,8 0.06887 0.06726 0.06449 α4,14 0.09788 0.09744 0.09734

α4,15 0.10892 0.11101 0.11136

α4,16 0.11107 0.11086 0.10584

Table 7.5: Greyscale map mean parameters αijmean in the case of place-dependent
additive noise with a normal distribution.
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coeff 50 100 200 coeff 50 100 200

β1,1 0.07567 0.07569 0.07636 β4,1 0.10043 0.09999 0.09986

β1,2 0.07616 0.07611 0.07662 β4,2 0.10254 0.10497 0.10664

β2,1 0.09393 0.09383 0.09400 β4,3 0.11348 0.11149 0.11200

β2,2 0.09424 0.09417 0.09423 β4,4 0.12806 0.12842 0.13100

β2,3 0.09511 0.09500 0.09509 β4,5 0.15160 0.15332 0.15423

β2,4 0.09649 0.09693 0.09764 β4,6 0.18088 0.18174 0.17955

β3,1 0.09838 0.09843 0.09808 β4,7 0.21230 0.21107 0.20814

β3,2 0.09875 0.09962 0.09961 β4,8 0.25745 0.25764 0.25772

β3,3 0.10234 0.10268 0.10412 β4,9 0.30314 0.30231 0.30508

β3,4 0.10740 0.10717 0.10756 β4,10 0.35598 0.35589 0.35696

β3,5 0.11273 0.11245 0.11306 β4,11 0.41463 0.41407 0.41363

β3,6 0.11915 0.11994 0.12040 β4,12 0.48285 0.48257 0.48226

β3,7 0.12841 0.12973 0.13083 β4,13 0.55575 0.55723 0.55612

β3,8 0.13923 0.14004 0.14117 β4,14 0.63338 0.63320 0.63350

β4,15 0.71795 0.71599 0.71530

β4,16 0.81047 0.81016 0.81133

Table 7.6: Greyscale map mean parameters βijmean in the case of place-dependent
additive noise with a normal distribution.
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coeff 50 100 200 coeff 50 100 200

α1,1 0.24995 0.25030 0.24878 α4,1 0.00143 0.00178 0.00084

α1,2 0.25722 0.25759 0.25626 α4,2 0.01229 0.00781 0.00629

α2,1 0.06152 0.06250 0.06312 α4,3 0.01675 0.02249 0.02141

α2,2 0.06984 0.07086 0.07153 α4,4 0.02668 0.02705 0.02266

α2,3 0.07725 0.07870 0.07967 α4,5 0.03321 0.02780 0.02719

α2,4 0.08506 0.08504 0.08488 α4,6 0.03973 0.03692 0.04373

α3,1 0.01534 0.01568 0.01744 α4,7 0.05143 0.05280 0.05710

α3,2 0.02503 0.02235 0.02321 α4,8 0.05118 0.05356 0.05175

α3,3 0.03006 0.03031 0.02814 α4,9 0.06371 0.06419 0.05859

α3,4 0.03564 0.03679 0.03740 α4,10 0.07061 0.07159 0.07149

α3,5 0.04381 0.04543 0.04513 α4,11 0.08008 0.08115 0.08136

α3,6 0.05365 0.05386 0.05433 α4,12 0.08206 0.08141 0.08320

α3,7 0.06127 0.05801 0.05702 α4,13 0.08855 0.08437 0.08873

α3,8 0.06899 0.06750 0.06477 α4,14 0.09792 0.09758 0.09738

α4,15 0.10897 0.11110 0.11133

α4,16 0.11104 0.11083 0.10592

Table 7.7: Greyscale map parameters α∗ij for the mean observation in the case of

place-dependent additive noise with a normal distribution.
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coeff 50 100 200 coeff 50 100 200

β1,1 0.07489 0.07491 0.07554 β4,1 0.10045 0.10002 0.09993

β1,2 0.07536 0.07532 0.07583 β4,2 0.10251 0.10494 0.10653

β2,1 0.09382 0.09373 0.09392 β4,3 0.11352 0.11147 0.11200

β2,2 0.09407 0.09402 0.09405 β4,4 0.12803 0.12844 0.13098

β2,3 0.09504 0.09493 0.09505 β4,5 0.15160 0.15330 0.15416

β2,4 0.09634 0.09677 0.09751 β4,6 0.18087 0.18177 0.17964

β3,1 0.09837 0.09847 0.09814 β4,7 0.21227 0.21101 0.20810

β3,2 0.09874 0.09964 0.09963 β4,8 0.25742 0.25755 0.25768

β3,3 0.10232 0.10265 0.10403 β4,9 0.30313 0.30230 0.30504

β3,4 0.10740 0.10717 0.10759 β4,10 0.35599 0.35590 0.35697

β3,5 0.11268 0.11239 0.11303 β4,11 0.41464 0.41408 0.41360

β3,6 0.11914 0.11996 0.12046 β4,12 0.48282 0.48248 0.48216

β3,7 0.12833 0.12967 0.13081 β4,13 0.55569 0.55716 0.55611

β3,8 0.13918 0.13996 0.14106 β4,14 0.63338 0.63317 0.63351

β4,15 0.71793 0.71595 0.71530

β4,16 0.81049 0.81017 0.81130

Table 7.8: Greyscale map parameters β∗ij for the mean observation in the case of

place-dependent additive noise with a normal distribution.
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Example: We again repeat the example using the same target function u(x) =

0.8x2 + 0.1, but this time we employ place-dependent noise νk(x) that is taken from a

β(1, 2) beta distribution. The results of three runs for different numbers of realizations

can be compared in Tables 7.9 through 7.12.

In all examples, we can view the mean signal function u∗(x) as a kind of denoising

of the noisy signals.
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coeff 50 100 200 coeff 50 100 200

α1,1 0.25000 0.25000 0.25000 α4,1 0.00391 0.00391 0.00391

α1,2 0.25732 0.25732 0.25732 α4,2 0.01124 0.01124 0.01124

α2,1 0.06250 0.06250 0.06250 α4,3 0.01857 0.01857 0.01857

α2,2 0.06983 0.06983 0.06983 α4,4 0.02590 0.02590 0.02590

α2,3 0.07715 0.07715 0.07715 α4,5 0.03323 0.03323 0.03323

α2,4 0.08447 0.08447 0.08447 α4,6 0.04056 0.04056 0.04056

α3,1 0.01563 0.01563 0.01563 α4,7 0.04790 0.04790 0.04790

α3,2 0.02295 0.02295 0.02295 α4,8 0.05523 0.05523 0.05523

α3,3 0.03028 0.03028 0.03028 α4,9 0.06256 0.06256 0.06256

α3,4 0.03760 0.03760 0.03760 α4,10 0.06989 0.06989 0.06989

α3,5 0.04493 0.04493 0.04493 α4,11 0.07722 0.07722 0.07722

α3,6 0.05226 0.05226 0.05226 α4,12 0.08455 0.08455 0.08455

α3,7 0.05958 0.05958 0.05958 α4,13 0.09188 0.09188 0.09188

α3,8 0.06691 0.06691 0.06691 α4,14 0.09921 0.09921 0.09921

α4,15 0.10655 0.10655 0.10655

α4,16 0.11388 0.11388 0.11388

Table 7.9: Greyscale map mean parameters αi,jmean in the case of place-dependent
additive noise with a beta distribution.
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coeff 50 100 200 coeff 50 100 200

β1,1 0.27162 0.28736 0.31950 β4,1 0.36075 0.38165 0.42433

β1,2 0.27019 0.28577 0.31760 β4,2 0.36239 0.38313 0.42550

β2,1 0.33953 0.35920 0.39937 β4,3 0.37028 0.39087 0.43292

β2,2 0.33824 0.35776 0.39762 β4,4 0.38442 0.40485 0.44660

β2,3 0.33735 0.35671 0.39625 β4,5 0.40481 0.42509 0.46652

β2,4 0.33684 0.35605 0.39528 β4,6 0.43145 0.45158 0.49269

β3,1 0.35650 0.37716 0.41934 β4,7 0.46434 0.48431 0.52511

β3,2 0.35580 0.37630 0.41817 β4,8 0.50348 0.52330 0.56378

β3,3 0.35666 0.37701 0.41856 β4,9 0.54887 0.56853 0.60870

β3,4 0.35909 0.37928 0.42052 β4,10 0.60051 0.62002 0.65988

β3,5 0.36308 0.38311 0.42404 β4,11 0.65840 0.67776 0.71730

β3,6 0.36863 0.38851 0.42912 β4,12 0.72254 0.74174 0.78097

β3,7 0.37574 0.39547 0.43577 β4,13 0.79293 0.81198 0.85089

β3,8 0.38441 0.40399 0.44397 β4,14 0.86957 0.88846 0.92706

β4,15 0.95245 0.97120 1.00950

β4,16 1.04160 1.06020 1.09820

Table 7.10: Greyscale map mean parameters βijmean in the case of place-dependent
additive noise with a beta distribution.
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coeff 50 100 200 coeff 50 100 200

α1,1 0.25000 0.28736 0.25000 α4,1 0.00391 0.38165 0.00391

α1,2 0.25732 0.28577 0.25732 α4,2 0.01124 0.38313 0.01124

α2,1 0.06250 0.35920 0.06250 α4,3 0.01857 0.39087 0.01857

α2,2 0.06983 0.35776 0.06983 α4,4 0.02590 0.40485 0.02590

α2,3 0.07715 0.35671 0.07715 α4,5 0.03323 0.42509 0.03323

α2,4 0.08447 0.35605 0.08447 α4,6 0.04056 0.45158 0.04056

α3,1 0.01563 0.37716 0.01563 α4,7 0.04790 0.48431 0.04790

α3,2 0.02295 0.37630 0.02295 α4,8 0.05523 0.52330 0.05523

α3,3 0.03028 0.37701 0.03028 α4,9 0.06256 0.56853 0.06256

α3,4 0.03760 0.37928 0.03760 α4,10 0.06989 0.62002 0.06989

α3,5 0.04493 0.38311 0.04493 α4,11 0.07722 0.67776 0.07722

α3,6 0.05226 0.38851 0.05226 α4,12 0.08455 0.74174 0.08455

α3,7 0.05958 0.39547 0.05958 α4,13 0.09188 0.81198 0.09188

α3,8 0.06691 0.40399 0.06691 α4,14 0.09921 0.88846 0.09921

α4,15 0.10655 0.97120 0.10655

α4,16 0.11388 1.06020 0.11388

Table 7.11: Greyscale map parameters α∗ij for the mean observation in the case of

place-dependent additive noise with a beta distribution.
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coeff 50 100 200 coeff 50 100 200

β1,1 0.27162 0.28736 0.31950 β4,1 0.36075 0.38165 0.42433

β1,2 0.27019 0.28577 0.31760 β4,2 0.36239 0.38313 0.42550

β2,1 0.33953 0.35920 0.39937 β4,3 0.37028 0.39087 0.43292

β2,2 0.33824 0.35776 0.39762 β4,4 0.38442 0.40485 0.44660

β2,3 0.33735 0.35671 0.39625 β4,5 0.40481 0.42509 0.46652

β2,4 0.33684 0.35605 0.39528 β4,6 0.43145 0.45158 0.49269

β3,1 0.35650 0.37716 0.41934 β4,7 0.46434 0.48431 0.52511

β3,2 0.35580 0.37630 0.41817 β4,8 0.50348 0.52330 0.56378

β3,3 0.35666 0.37701 0.41856 β4,9 0.54887 0.56853 0.60870

β3,4 0.35909 0.37928 0.42052 β4,10 0.60051 0.62002 0.65988

β3,5 0.36308 0.38311 0.42404 β4,11 0.65840 0.67776 0.71730

β3,6 0.36863 0.38851 0.42912 β4,12 0.72254 0.74174 0.78097

β3,7 0.37574 0.39547 0.43577 β4,13 0.79293 0.81198 0.85089

β3,8 0.38441 0.40399 0.44397 β4,14 0.86957 0.88846 0.92706

β4,15 0.95245 0.97120 1.00950

β4,16 1.04160 1.06020 1.09820

Table 7.12: Greyscale map parameters β∗ij for the mean observation in the case of

place-dependent additive noise with a beta distribution.
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Chapter 8

Future Work

The ideas introduced in this thesis provide many paths to follow that may have

great potential for research in the future. Some of these areas are listed here.

• Inverse problems in Random LIFSM.

The limitations of RIFSM are the same as those of IFSM; without the “local”

aspect and the idea of including many parent blocks instead of using the entire

domain, it is difficult to keep the collage distance small for any target image or

signal that is non-monotone. Considering local properties of images may provide

insight on new approaches to analyzing noise functions and/or denoising images

or signals.

• Utilizing Cone Metrics.

Some of the fixed point theory of contractive mappings in a cone metric space

setting has already been established [60, 61]. The multifunctions framework for

fractal imaging we have detailed provides a natural setting for the use of cone
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metric spaces, with the minimization of the collage distance for multiple pairings

inherent to the scheme. Cone metrics could also be used to simultaneously

quantify the multiple measurements and/or thresholds involved with the novel

edge detection schemes that have been proposed in this thesis. Thus, cone

metrics would likely be a useful and beneficial inclusion to the formulation.

• Applications using fixed point theories for non-expansive mappings

Image and signal processing relying upon a framework of non-expansive map-

pings, rather than contraction mappings, is of recent interest. The greater

flexibility of such a framework has already resulted in some published successes

[62, 63]. The potential exists to develop a non-expansive imaging framework

analogous to the contractive approach, and subsequently non-expansive ana-

logues to the applications detailed in this thesis.

• Applications in Biological Imaging

There has been recent interest in the computerized detection of various features

of the vascular system as a tool for detecting vascular and heart diseases [64, 65].

The fractal-based methods that have been discussed rely on self-similarity in

images. It is therefore conceivable that the applications we have detailed in this

thesis may work very well to biological images which feature a high degree of

self-similarity. For instance, the human body possesses much self-similarity; in

particular, the vascular system exemplifies remarkable self-similarity at many
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different scales. The potential exists to use the edge detection methods detailed

in this thesis for an effective method of blood vessel segmentation in medical

images.
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